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Institutions of higher education need accurate 
enrollment forecasts because student enrollment, which 
translates into fiscal income, is one of the most 
influential factors in the areas of budget, program, and 
personnel planning. Enrollment patterns of the 1980's 
suggest an urgent need for integrated forecast system due 
to the fact that unstable enrollments, along with scarcity 
of funds, put pressure on colleges and universities. 
Various factors, ranging from demography to economic 
climate, could influence higher education enrollments. 
Without knowing these factors, it will not be possible to 
forecast precisely the changing figures of student 
enrollment year after year. The variables affecting higher 
education enrollments may be as follows: (1) The number of 
traditional students (ages 18-24) has decreased due to the 
end of the baby boom in 1965; (2) The impact of twin 
problems--inflation and unemployment--on student and 
parental income has affected enrollments; (3) The returns 
from the investment in a college education have declined 
while the costs have increased, resulting in an enrollment 
1 
decrease; and (4) Federal and state government's call for 
accountability of higher education as the result of actual 
cuts in grants and loans has resulted in fewer monies and 
programs, thus, lower enrollment. Needless to say, all 
important factors, such as demography, economic indicators, 
labor market, and public policy related to the enrollments, 
should be taken into consideration in order to build a 
reasonable and workable forecast model for a particular 
institution. 
Enrollment forecasts are difficult to make in a period 
of declining growth and unstable fluctuation when turning 
points are unexpected. Enrollment forecasts are even more 
difficult in the 1980's than in any previous decade because 
of the variety of factors and techniques involved. 
Therefore, how to perform accurate enrollment forecasts 
during these times to facilitate planning becomes a 
challenge for decision makers in colleges and 
2 
universities. Based upon the results of accurate 
enrollment forecasts and the information of enrollment 
trends, decision makers are able to detect where the demand 
for services will be in the future and to carry out 
effective budget, program, and personnel planning. 
Statement of the Purpose 
The purpose of this .study is: 
1. To use time series analysis in building the best 
applicable models to produce accurate student enrollment 
forecasts for Oklahoma State University in the years 1986, 
1987, 1988, and 1989. The subject categories include 
freshmen, males, females, undergraduate students, graduate 
students, and total students. 
2. To use multiple regression and discriminant 
analyses in: (a) studying the important variables, such as 
demography, economic indicators, labor market, and public 
policy, that could influence undergraduate student and 
total student enrollments at Oklahoma State University 
during the 1960's, 1970's, and 1980's; and (b) constructing 
the predicted equation and discriminant function for one-
year-ahead undergraduate student.and total student 
enrollment forecasts. 
Statement of the Problem 
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The problem of this study is to build student 
enrollment forecasting models based upon time series 
analysis (simple exponential smoothing, Brown's double 
exponential smoothing, Holt's two parameter exponential 
smoothing, and Box-Jenkins autoregressive integrated moving 
average), multiple regression analysis, and multiple 
discriminant analysis. 
Definition of Terms 
The_following terms are well defined in Forecasting: 
Methods and Applications (Makridakis & Wheelwright, 1978). 
Accuracy. The most commonly used criterion for 
evaluating the performance of enrollment forecasting models 
is accuracy. It refers to the correctness of the forecast 
as measured against actual enrollments. Accuracy can be 
measured by mean square error (MSE); or mean absolute 
percentage error (MAPE). 
Applicability. Applicability is an important 
criterion in selecting a forecasting technique. 
Applicability refers to the ease with which a technique can 
be applied to a given situation and actual setting. 
Causal model. The causal model assumes that 
enrollments to be forecast exhibit a cause/effect 
relationship with one or more other factors. 
Curve fitting. One approach to forecasting is simply 
to fit some form of curve to the historical time series 
data. Use of a linear trend is, in fact, a curve fitting 
method. 
Dependent variable. A dependent variable refers to a 
variable that is determined by some other factors. In 
regression analysis the variale being predicted is the 
dependent variable. 
Forecasting. Forecasting is the prediction of values 
of a variable based on known past values of that variable 
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or other related variables. Forecasts also may be based on 
expert judgments, which in turn are based on historical 
data and experience. 
Gross national product (GNP). The most comprehensive 
measure of a nation's income is the gross national 
product. It includes the total output of goods and 
services for an economy over a specific period of time. 
Independent variable. An independent variable is one 
whose values are determined outside of the system being 
modeled. An independent variable is used in a causal 
relationship to predict values of a dependent variable. 
Integrated. This is a system of modeling where one or 
more of the techniques are included in the model. 
Least squares estimation. This approach to estimating 
the parameter values in an equation minimizes the squares 
of the deviations that result from fitting that particular 
model. 
Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE). The mean 
absolute percentage error is the average of the sum of all 
of the percentage errors for a given data set taken without 
regard to sign. 
5 
Mean squared error (MSE). The mean squared error is a 
measure of accuracy computed by squaring the individual 
error for each item in a data set and then finding the 
average value of the sum of those squares. 
Model. A model is the symbolic representation of 
reality. In quantitative forecasting methods a specific 
model is used to represent the basic pattern contained in 
the data. 
Smoothing. Incorporating two or more observations 
from periods during which the same causal factors were in 
effect provides a smoothed value. The term smoothed is 
used because such combinations tend to reduce randomness by 
allowing positive and negative random effects to partially 
offset each other. 
Time-series model. A time-series model is a function 
that relates the values of a time series to previous values 
of that time series, its errors, or other related time 
series. 
Limitations of the Study 
The limitations of the enrollment forecasts in this 
study are as follow. First of all, the historical data 
involved in the study included the years 1962 through 1987 
in which no major wars or domestic conflicts occurred. 
However, if any major war or domestic conflict were to 
occur in the forecasted future, the enrollment projection 
would be inaccurate. Secondly, long-range forecasts (5-10 
years) can not be achieved in this study. This is partly 
because the historical series are not long enough and 
partly because numerous uncertainties, such as 
6 
institutional tuition policies, federal financing plans, 
student attitudes, and other factors, may affect student 
enrollments and further violate the underlying assumptions 





REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Enrollment figures are the principal factors in 
determining the amount of support and capital outlay funds 
that the legislature is called upon to appropriate for 
institutions of higher education. Projected enrollment 
figures for each fiscal year can be used to calculate the 
magnitude of workloads and support funds in the areas of 
teaching staff, support staff, administrative and 
professional staff, instructional expenses, facilities, 
student services, and personnel. Thus, enrollment directly 
influences the budgets of colleges and universities and 
consequently affects their programs and personnel. 
Accurate enrollment figures become crucial to effective 
budgetary, program, and personnel planning. 
However, building the applicable enrollment forecast 
model for a particular institution is not easy because a 
variety of factors and techniques could influence the 
validity and reliability of such a model. The challenge is 
to include all possible factors and to select forecasting 
techniques which make sense and forecast accurately. As 
Lins (1960, pp. 2, 6) pointed out, "All factors related 
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to enrollment of a particular institution must be 
considered," and "good forecasts will call for logically 
integrated, analytical techniques." 
Factors Affecting Higher Education 
Enrollments 
Mangelson (1973) noted that, 
•.. until studies incorporate mechanisms for 
explaining why enrollments are changing we 
will be unable to predict that change in 
enrollment trends will occur (p. 23). 
Hence, the ability to forecast enrollment accurately is 
quite dependent upon the ability to select the important 
variables and to predict the cause and effect of such 
variables. 
Wagschall (1983) indicated that declining enroll-
ments--resulting from the end of the baby boom in 1965--
made their first impact on higher education in the 1980s. 
Consequently, the graduating class of 1987 is the first in 
the past eighteen years to be drawn from a non-baby boom 
cohort. Definitely, the baby boom is one of the factors 
affecting higher education enrollments. 
In addition, Mangelson (1973) described the factors 
influencing higher education enrollments as: social values, 
social conditions, diffusion of communication technology, 
public policy, and educational systems. The social values 
are the values placed on knowledge, self-improvement, and 
formal education combined to create an attitude. which 
9 
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affects an individual's behavior and higher education 
enrollment. Social conditions such as demographics, 
economics, and leisure time are objective and measurable. 
The diffusion of communication technology is the impact of 
innovations such as computer-assisted instruction, cable 
TV, and a host of similar technologies. Public policy 
refers to the level of public financial support, and the 
educational system refers to the number of new institutions 
available. 
Lins (1960) further provided a comprehensive list of 
the factors to be studied in the development of a student 
enrollment forecast model. These factors are: admission 
policy, housing, instructional facilities, staff, programs, 
high school graduates, post-baccalaureate students, veteran 
enrollments, related economic structure, international 
situation, birth rates, mortality rates, migration, 
education benefits and/or loan and scholarship programs, 
and Selective Service draft and deferments. 
It is obvious, up to this point, that forecasting 
student enrollment is a difficult task due to the variety, 
non-measurability, and uncertainty of factors involved. 
For instance, 
domestic or international crises or changes 
in government policies, either federal or 
state, can make predictions about a given 
institution uncertain (Crossland, 1980, p. 22). 
Variables such as the value of a degree in 
terms of status or the value of increased 
education for personal enrichment are 
impossible to quantify (Frankel & Forrest, 
1977, p. 7). 
Factors such as quality and diversity of 
programs, location, prestige, price relative 
to competitors, and recruitment policies will 
largely determine how students distribute 
themselves among the various campuses. 
(Breneman, 1984, p. 22). 
Note that the historical data associated with the above 
factors are difficult to obtain. 
However, considering two well-known national 
enrollment projects along with their assumptions, one 
should not be too pessimistic in dealing with enrollment 
forecasting factors. The Carnegie Council (1974) projected 
national enrollment to the end of this century by age group 
and gender based upon only college enrollment trends. The 
National Center for Education Statistics (1978) projected 
10-year enrollment by type of college, sex, and enrollment 
status based upon only population as the determination of 
enrollment. These enrollment projections have been 
demonstrated to be fairly accurate for the short-to-medium 
term {one to five years). 
Additionally, economic data have been quantified and 
accumulated by various agencies in longitudinal fashion and 
used as bases for enrollment forecasts. Witkowski (1974) 
stressed that short-term factors such as unemployment and 
inflation and long-term factors such as changes in the 
market for college graduates influence enrollment in higher 
education. 
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The economy of the 70's has been characterized by a 
combination of inflation and unemployment. These twin 
problems and governmental efforts to reduce expenditures to 
slow inflation have resulted in the creation of negative 
influences on college enrollment (Witkowski, 1974). 
A number of factors which will affect enrollment 
patterns during the 1980s and beyond are: the state of 
economy, the rate of increase in college tuition relative 
.to the growth in family income, trends in federal and state 
financial aid, and employment prospects for new graduates 
(Breneman, 1984). 
Growing unemployment seems to have both a negative and 
a positive relationship with student enrollments. On the 
one hand, "changes in di~posable income per capita are 
indicators of changing ability to pay for college" (Stewart 
& Kate, 1978, p. 23). Relative decreases in personal in-
come per capita are expected to be associated with 
decreases in student enrollments. On the other hand, 
growing unemployment tends to encourage high school gradu-
ates and individuals who are laid-off from their jobs to 
enroll in colleges or universities as a means of gaining 
skills or a better education to improve their employment 
prospects (Magarrell, 1980). Thus, increases in un-
employment rates are then expected to be associated with 
increases in student enrollments. 
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The depressed economy not only affects the ability of 
students to pursue higher education but also influences the 
ability of governments to provide financial aid such as 
grants and loans to students. 
Student financial aids are initially intended 
to reduce the monetary cost of attending 
institutions of higher education for target 
populations, thereby increasing student 
access (Folger, 1974, p. 405). 
Therefore, decreases in student financial aids lead to a 
decline in student enrollments. 
Increased costs in the higher education industry 
because of inflation have forced tuition increases and thus 
enrollment decreases (Folger, 1974). Jackson and 
Weathersby (1975) reviewed seven studies of empirical 
evidence concerning the ~elationship between tuition 
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changes and individual demand for higher education. The 
results of this review show that low tuition and student 
grants do stimulate increases in enrollment. Hence, there 
is no doubt that tuition is negatively correlated with 
student enrollments while grants are positively correlated 
with student enrollments. 
The combination of inflation and unemployment also has 
an effect on student and parental attitudes, which may not 
be favorable, toward enrollment in higher education. 
Students are not sure about the possibilities of getting a 
job after spending a number of years pursuing an expensive 
college education while parents are uncertain as to how 
long they will continue to be employed and be capable of 
supporting their children's education {Witkowski, 1974). 
As Campbell and Siegal {1967) stressed, 
an individual will purchase a college education 
if the present value of the expected stream of 
benefits resulting from education exceeds the 
present cost of the education (p. 485). 
Witkowski {1974) further indicated that the return from 
investment in a college education has declined as costs 
have increased. This has resulted in a decline in en-
rollment. Honack and Weiler (1979), working for the 
University of Minnesota, constructed an enrollment forecast 
model containing tuition, beginning salaries of college 
graduates, salaries of non-college graduates, and other 
variables. These variables were found to be the signifi-
cant determinators of strident enrollments. 
In summary, it is clear that economic climate indi-
caters {per capita personal incomes) affect higher edu-
cation enrollments, as do the demographics {number of high 
school graduates), public policy (amount of tuition and 
financial aids), and the labor market variable 
(unemployment rates). 
The economy of Oklahoma has been studied for many 
years by the Office of Business and Economic Research at 
Oklahoma State University. Oklahoma and United States 
indicators, which may be found in the Oklahoma econometric 
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model and are related to student enrollments, include: real. 
Gross State/National Product {GSP/GNP), nonagricultural 
employment, per capita personal income, the unemployment 
rate of Oklahoma and the United States, oil or drilling rig 
activity of Oklahoma, and U.S. Consumer Price Index (p. 6). 
According to a forecast released by the Office of 
Business and Economic Research on November 21, 1986, in 
Economic Outlook of Oklahoma, "the Oklahoma economy will 
remain sluggish for the remainder of 1986 and into 1987, 
with a rebound occurring in 1988" (p. 1). The enrollment 
forecast for Oklahoma State University must be based upon 
these available economic indicators in addition to demo-
graphy, public policy, and labor market variables in order 
to reflect as nearly as possible what is likely to occur. 
Techniques Being Used in Enrollment 
Forecasts 
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Wing (1974) classified enrollment forecasting techni-
ques into four major groups--subjective judgment, intention 
survey, curve fitting, and causal model. 
Subjective Judgment 
The subjective judgment technique is a forecasting 
procedure based upon the judgment of the forecaster instead 
of quantitative techniques. Although the subjective 
judgment in enrollment forecasting is not a scientific 
method, it may be used as a supplementary procedure. 
Depending on experts' judgments to estimate the impact on 
student enrollments is necessary when objective measure-
ments are not available for factors such as shifting 
federal financial patterns and changes in student attitude 
(Wing, 1974). A forecast based upon qualitative techniques 
or judgment is used when there is a lack of knowledge of 
any mathematical models which might be applied to the 
problem or when existing models failed to forecast with 
sufficient accuracy (Brown, 1978). 
Intention Survey 
The intention survey is based upon surveys of the in-
tentions of high school graduates. If data have been col-
lected in longitudinal fashion, the attitude and intention 
trend can be compared wi~h enrollment trends to yield more 
accurate projections (Wing, 1974). 
Curve Fitting 
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Curve fitting is a technique based upon primarily 
historical enrollment patterns. The assumption for 
forecasts is that the future depends upon the present while 
the present depends upon the past. 
Time series techniques which belong to the curve fit-
ting group include simple exponential smoothing, Brown's 
double exponential smoothing, Holt's two parameter 
exponential smoothing, and Box-Jenkins methodology. The 
assumption of time series analysis is that the current 
patterns based upon historical information will continue 
and that influences of the past are indicative of those 
factors which will occur in the future (Lin, 1960). 
Simple exponential smoothing and Brown's double 
exponential smoothing. Simple exponential smoothing and 
Brown's double exponential smoothing techniques assume that 
the most recent observations contain the most information 
about what will happen in the future. According to Gardner 
(1980), these techniques are easily understood, simple tc 
apply, and reasonably accurate. Furthermore, they can be 
used to weigh the historical data on the basis of assumed 
relative importance of more recent information. 
Holt's two parameter exponential smoothing. Holt's 
two parameter exponential smoothing is similar in principle 
to Brown's double exponential smoothing model, except it 
does not apply the double smoothing formula. Instead, it 
smooths the trend values directly with another weighting 
factor (Makridakis & Wheelwright, 1978). 
Box-Jenkins methodology. Box-Jenkins methodology is a 
systematic approach to modeling and forecasting student 
enrollments. Three stages--model identification, parameter 
estimation, and diagnostic checking--are recursively in-
volved in the study until the best model is found. Mabert 
(1975) indicated that Box-Jenkins methodology is superior 
to other statistical techniques for two reasons: (1) the 
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analyst does not arbitrarily select a specific model, but 
instead eliminates an inappropriate model until the most 
suitable model remains; and (2) the analyst can use a 
rational structure approach along with his/her experience 
and judgment to determine the specific model. 
Causal Model 
The causal model is based upon relationships between 
enrollments and a set of leading indicators such as high 
school graduates and unemployment rates. It includes the 
cohort survival method, the ratio method, the regression 
analysis, and the discriminant analysis. 
Cohort survival method. The cohort survival method 
can be applied to enrollment forecasts. The number of 
students in a given cohort/group is estimated for the 
future by multiplying a survival rate by a base year 
number. A major disadvantage to this method is that in-
dividual transition history must be traced, and these data 
are not usually available in most colleges and universities 
(Lyell & Toole, 1974). 
Ratio method. Many colleges and universities use the 
ratio method to forecast enrollments based upon one-to-one 
relationships between high school graduates and freshman 
enrollments. The ratio of freshman enrollments to high 
school graduates in each geographical area is calculated 
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from historical data. Projected freshman enrollment in 
each geographical area is obtained by multiplying the above 
ratio by the projected number of high school graduates. 
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The total projected freshman enrollment of the college or 
university is then the summation of the projected freshman 
enrollment from all geographical areas. The advantages of 
using the ratio method is the simplicity of calculation, 
minimal data requirement, and degree of accuracy. However, 
according to Lyell and Toole (1974), the ratio method is 
based on the assumption that the past is congruent with the 
future. To forecast the future enrollment, one needs to 
look back to the past. In a time of inflation, unemploy-
ment, and an increase in the rate of societal change, it is 
even more important to examine the total impact of events 
upon student numbers. 
Regression analysis. Multiple regression is viable 
because once the key indicator variables and their lead 
times are determined, they may be used to predict enroll-
ment change in an explanatory rather than simple projective 
manner (Lin, 1960). The important use of regression 
analysis is to examine the functional relationships between 
student enrollments and a set of leading indicators. The 
change in college and university enrollments may be dis-
covered to be linearly related to demography only or to a 
combination of leading indicators such as demography, 
economic climate, labor market, and public policy. 
However, the difficulty with multiple regression lies with 
the determination of the indicator variables, the high 
costs involved in the data collection, and the limitations 
created by the statistical assumptions. 
Discriminant analysis. Discriminant analysis can be 
used to select the best set of predictor variables--such as 
demography, economic indicators, labor market, and public 
policy--to predict group membership. The annual percentage 
change of enrollment figures can be calculated and assigned 
into three groups--increased group, unchanged group, or 
decreased group. 
The result of discriminant analysis as to increased 
group, unchanged group, or decreased group, serves as a 
validation check of multiple regression analysis. 
· In summary, there is no general agreement on the most 
important enrollment-influencing factors or on the most 
applicable forecasting techniques at a particular college 
or university. The numerous influencing factors and the 
available techniques do provide analysts the challenge of 
enrollment forecasts. 
Curve fitting method and causal model are adopted in 
this study based upon the consideration of accuracy, cost, 




DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
This chapter deals with the design of an Oklahoma 
State University enrollment forecast containing an overview 
of the forecast design, forecasting flowchart, profile of 
independent variables, forecasting methodologies and rele-
vant mathematical formulas, and the selection of the best 
models. The overview of the design of an Oklahoma State 
University enrollment forecast is presented in Table 1. 
TABLE 1 
OSU ENROLLMENT FORECAST DESIGN 
Forecast MethodsJY,.ars To Be Foreeast,.d Decendent Venables lndeo,.ndent Variables 
( 1) Simple Exponenual Smootn•ng Total Student Enrallments Histoncal Enrollment Data 
(2) Brown·s Double Exponenual Smoothing Undergraduate Enrollments 
(3) Hell'S Two Parameter E.xponennal Smoothmg Graduate Enrollments 
Years 1962 Through 1985 To ForecaSt 1986 Freshman Enrollments 
Years 1962 Through 1986 Ta Forecast 1987 Male Enrollments 
v~3rs '962 Throuoh 1987 To Forecast 1988!89 Female Enrollments 
(~\ :ox-Jen1<1ns Metnoaatogy Total Sruaent Enrollments H•stoncaJ Enrollment Data 
Years 1946 Through 1985 Ta Forecast 1986 
Years 1946 Through 1986 To Forecast 1987 
Years 1946 Throuah 1987 To Forecast 1988!89 
(5) Multiple Aegress1on Analysts Total Stucent Enrollments Combmed Vanaoles •n Lileralllre 
Years 1962 Through 1985 To Study Factors Undergraduate EnrollmeniS And Vanables Selected From 
Years 1962 Through 1986 To Stuoy Fac:::rs O~lahoma Econometnc Mocel 
Years 1962 Througn 1987 To Stuay Fac::ors lncicatcrs 
l Prea1ct 1988 
(6i ~.1u•no•a Oiscnmmant Analysts Total Stuaent Enrollments Combmea Vanables •n Lileratura 
Years 1962 Through 1987 To ForeC<Jst 1988 Unoergraduate Enrollments And Vanables Selected From 
Clllahoma EconQmetnc Mocet 
lncJco.tors 
Ctlll!rtl To Evaluate The Accuracy 01 Fotecasts (1) Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) 




The systematic and integrated strategy of an enroll-
ment forecast is demonstrated in this study. It involves 
five steps, including: 1) searching the important factors 
influencing student enrollments, 2) utilizing various fore-
casting techniques, 3) constructing forecast models under 
different subject categories, 4} evaluating the accuracy of 
forecasting results~and selecting the best forecast models 
ba~ed on the objec~ive criteria, and 5) applying the best 
~orecast models to other instit~tions for generalization 
purpose. The illustration of logic flow for the above 
strategy is shown in Figure 1. 
Time series ancfy'5ii 
regreuion end discrimment anohJsis 
Figure 1. OSU Enrollment Forecasting 
Flowchart 
AppJyong 
the best modet 
ta other mstituticn 
The iteration process is necessary for choosing the 
most appropriate weighting factors in time series ana:ysis 
and the significant variables in multiple regression 
analysis and multiple discriminant analysis. More than 740 
model equations need to be constructed for the comparative 
analyses. The statistical packages - SPSSX, SAS and 
several self-developed FORTRAN programs are suitable for 
such a great deal of computation. 
Profile of Independent Variables 
Two methods are employed in this study to develop a 
factor (independent variables} pool, including a search of 
relevant literature and the consultation with the osu 
Office of Institutional Research, the Office of Business 
and Economic Research, and the Office of High School and 
College Relations concerning important factors influencing 
Oklahoma State University student enrollments. The 
possible factors influencing Oklahoma State University 
student enrollments are listed in Table 2. 
TABLE 2 
POSSIBLE FACTORS INFLUENCING OSU ENROLLMENTS 
Admission Policy, Recruitment Policy, Housing, Staff, Quality. of Programs, 
DiversitY of Programs, High School graduates, OU Enrollments. Junior College 
Students, University of Center At Tulsa,. Tuition, Financial Aids, Birth Rates, 
Mortality Rates, Population Pool, Migration, Veteran Enrollments. Woman 
Enrollments, Minority Enrollments, Foreign Students, International Situation, 
Gross National Products, Prestige, Location, Military Drafts, Consumer Price 
Indices, Oklahoma Per Capita Incomes, Oklahoma Unemployment Rates, United 
States Oil Price, Oklahoma Oil Drilling Rig Activities, Leisure Time, Parent's 
Education, GPA, Retention Rates, Football, Computer Technology, Student/ 
Parent Attitudes Toward Hioher Education. Others 
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Forecasting Methodologies and Relevant 
Mathematical Formulas 
Time series analysis, multiple regression analysis, 
and multiple discriminant analysis are suggested for 
Oklahoma State University enrollment forecasts in this 
study. Time series analysis includes simple exponential 
smoothing, Brown's double exponential smoothing, Holt's two 
parameter exponential smoothing, and Box-Jenkins method-
ology. 
Simple Exponential Smoothing 
This method computes the weighted average of enrol-
lment series and uses this weighted average to forecast the 
next year's enrollment. In the time series context, the 
most recent enrollments are given more weight and the 
preceding enrollments are given less weight. 
The weighted average is estimated by the formula: 
2 N-1 
S\= aXt+ a(1- a)Xt-l+ a(1- a) xt_2 + •.. t a.(l- a.) xt-(N-1 ) (3.1) 
where 0 < a < 1 
The algorithm of simple exponential smoothing is 
presented as 
( 3 • 2 ) 
where S'ttl is the simple exponential forecasting value 
for year t+l. 
Xt is this year's enrollment. 
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Xt-l is last year's enrollment. 
S't is the simple exponential forecasting value for 
year t. 
a is the weighted factor with value between 0 and 1. 
Brown's Double Exponential Smoothing 
Three steps - the initial forecast, the second and the 
third level forecast - are involved in the process of 
Brown's double exponential smoothing. 
A. Using single exponential smoothing to handle the 
initial forecast: 
S't+l =a Xt+(l-a) S't ( 3 • 3 } 
where 0 < a < l 
B. Using double exponential smoothing to deal with 
the second level forecast:· 
S"t+l= a S't+l+(l- a)S"t ( 3 • 4 ) 
where S"t+l is the second level exponential forecast for 
year t+l. 
S"t is the second level exponential forecast for 
year t . 
where 0 < a < l 
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c. Using a linear equation to allow trend variation 
calculate the third level forecast: 
Ft+m=At+Btm 
where Ft+m is the third level exponential forecast 
m is year ahead thaf is to be forecasted 
A=S't+l+(S't+l-S"t+l} 
B= l~a (S't+l-S"t+l} 
0 < CL < 1 
Holt's Two Parameter Exponential Smoothing 
( 3. 5) 
The initial iteration of Holt's two parameter 
exponential smoothing begins with the value of e2 
{equivalent to x2 - x1 ) and A2 (equivalent to x2). The 
equations can be used recursively fort= 3, 4, ••• , n to 
calculate At and Bt. 
The iteration algorithm is listed as follows: 
At= a Xt+(l- a} {At_1+Bt-l) 
Bt= B {At-At-l)+(l- B )Bt-l 
0 < CL < 1 
0 < B < 1 
The forecast equation is written as follows: 
{ 3. 6) 
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{ 3. 7} 
where Ft+m is the forecast for the m th year ahead. 
At is an estimate of the intercept of the trend. 
Bt is an estimate of the trend. 
xt is the most recent enrollment. 
Box-Jenkins Methodology 
The stationarity of enrollment series is required for 
the Box-Jenkins methodology. If the enrollment series is 
non-stationary due to the variance increasing over time, 
then natural logarithms need to be taken in order to 
achieve the stationarity. On the other hand, if the 
enrollment series is non-stationary due to mean value 
increasing over time, then the differencing is needed in 
order to achieve the sta~ionarity. 
There are three steps of Box-Jenkins methodology for 
modeling and forecasting enrollment series, namely, model 
identification, parameter estimation, and diagnostic 
checking. 
A. Model identification - Model identification is 
based on the patterns of sample partial autocorrelation, an 
autoregressive enrollment (AR), a moving average enrollment 
model (MA), or a mixed enrollment model (ARMA) can then be 
identified. 
The sample autocorrelation (SAC) measures the 
correlation between years Yt and Yt+k in an enrollment 
series. The formula is written as: 
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n-k 
E (yt-y) (yt+k-y) 
t=1 k 01 11 2 I • • • I k 
yk= n 
z (y t -y) 2 
t=1 
where n is the number of years. 
Ytis the enrollment series. 
y is the average of the enrollment series. 
( 3. 8) 
The sample partial autocorrelation (SPAC) measures the 
strength of the relationship between years in an enrollment 
series. The formula is listed as: 
where 
y I k = 1 
1 k-1 
E 
Bkk = yk-j=11\-11jyk-j I k = 2, 31 4, ... lk 
k-1 
1-EBk 1 .y. - , J J 
j=1 
( 3. 9) 
Autoregressive enrollment model of order p, AR(p} is 
defined as: 
rp p (B) y t =At 
or (1- <P lBl- rp 2B2-. • •. :- ¢pBP)Yt=At 
or Yt= ¢1Yt-l+ ¢2Yt-2+ ..• + <Ppyt-p+At 
where <Pl, <P 2 , ... <P p are the coefficients 
and At "'N ( 0, crA 2 ) • 
(3.10) 
Moving average enrollment model of order q, MA(q) is 
defined as: 
Y t= e q( B )At 
or Yt=(l- e 1B1- 8 2B2- •.. - 8qBq)At 
or Y t=At- 8 1 At-1- 82At-2- · · ·- e ct't-q 
(3.11) 
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where 81, 82, ... , 8q are the coefficients 
and At "-' N ( 0, o A 2 ) , 
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(3.12) 
Mixed model enrollment of order p, q, ARMA (p,q) is 
defined as: 
Or yt- ¢1Yt 1- ¢~y 2- •.. -¢ y =A -8 A -6 A 2- ... -e A - ~ t- p t-p t 1 t-1 t- q t-q 
When enrollment series is an autoregressive model of 
order p, ARMA (p,o), the sample autocorrelation function 
(rk) exhibits one of the patterns: a decaying exponential, 
an oscillating decay, or a decaying sine wave, and also the 
sample partial autocorrelation function (Bkk) has large 
values at the p th lag. 
The moving average enrollment model can be directly 
identified from the sample autocorrelation function instead 
of verifying the sample partial autocorrelation function. 
When large values at the q th lag in the sample autocor-
relation takes place, it indicates that the q th order of 
the moving average enrollment model ARMA(o,q). 
B. Parameter estimation -
1. Autoregressive parameters in terms of 
autocorrelation can be estimated as follows: 
pk= ¢1 Pk-1+ ¢2 Pk-2+ .•. + ¢p0k-p' fork> 0 
(3.13) 
The solution for the parameters ¢ is 
¢ =P -1 P p p (3.14) 
(j>1 p1 1 p1 p2 
¢2 p2 p1 1 p1 
where <P = , p = p = .. p p 
<l>p pp pp-1pp-2 pp-3 1 
From the above formula, the autocorrelation function 
of a MA(q) process is zero, beyond the order q; that is, 
the autocorrelation function of a moving average process 
has a cut-off at lag q. This is the justification of how 
one can identify the order of ARMA enrollment 
model. If P1 , p2 , ••. , Pq are known, then q equations may 
be solved. For example, q = 1, 
- e 1 , then ---p = 
1 1 62 
+ 1 
(3.15) 
For complex case q> 1, these equations must be solved by 
iteration procedure. 
2. Moving average parameters in terms of the 
autocorrelation can be estimated as follows: 
,k=1,2, •.• ,q (3.16) 
p = 
k 
, k >q 
t._ Diagnostic checking- Diagnostic checking is used 
to determine the adequacy of the estimated model. If the 
model is appropriate, then At (defined as Yt - Yt} will be 
independently and randomly distributed around zero. 
~0 
The chi-square test can be used to evaluate whether 
the residual sample autocorrelations Yk(A), exhibit any 
k 





(At -A) (At+k-A) 




(At -A) 2 i: 
t=1 
N is the number of years. 
k is the number of residual sample autocorrelation 
values that have been calculated. 
n is the number of years minus maximum back order. 
The Q statistic is evalu~ted against x2df (where df = 
k-p-q). If Q is greater than x2 
k-p-q' 
then the model is 
lack of fit and inappropriate. Thus, the iterative cycle 
of model identification, parameter estimation, and 
diagnostic checking must be repeated until a suitable model 
is found. If Q is smaller'than x2 k-p-q, then the model is 
adequate. Thus, a forecasting equation can be developed 
from this model. 
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D. Forecasting - To forecast the m th year in the future 
at the end of the current period, the forecasting equation 
becomes: 
-~ (m)=~ Y +¢ Y + ••. +¢ Y +A +8 A +8 A + .•. (3.17) 




The confidence interval can be determined as 
yt+m=yt(m)± z% f1 + m~1 1/1.~ ~. Sa L j=l J J (3.18) 
where z~ 
2 
is the percentage point for the desired level of 
confidence using the normal distribution. 
The 1/Ji weights can be calculated from the identity as 
( 3.19) 
Hence, 
1jJ = ¢ -8 1 1 1 
1/12= ¢1 1/11+¢2- 82 
1/J.= <P1 1/1. 1+ ... +¢ 1/1. - 8 
J J- p J-p q 
~ n A 2 ] ~ Sa= t:h (y t -y t) 
n-1 
( 3. 20) 
Multiple Regression Analysis 
The enrollment model under consideration is written in 
the form as follows: 
Y=XS+e: (3.21) 
where Y is an (n x l) vector of observed enrollment 
figures (dependent variable), 
X is an (n x p) matrix of known values (independent 
variables), including u.s. Gross National Products 
and consumer price indices, Oklahoma unemployment 
rates, per capita incomes, oil drilling rig 
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activities, high school graduates, other institution 
enrollments, and OSU tuition and financial aids. 
s is a (p x 1} vector of unknown parameters which 
need to be estimated, 
s is an (n x 1} vector of unobserved errors, 
n is total number of.years, 
p is the number of independent variables, 
E E} = 0, 
v E) = I a. 2 • 
The major concept of regression analysis is to use the 
least square estimate of s (the value of b) to minimize 
the error sum of square 
s 1 s = (Y-X8) 1 (Y-XS) 
I 
E E 
= Y 1 Y-8 1 X 1 Y-Y 1 X8+S'X 1 XS 
= Y'Y-2 S1 X 1 Y+S 1 X 1 XS 
a 1 = as s s 
c xI X) s=x I Y 
3 (Y I y- 2 ;3' X I y + s I X I X s} = 0 
as 
b=s=(X 1 X)-lX 1 Y (3.22) 












------------------------------------------------------------Total n Y'Y-nY 2 
.The Fobs statistic is evaluated against Fdf1 , df 2 
(where df1 = p, df 2 = n-p). If Fobs is greater than Fdf , 
1 
df 2 and R square is large enough, then the model is 
considered to be appropriate. Note that R square is a 
measure of the variance about the mean explained by the 
fitted equation and it can be expressed in the form as 
follows: 
(3.23) 
In this study, the backward elimination of multiple 
regression analysis is used to obtain the minimum number of 
variables to account for as much of the variance as 
accounted for by the total set. This method begins with 
the fitted regression which contains all independent 
variables and then sequentially removes variables not 
significantly contributing to the equation. When the 
deletion of any one vari~ble produces significant loss to R 
square, then the procedure of backward elimination is 
completed. 
Thus, the prediction derived from b=(X'X)-1X'Y is as 
follows: 
9 = Xb (3.24) 
~ 
A prediction of Y at x0 is Y0 = X0 ' b with variance 
v(Y·0 ) = X0 ' (X'X)-1x0 cr2 , 
where Y~is a predicted enrollment figure, 
X0 is a vector containing significant independent 
variables for prediction, 
b is a vector of estimate parameters. 
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The confidence interval, 100 (1 -a )%, for Y0 is 
Y0 + t (V, 1- o./2)S Jx0 ' (X'X)-1x0 (3.25) 
where S = ~ ((Xt-i) 2/N)~ 
t=l 
Multiple Discriminant Analysis 
The backw~rd elimination procedure of multiple 
discriminant analysis can be used to select the best set of 
predictor variables to predict future enrollments to be: 
increased group, unchanged group, or decreased group. 
In this study, annual percent changes of historical 
enrollment figures are calculated and categorized into one 
of three groups: increased group, unchanged group, and 
decreased group. The categorization of these groups is 
based upon the assumption of the agreed-upon estimated 
range of unavoidable 2.5 percent forecast error. If annual 
percent changes are more than positive 2.5 percent, then 
those years are categorized into Group 1--increased 
group. If annual percent changes are less than negative 
2.5 percent, then those years are assigned to be Group 2--
decreased group. If annual percent changes lie within the 
range of positive and negative 2.5 percent, then those 
years are treated as Group 0--unchanged group. 
In addition to the above group categorizations, nine 
predictor variables are selected for entry into the analy-
sis and the predictor variables with the least discriminant 
power is step-by-step removed from the discriminant 
functions. These predictor variables include U.S. Gross 
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National Products and consumer price indices, Oklahoma 
unemployment rates, per capita_incomes, oil drilling rig 
activities, high school graduates, and other institution 
enrollments, and OSU tuition and financial aids. 
The discriminant function is written as: 
(3.26) 
where Z's are the discriminant scores. 
X's are the discriminant variables. 
g is the number of groups (g = 1,2, • • • , G) • 
i is the i th member ( i = 1,2, . . . , Ng) • 
p is the number of discriminant variables. 
U's (eigenvector) are the weighted coefficients that 
maximize the discriminant criterion A (Lambda). 
The discriminant criterion A is a ratio of variability 
among group means SSA to ·that within groups SSw· The 
formula of discriminant criterion is presented as: 
G 
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( 3. 29} 
(3.30) 
( 3. 31) 
In order to maximize the discriminant criterion \ , three 
steps are needed mathematically: (l) taking derivative 
on \, e.g., finding the slope of the curve, (2) assigning 
the derivative of A to be zero {the point is maximum when 
slope equals to zero), and (3) solving the equation for A , 
e.g. finding maximum value of \ • 
3A a U'AU 
au =au u•wu = 0 
(U'WU) .1_ (U' AU) - (U'AU)_E_ (U'WU') au au 
(U'WU) 2 










assuming w-1 exists then multiply both sides by w- 1 
(W-1A- A I)U=O 
lw-1A- A I I =O 
(3.32) 
(3.33) 
The values of A can be obtained by solving the 
characteristics equation ( I·W-1A- AI I =0). The values of U 
can then be derived by plugging the values of A into the 
equation (W-lA- A I)u=o 
A number (the smaller of p and G-1) of discriminant 
functions can be generated based upon the known values of 
U's and X's. The second function is uncorrelated with tbe 
first," on which gr:oup differences are ·second in magnitudes. 
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It is important to examine if the predictor variables 
are from multivariate normal distribution and the 
covariance matrices for all groups are equal. The Box's M 
test is designed to test if the predictor variables 
departure from multivariate normality and if the covariance 
matrices are unequal. In addition, Wilk • s Lambda A is a 
statistic designed to test if the groups differ 
significantly on the basis of the linear combination z , 
associated with the discriminant criterion A . 
A test of significance of the k th root, Akis carried 
out by computing 
where 
1 y 
- = 'IT (1 + A.) 
Ak . J. J.=K 
(3.34) 
Y is the number of non zero values of A . 
Vk has an approximate chi-square distribution with (p-
K+l)(G-K) degree of freedom. Equations (3.34) used to test 
successively the significance of the functions remaining 
after A through Ak-l have been removed. When such a test 
is found nonsignificant, test procedures are complete. 
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The classification of the enrollment percent change group 
is based upon the discriminant score z in the group for 
which the posterior probability P(Gilz) is the largest. 
According to Bayes' rule, the posterior distribution 
consists of two components: prior distribution, P(Gi)' and 
the conditional distribution of discriminant scores given 
group membership are known, P(Z IGi)· The formula of 
posterior probability is presented as follows: 
P(ZjG.) • P(G.) 
~ ~ (3.35) 
g 
L: P(ZjG.) • P(G.) 
. 1 ~ ~ 
~= 
In the SPSSX program, Fisher's linear discriminant function 
coefficients are calculated and can be used to classify the 
future case, where a case is assigned to the group for 
which the largest discriminant score is derived. 
Selection of the Best Models 
A variety of forecasting techniques are employed in 
this study to ~roduce the large sets of enrollment 
forecasts for selecting the best models. The questions 
remaining under investigation are (1) Is one method 
"better" than its competitors? {2) How accurate is a 
particular forecast method? 
Enrollment forecasts are never exact projections. 
Each set of forecast always has an error (Xt-Ft), 
difference of actual and forecast value, associated with 
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it. This is because of the impossibility of encompassing 
all factors that affect student enrollment. The way of 
choosing the best forecasting models is to compare all 
models generated and to locate a set of forecast with the 
minimal forecast error. 
Hence, the evaluation of enrollment forecast 
performance are carried out in the objective manner. The 
concept of least squared criterion may be used in 
evaluating enrollment forecast models. Two criteria along 
with their mathematical formulas are presented as follows: 
A. Mean squared error 
N 




B. Mean absolute percentage error 
HAPE = (3.37) 
N 
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The strategies of model comparisons and selections are 
described as follows: 
A. Within multiple regression analysis, OSU 
undergraduate and total enrollment models are internally 
compared to determine if the models have· the same 
structure. In addition, OSU total enrollment and OU total 
enrollment models are externally compared to achieve the 
cross validation. 
B. Between multiple regression analysis and multiple 
discriminant analysis, the regression equation and 
discriminant function are systematically compared to see if 
these selected independent variables are identical. 
C. Within time series analysis, the best forecast 
models are selected from various categories - freshmen, 
males, females, undergraduate students, graduate students, 
and total enrollments. 
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CHAPTER IV 
DEVELOPING THE BEST FORECAST MODELS 
Simple Exponential Smoothing and Brown's 
Double Exponential Smoothing Forecasts 
The results of simple exponential smoothing and 
Brown's double exponential smoothing forecasts can be seen 
in the computer outputs of the self-developed Fortran 
programs as presented in Appendices A (Tables 15-32) and B 
(Tables 33-50). The way of estimating the parameters was 
to simulate the historical enrollment data using alter-
native values of ALPHA (0.1, q.2, 0.3, ., 1.0) on 
Equation 3.1 through 3.5. For Brown's double exponential 
smoothing forecast, the coefficients A aRd B are added 
together for the one-year-ahead forecast with the exception 
of the year 1989. For 1989, we add coefficient A and two 
times coefficient B. More detailed calculations are 
presented in Appendix G. The determination of the best 
forecast model in each category is made by comparing the 
forecast errors obtained in simulation. Typically, the 
three sets of forecasts that have the smallest mean 
absolute percent error (MAPE) are judged to be the 
candidates for the best model. 
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Holt•s Two Parameter Exponential 
Smoothing Forecast 
The performance of Holt•s two parameter exponential 
smoothing model in simulating the historical enrollment 
data can also be seen in the outputs of the Fortran program 
presented in Appendix C (Tables 51-68). The best sets of 
ALPHA and BETA for the candidate models are found by trying 
various combinations of values between 0.0 and 1.0 (on 
Equations 3.6 and 3.7) that minimize the mean absolute 
percent error. To prepare a forecast for the years 1963 
through 1988, we add the trend component and the smoothed 
value for the one year ahead forecast. To forecast the 
year 1989, we double the trend component and add it with 
the smoothed value. More detailed calculations of Holt•s 
two parameter exponential smoothing forecasts are shown in 
Appendix G. 
Summary Results of the Exponential 
Smoothing Forecasts 
The best models of simple exponential smoothing, 
Brown•s double exponential smoothing and Holt•s two para-
meter exponential smoothing forecasts, for each category 
are based upon the smallest values of the mean absolute 
percent error (MAPE), the mean squared error (MSE), and/or 
the most recent forecast errors. These models with 




Total-1 Simple E•ponantlal 
Total-2 Smoothing 
Total-3 
Tota1·4 Brown's Double 
Total-S Exponential Smoothing 
Total-& 
Total-7 Holl'a Two Parameter 





Under-1 Simple Exponential 
Under-2 Smoothing 
Under-3 
Under-4 Brown'a Double 
Under-5 Exponential Smoothing 
Under-6 
Under-7 Holt's Two Parameter 




RESULTS OF SIMPLE/BROWN'S DOUBLE/HOLT'S TWO 
PARAMETER EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECAST, 
OSU TOTAL AND UNDERGRADUATE ENROLLMENTS 
CATEGORY: OSU TOTAL ENROLLMENTS (Years 1962 Through 1987) 
1986 Actual • 20634 1987 Actual • 20 t 16 1988& t 989 Actual • Unknown 
PARAMETER 1986 1986 1987 1987 1988 1989 BES r 1.100El 
ALPHA BETA MAPE MSE FOOECAST 'Y.EMOA FORECAST -I.ERilOR FORECAST FOnECAST (MARK 'I 
1.0 N.A. 3.37 531829.0 20901 1.09 20634 2.58 20116 N.A. . 
0.9 N.A. 3.63 615023.1 20966 1.61 20667 2.74 20171 N.A. 
0.8 N.A. 4.34 875447.4 21163 2.56 20793 3.36 20318 N.A. 
0.7 N.A. 2.60 374266.3 20301 1.61 20164 0.24 19657 19t93 . 
0.6 N.A. 2.62 420388.0 20422 1.03 20151 0.17 19660 19198 
0.9 N.A. 2.67 330249.2 20290 1.67 20301 0.92 19639 19159 
1.0 0.3 2.35 351799.2 20558 0.37 20314 0.98 19737 19357 .. 
1.0 0.4 2.42 340437.2 20430 0.99 20245 0.64 19675 19235 
1.0 0.2 2.42 375007.2 20751 0.57 -- 20460 1. 71 19873 19631 
CATEGORY: OSU UNDERGRADUATE ENROLLMENTS (Years 1962 Through 1987) 
1986 Actual • 16845 1987 Actual • 16115 1988&1989 Actual. Unknown 
PARAMETER 1986 1986 1987 1987 1!188 1989 BES r r.tODEl 
ALPIIA BETA MAPE MSE FORECAST %ERROR FOnECAST -!.ERROR FORECAST FORECAST (MARK "I 
1.0 N.A. 3.50 414399.6 17240 2.34 16845 4.53 16115 N.A. • 
0.9 N.A. 3.76 477154.0 17301 2.71 16891 4.81 16193 N.A. 
0.8 N.A. 4.07 559610.5 17378 3.17 16952 5.19 16282 N.A. 
0.9 N.A. 2.66 281438.4 16684 0.98 16419 1.88 15447 14777 . 
0.8 N.A. 2.68 275158.8 16685 0.95 16386 1.68 15500 14874 
0.7 N.A. 2.74 301247.4 16727 0.70 16369 1.57 15548 14~58 
1.0 0.3 2.56 294655.4 16940 0.57 16517 2.49 15666 15217 
1.0 0.4 2.58 280779.2 16827 0.10 16439 2.01 15580 15044 
1.0 0.6 2.59 265769.2 1671?. 0.79 16397 1. 75 15498 14801 .. .&:. U1 
MJoa 
NO ~IO()Q_OOY 
Male·1 Simple E•ponenlial 
Male·2 Smoothing 
~ale-3 
Male-4 Brown's OoulJie 
Male 5 E~ponenlial Smoothing 
Male 6 
Malo·7 Holt's Two Parameter 




Female-1 Simple E•ponenlial 
Femala·2 Smoothing 
Female-3 
Fomala·4 Brown's Ooubla 
Female-S Exponential Smoothing 
Femala-6 
Female-7 Holt's Two Parameter 
Female-& E•ponenlial Smoothing 
Fom:Jil!:9_~ 
TABLE 4 
RESULTS OF SIMPLE/BROWN'S DOUBLE/HOLT'S TWO 
PARAMETER EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECAST, 
OSU MALE AND FEMALE ENROLLMENTS 
CATEGORY: OSU MALE ENROLLMENTS (Years 1962 Through 1987) 
1986 Actual • 11751 1987 Adual • 11280 1988& 1989 Actual • Unknown 
PARAMETER 1986 1988 1987 1987 1988 1989 BEST t.10UEL 
ALPHA BETA MAPE MSE FORECAST %ERROR FORECAST •1. ERROR FORECAST FORECAST {MARK '} 
1.0 N.A. 3.12 185204.8 12029 2.37 11751 4.18 11280 N.A. . 
0.9 N.A. 3.34 206574.0 12071 2.72 11783 4.46 11330 N.A. 
0.8 NA 3.59 234700.8 12127 3.20 11826 4.84 11389 NA. 
0.6 N.A. 2.77 175691.1 11717 0.29 11416 1.21 10923 10545 . 
0.5 N.A. 2.79 193108.6 11859 0.92 11487 1.84 10989 10646 
0.9 NA. 2.81 166922.7 11633 1.00 11452 1.52 10845 10407 
1.0 0.2 2.52 158080.9 11895 1.23 11588 2.73 11056 10832 
1.0 0.3 2.57 153903.0 11792 0.35 11502 1.96 10964 10648 .. 
09 0.2 2 57 172375.2 11933 1.55 11605 2 88 11090~_..1Q8§.7 ___ 
CATEGORY: OSU FEMALE ENROLLMENTS (Years 1962 ThroU!Jh 1987) 
1986 Actual • 8883 1987 Actual • 8836 1988& 1989 Actual • Unknown 
PARAMETER 1986 1966 1987 1967 Hl66 1969 BES r MODEL 
ALPIIA BETA MAPE MSE FORECAST -lo ERROR FORECAST •1. ERROR FORF.CAST FORECAST (MARK 'I 
1.0 N.A. 4.13 118722.6 8872 0.12 8683 0.53 8836 N.A. . 
0.9 N.A. 4.50 141091.3 8895 0.13 8884 0.55 8841 N.A. 
0.8 N.A. 4.96 170960.3 8925 0.48 8891 0.63 8847 NA 
0.9 NA. 2.69 46776.5 8656 2.55 8850 0.15 8794 8752 . 
0.8 N.A. 2.88 53154.9 8647 2.65 8602 0.39 8785 8735 
0.7 N.A. 3.16 62531.0 8657 2.55 8758 0.88 8763 8696 
1.0 1.0 2.58 42459.8 8617 2.32 8894 0.66 8789 8742 .. 
1.0 0.9 2.62 44145.7 8666 2.44 8872 0.41 8793 8749 







Grad·! Simple Exponenllal 
Grad·2 Smoothing 
Grad-3 
Grad·o4 Brown's Double 
Grad·5 Exponential Smoothing 
Grad·& 
Grad-7 Holt's Two Parameter 





Frnh·1 Simple Exponential 
Fresh-2 Smoothing 
Fresh-3 
Fresh·4 Brown's Double 
Fresh-5 Exponential Smoothing 
Fresh-6 
Fresh·7 Holt's Two Parameter 
Fresh-8 Exponential Smoothing 
Fre!'h-9 
TABLE 5 
RESULTS OF SIMPLE/BROWN'S DOUBLE/HOLT'S TWO 
PARAMETER EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECAST, 
OSU GRADUATE AND FRESHMAN ENROLLMENTS 
CATEGORY: OSU GRADUATE ENROLLMENTS (Yoars 1962 Through 1987) 
1986 Actual • 3507 1987 Actual • 3625 1988& 1989 Actual. Unknown 
PARAMETER 1986 1986 1987 1987 1986 1989 BES I Mull[ I i 
ALPUA BETA MAPE MSE FORECAST •;. ERilOA F011ECAST Yo EnnoR FORECAST F011ECAST (1.1ARK • 1 i 
1.0 N.A. <4.49 23045.5 3376 3.74 3507 3.26 3625 tl A. . 
0.9 N.A. 4.73 24921.o4 3377 3.70 3494 3 61 3612 N.A. 
0.8 N.A. 5.07 27668 ... 338·3 3.53 3482 3.94 :J596 N A. I 
0.6 N.A. 3.91 20371.2 3332 ... 99 3498 3.49 3670 3735 . 
0.5 N.A. 3.94 20118.5 3366 ... 02 3482 3.95 3635 3681 
0.4 N,A. ... 28 21571.5 3414 2.6 .. 3485 3.86 3608 3642 
1.0 0.1 3 ... 7 17472.1 3416 2.58 3557 1.89 3681 3738 .. 
0.9 0.2 3.50 18037.3 3384 3.51 3522 2.85 3660 3706 
0.9 0.1 3.53 17795.6 3424 2.38 3547 2.15 3672 3728 
CATEGORY: OSU FRESHMAN ENROLLMENTS (Years 1962 Through 1987) 
1986 Actual • 4560 1987 Actual• 4177 1988&1989 Actual- Unknown 
PARAMETER 1986 1986 1987 1987 1988 1989 BESf t-..tuOEl 
ALPHA BETA MAPE MSE FORECAST %ERROR FORECAST Yo ERROR FORECAST FORECAST (MARK "I 
1.0 N.A. 6.86 144602.6 4471 1.95 4560 9.17 4177 N.A. 
0.9 N.A. 6.92 152785.6 o4470 1.97 4551 8.95 4214 N.A. 
0.8 N.A. 7.08 163219.2 4477 1.82 4543 8.77 4250 N.A. . 
0.9 N.A. 7.98 197941.8 4447 2.o47 4630 10.84 3886 3590 
0.4 N.A. 7.99 207652.3 4314 5.39 4371 4.66 4116 3985 .. 
0.5 N.A. 8.33 194282.9 4255 6.68 4395 5.22 4086 3945 
1.0 0.1 7.08 169268.1 .. 436 2.72 4538 8.63 4119 4060 
0.9 0.1 7.17 182455.8 4430 2.85 4523 8.28 4156 4101 
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Figure 2. Holt's Two Parameter Exponential Smoothing Forecast 
for Total Enrollments with Alpha = 1.0 and Beta = 
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Figure 3. Holt's Two Parameter Exponential Smoothing Forecast 
for Undergraduate Enrollments with Alpha = 1.0 and 
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Figure 4. Holt's Two Parameter Exponential Smoothing Forecast 
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Figure 5. Holt's Two Parameter Exponential Smoothing Forecast 
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Figure 6. Holt's Two Parameter Exponential Smoothing Forecast 
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figure 7. Brown's Double Exponential Smoothing Forecast for 
Freshmen Enrollments with Alpha = 0.4 IJ1 w 
Box-Jenkins Methodology 
Step 1. Model Identification 
Model identification was achieved by the IDENTITY 
procedure of Box-Jenkins in SPSSX which is a computer 
program for identifying the ARIMA model. 
Initially, the Oklahoma State University enrollment 
series was plotted as Figure 13. The resulting plot 
indicates an increase in enrollment before the year 1983 
and also an apparent decline in enrollment from that year 
on. It tends to indicate a need for regular differencing 
and possible log transformation in order to achieve 
stationarity. Another indication that differencing is 
necessary comes from observing the autocorrelation function 
(Figure 15) which tends to die out slowly at high lag. 
Three sets of differencings (d = 0, d = 1, and d = 2) 
along with the autocorrelation functions and the partial 
autocorrelation functions were plotted in order to identify 
the tentative models. The summary of model identifications 




OSU TOTAL ENROLLMENT MODEL IDENTIFICATION 
TENTATlVE MODELS SAMPLE AlJTOCORRE!.A TlON SAMPLE PARTlAL AlJTOCORRELATlON 
ENROLLo..IE."lT SERIES ARIMAIP. D. 01 IPAC1 ISPACl 
Years 1946 Through 1985 ARIMA(1, 0, 0) S1ne Wave Cuts Oft Alter Lag 1 
(Figure 15) (F"~gure 16) 
ARIMAr•. 0. 1) PeaK AI Lag 1. Dies Out Slowly Ct.~ Oft Altar Lag 1 
(Figure 15) (F"IQure 16) 
ARIMA(2, 0, 1) PeaK At Lag 1 And 2. Dies OUt Slowly Cuts Off Alter Lag 1 
(Figure 15) (Figure 16) 
ARiMA(1, 1, 1) Cuts Off At Lag 1 Cuts Off Alter Lag 1 
(Figure 18) (F"tgure 19) 
ARIMA(O, 2, 0) No Spike At Any Lag No Spike At Any Lag 
(Figure 21) (F"tgure 22) 
Years 1946 Through 1986 ARIMA(1, 0, 0) Sine Wave Cuts Off Alter Lag 1 
(Figure 24) (Figure 25) 
ARIMA(1, 0, 1) PeaK At Lag 1, Dies Out Slowly • Cuts Off Alter Lag 1 
(Figure 24) (Figure 25) 
ARIMA(2, 0, 1) PeaK At Lag 1 And 2, Dies Out Slowly Cuts Off Alter Lag 1 
(Figure 24) (F'IQure 25) 
ARIMA(1, 1, 1) Cuts Off At Lag 1 Cuts Off Alter Lag 1 
(Figure 27) · (F'IQure 28) 
ABIMA(O, 2, 0) No Spike At 'Any Lag No Spike At Any Lag 
(Figure 30) (F"tgure 31) 
Years 1946 Through 1987 ARIMA(1, 0, 0) Sine Wave Cuts Off Altar Lag 1 
(Figure 33) (F'IQUre 34) 
ARIMA(1, 0, 1) PeaK AI Lag 1, Dies Out Slowly Cuts Off Alter Lag 1 
(Figure 33) (F"tgure 34) 
ARIMA(2, 0, 1) PeaK At Lag 1 And 2, Dies OUt Slowl) Cuts Off After Lag 1 
(Figure 33) (Figure 34) 
ARIMA(t, 1, 1) Cuts Off AI Lag 1 Cuts Off Alter Lag 1 
(Figure 36) (Figure 37) 
ARIMA(O, 2. 0) No Spike A! Any Lag No SPike AI Any Lag 
Fioure 391 rFiaure 401 
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Step 2. Parameter Estimation 
Estimates of the coefficients of the identified 
tentative models were obtained by the ESTIMATE procedure in 
the Box-Jenkins in SPSSX. 
TABLE 7 
PARAMETER ESTIMATION 
TENTATIVE MODELS NONLINEAR ESTIMATION 
ENROLLMENT SERIES ARIMA1P. 0. Q) PARAMETEt:i STO E.=lROR T RATIO I 
Years 1946 Through 1985 ARIMA( 1. 0, 0) CON..Q.94531 0 . .23505 4.0218! 
AA1=0.901 0.024804 36.3250 
AAIM.A(1. 0, 1) CON=1.4293 0.36314 3.9360 
. AA1..0.85 0.038277 22.2060 
MA 1 = -<>.799 0.085818 -9.3104 
AAIMA(2. 0, 1) CON..Q.05525 • 0.30662 0.18019 
· AA1=0.10156 0.15009 0.67666 
AR2=0.89375 0.15507 5.7634 
MA 1 =-{).96875 0.056008 -17.297 
ARIMA(1, 1, 1) CON:0.017187 0.011329 1.5171 
AA 1 =0.278 12 0.29932 0.92918 
MA 1 =-0.15781 0.30277 -0.52123 
Years 1946 Through 1986 A RIMA( 1, 0, 0) CON..Q.9453 1 0.22968 4.1159 
AR1=0.901 0.024216 37.2070 
ARIMA(1, 0, 1) CON=1.0281 0.31495 3.2644 
AR 1 =0.89219 0.03325 26.8330 
MA 1 =-{). 72812 0.09578 -7.6021 
ARIMA(2. 0, 1) CON..0.003 0.29495 0.010171 
AR1=0.10156 0.1327 0.76534 
AR2=0.9 0.14637 6.1486 
MA 1 =-1.0453 0.065436 -15.975 
ARIMA(1, 1, 1) CON=0.016625 0.010826 1.5356 
AR1=Q.29219 0.28942 1.0095 
MA 1 =-0. 14844 0.29539 -0.50251 . 
Years 1946 Througn 1987 ARIMA( 1, 0, 0) CON..0.94531 0.22458 4.2092 
AR1=0.901 0.02366 38.0820 
ARIMA(1, 0, 1l CON=1.4302 0.3494 4.0935 
AR1=0.85 0.036762 23.122 
MA 1 =-0.79844 0.084505 -9.4484 
ARIMA(2, 0, 1) CON::0.001 0.26489 0.003775.2 
AR 1 =0.30625 0.13125 2.3333 
AR2=0.69475 0.13657 5.0872 
MA1=-0.96719 0.052863 ·18.296 
ARIMA(1, 1, 1) CON ..0.0150631 0.010251 1.4694 
AR1=0.31875 0.27965 1.1398 
MA1--0.12912 0.28864 -0.447351 
Step 3. Diagnostic Checking 
In the ARIMA (1, 0, 0) model from year 1964 through 
year 1987, chi-square test for testing the null hypothesis 
that residual series is white noise yields a test statistic 
of 73.95. Comparing this figure with chi-square (df = 20), 
we find that the observe significant level (OSL) is less 
than .0001, so we cannot reject the null hypothesis. Thus, 
there is not evidence to indicate that the residuals are 
anything other than a white noise series. In a word, ARIMA 
(1, 0, 0) is an appropriate candidate model for conducting 
one-step ahead of the enrollment forecast. Several ap-
propriate candidate models are shown as Table 8. 
TABLE 8 
DIAGNOSTIC CHI-SQUARE STATISTICS FOR 
RESIDUAL SERIES 
TENTATIVE MOOELS APPROPRIATE/ 
ENACUJ~ENT SERES ARIMAIP 0. 0\ LAG ~ISCUAAE O.F. PR:8 NPAOPR!PATE 
Years 19.&6 Througll 15185 AAIMA(1. 0, 0) 8 33.52 " 0.0000 APPROPRIATE 12 35.6-' 10 0.0001 
18 -45.38 18 0.0001 
2.C !6 . .C3 22 0.0001 
30 72.-C 28 0.0000 
ARIMA(1, 0, 1) 8 22.12 3 0.0001 APAOPRIPATE 
12 26.55 g 0.0017 
1 .. 3A.08 15 O.Q033 
24 4.1.88 21 0.004-C 
30 S&.6A 27 o.ooo.c 
ARIMA(2. 0, 1) 6 11.87 2 0.0029 NAPAOPAIPATE 
12 12.751 a 0.119-C 
18 27.72 1.C 0.0155 
2.C 34.1 20 0.0255 
30 37.54 28 0.0668 
ARIMA(1. 1, 1) 6 .C.63 3 0.2013 NAPAOPAIPATE 
12 5.88 g 0.7522 
18 13.26 15 0.5820 
2.C 16.53 21 0.73811 




TABLE 8. (Continued) 
--. 
'sara 151<46 Through 15186 ARIMA( 1, 0. 0) IS 34.13 4 0.0000 APPROPRIA 1C 
12 35.52 10 0.0001 
18 46.11 18 0.0001 
24 57.07 22 0.0001 
30 73.07 28 0.0000 
ARIMA(1, 0. 1) 8 13.77 3 0.0032 N'RCPRIPA'TE 
12 16.74 5I 0.0530 
18 23.08 15 0.0825 
24 26.88 21 0.1755 
30 38.18 27 0.0613 
ARIMA(2. 0, 1) 8 14.72 2 0.0008 APROPAFATC 
12 15.88 8 0.04-U 
18 31.251 14 0.0050 
24 38.53 20 0.0078 
30 42.57 28 0.0215 
ARIMA(1, 1, 1) a 4.91 3 0.1783 11\FRCPRIPA'TE 
12 11.22 g 0.7181 
18 13.32 15 0.5777 
24 16.51 21 0.740.4 
30 19.98 27 0.8318 
Yaara 19<46 Througn 1987 ARIMA(1, 0, 0) 6 34.64 4 0.0000 APPROPRIA 1C 
12 36.951 10 0.0001 
18 46.78 18 0.0001 
24 sa 22 0.0000 
30 73.95 28 0.0000 
ARIMA(1, 0, 1) 8 23.03 3 o.oooq APPROPRIATE 
12 27.9 5I 0.0010 
18 35.61 15 0.0020 
24 43.06 21 0.0031 
30 60.71 27 0.0002 
ARIMA(2, 0, 1) IS 10.551 2 0.0050 NAPPROPRIA"TC 
12 11.38 a 0.1809 
18 23.4-4 14 0.0535 
24 29.64 20 0.0759 
30 34.72 26 0.1179 
ARIMA(1, 1. 1) 6 4.93 3 0.1770 NAPPROPRIA"TC 
12 6.051 9 0.7306 
18 13.2 15 0.58651 
24 18.35 21 0.7495 
30 20.12 27 0.8255 
Step 4. Forecasting 
Forecasts of the appropriate models were performed by 
the FORECAST procedure of the Box-Jenkins in SPSSX. The 
forecasting begins with year 1948. The actual enrollments 
were compared to the forecasted enrollments to see how 
accurate each model performed. The results of the Box-
Jenkins forecast can be seen in Appendix D (Tables 69-
74). The summary results of the Box-Jenkins forecast are 
shown as Table 9 and Figure 8. 
TABLE 9 
COMPARISON OF BOX-JENKINS ENROLLMENT FORECASTS 
OSU TOTAL ENROll.MENTS (Years 1946 Through 1987) 
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1986 Actual • 20634 1987 Actual • 20116 1988& 1989 Actual • Unknown 
M:OEL. 1946-87 1986 1986 1987 1987 1988 1989 BEST MODEL 
ARIMAIO.D.Ol MAPE FORECAST %ERROR FORECAS %ERROR FOR::cAS, FORECAST IMARK "l 
ARIMA(1 ,0,0) 4.76 20092 2.63 19860 1.27 19410 18796 • 
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Figure 8. Results of Box-Jenkins ARIMA (1,0,0) Forecast, OSU 
Total Enrollment 
"' 0 
Multiple Regression Analysis 
Table 10 presents the summary results of the multiple 
regression procedure which includes the regression coeffi-
cient estimates and other relevant information extracted 
from Tables 75 through 82 in Appendix E. The main interest 
lies with the effect of these selected independent vari-
ables on undergraduate and total student enrollments and 
the accuracy of enrollment prediction. Before discussing 
this result, several other empirical findings must be 
considered. 
First, the overall significance of each regression 
model is indicated by rejecting the null hypothesis that 
all coefficients are equal to zero at the observed signifi-
cant level (OSL) of .0001. Meanwhile, the coefficients of 
determination (R squares) indicate that the large percents 
of variances in enrollments are explained by these inde-
pendent variables. Second, all variables entered in the 
equation have the algebric sign one would expect. Third, 
the regression models for OSU undergraduate enrollments, 
OSU total enrollments, and OU total enrollments contain the 
same independent variables particularly in years 1962 
through 1987. Fourth, the results of the Durbin Watson 
test indicate that the residuals are independent of one 
another, e.g., no serial correlation for each regression 
model. Fifth, the results of the scatterplot indicate that 
there is no relationship between the residuals and 
61 
predicted values, e.g. the assumption of linearity and 
homogeneity of variance are held. 
The OSU undergraduate enrollment and total enrollment 
regression models are used to describe the effect that 
various predictor variables - HIGHSCH, UNEMPLY, OILRIG, 
USGNP, and TUITION - have on the dependent variables being 
examined. The empirical findings are: (1) an increase of 
34 undergraduate enrollments and 45 total student 
enrollments is associated with an increase of 100 Oklahoma 
high school graduates; (2) a change of 1% Oklahoma unem-
ployment rate is positively related with 263 undergraduate 
enrollments and 376 total students enrollments; (3) an 
increase of one Oklahoma oil drilling rig activity causes 
an increase of three undergraduate enrollments and three 
total student enrollments; (4) an increment of four 
undergraduate enrollments and five total student enroll-
ments is related to that of one billion dollar United 
States Gross National products; (5} an increase of $1.00 
per credit hour in OSU tuition induces a decrease of 54 
undergraduate enrollments and 62 total student enrollments; 
and (6) four independent variables - OSU financial aids, 
Oklahoma per capita incomes, Oklahoma other-institution 
enrollments, and U.S. Consumer Price Indices are not 





Va1iables !Year 1962 To 19851 
TABLE 10 
SUMMARY RESULTS OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION 
(BACKWARD) PROCEDURE 
OlJ OlJ OOJ OOJ 
Undergraduate Undergraduate Total Total 
Enrollmenll Enrollment• Enrollmenll Enroll menlo 




I (Year 1962 To 1987) I (Year 1962 To 198l) 
(Independent Variable•) ................................................................... ···················'················ Are CoHiclenla Significant ? ..................................................................................................... 
HOtSCH 0.338009'' 0.363978" 0.3~3445" 0.489064" 0.519846" O.H5878'' 0 3430 76" 
UI'£MPLY 262.601794' 238.Q3402g' 233. 146241' 376.206047" 474.909955" 
OttRG 2.370619" 2.863338" 3. 1551-38" 2.589032' 3.198811" 3.25861" 
I.JSGlP 2.880564" 2.577" 4.101154" 3.137439" 2. 773912" 5.008987" 5.147921" 
TUITION ·54.043886' ·61.576131' ·52 741291" 
CONSTANn ·4 747.168979" ·4993.676467" • 734 5.30512" -8851.205391" ·9113.119549" ·10512.1728" ·7370.731356" 
································ ·········•··········•······•··•· ....................................... Are Models filled? ................................................................................................ 
Coollicionl Sign• (•. ·) 
exooclod? Yos Yos Yos Yes Yes Yes Vas 
Null Hypo.: All Coefficients Reject Null llypothesia Reject Null Hypotheslo Reject NuM Hypothesi& Reject Null Hypotheole Rejacl Null Hypothaols Reject Null Hypothesis Rej<H:t Null Hypothesis 
Equal To Zero p < .0001 p < .0001 p < .0001 p < .0001 p < .0001 p < .0001 p < .0001 
R Squares 0.9614 0 9584 o:gsg5 0.9704 0 9675 0.9687 0.9751 
Durbin Watson Statiollce 1.02189 1.01896 1.10285 1.1296 1.13831 1.3197 1.09145 
T ast Resullsl No Serial Correlation No Serial Correlation No Serial Correlation No Serial Correlation No Serial Correlation No ~erial Correlation No Serial Corralatlon 
Plots 01 Rosidualo V1. 
Predicted Values No Syslemallc Ponorn No Svslomallc Panern No Systematic Paltern No Svslemallc Paltorn No Svslemallc Pallern No Systarnallc Panern No Svstamatic Panem 
ResiduAl Moons 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
........................ ......... ... .............................. ....................................... .Ia Model Workable ?...... .. ................................................................................... 
AverA~& '1'. Predicted Error 2 79'1. 
1983 % Pr&dicted Error 3.27'/, 
1984 '/, Pr&dicted Error 1.15'1'. 
1985 '1'. Predicted Error 3.47'1. 
1986 '1', Pr&dictad Error 
1987 't, Predictod Error 
HIGilSCH · Oklahoma High School Graduates 
UNE MPL Y · Oklahoma Unamploymont ~atos ('4) 












USGNP · U.S. Gross National Products (billi011) 
TUITION · OSUIOU In· Stale Tuilion&Foos (per 
credit hour ·•••raga ol 3 tblslons) 
2.52"1. 2.53"1. 2 09~~ 
1.t 1 '~ 0.95% 1.48% 
0.48% 0. 74'1'. 1.44'1'. 
1.68% 1.52'1'. 0.73% 
3.51"/o 2.30% 0.99"1. 
---- ----• Jll ~-- - -- 0.52% 
Stalislicat Significance at .01 level (Using I Test) 
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FORECAST RESULTS OF INTEGRATED FORECAST SYSTEM 
AND RATIO METHOD 
Integrated Forecast System(IFS) Ratio Method* 
ACTUAL FORECAST DIFFERENCE %ERROR FORECAST DIFFERENCE %ERROR 
20901 21194 293 1.40% 21095 194 0.93% 
20634 20558 -76 0.37% 21042 408 1.98% 
20116 20314 198 0.98% 20936 820 4.08% 
N.A. 19737 N.A. N.A. 20516 N.A. N.A. 
N.A. 19357 N.A. N.A. 20801 N.A. N.A. 
17240 17268 28 0.16% 17440 200 1.16% 
16845 16712 -133 0.79% 16860 15 0.09% 
16115 16397 282 1.75% 16502 387 2.40% 
N.A. 15498 N.A. N.A. 16015 N.A. N.A. 
N.A. 14881 N.A. N.A. 16258 N.A. N.A. 
3376 3407 31 0.92% 3240 -136 4.03% 
3507 3417 -90 2.57% 3285 -222 6.33% 
3625 3557 -68 1.88% 3475 -150 4.14% 
N.A. 3681 N.A. N.A. 3600 N.A. N.A. 
N.A. 3738 N.A. N.A. 3575 N.A. N.A. 






















With regard to discriminant analysis, it is applied to 
nine lagged independent variables {lag 1) suspected of 
reflecting enrollment changes for the entire time horizon 
from the year 1962 to 1987. The reasons for using lagged 
variables are to make the enrollment forecasts possible and 
to improve the forecasting accuracy. Tables 12 through 14 
are the summary results of discriminant analysis. With 
regard to total student enrollments, the Wilk's lambda (A) 
statistic for three groups of annual enrollment percentage 
changes were computed and found to be 0.12, with a signifi-
cance of p = 0.001. It was concluded that the significant 
differences existed among increased-group (2.5% or above), 
decreased-group (-2.5% or below), and unchanged-group 
(between -2.5% and 2.5%). It was also concluded that the 
two discriminant functions with independent variables 
UNEMPLY, PINCOME, OILRIG, USGNP, COMPFIG, TUITION, FINAID, 
and HIGHSCH were retained and accounted for 100 cumulative 
percent of the total variance. 
The first function seperates increased-group and 
unchanged-gro~p from decreased-group. The second function 
seperates incr~ased-group and unchanged-group with the 
decreased-group in the middle. The results of classifi-
cation show that 22 of 25 (88%) "grouped" cases were 
correctly classified for total student enrollments over the 
past 25 years. 
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The predict equations for classifying the group 
memberships in 1988 are those Fishers linear discriminant 
functions as follows: 





constant + (each coefficiept x the lag~ed variables 
in 1988) 
constant + (each coefficient x the lagged variables 
in 1988) 
The algorithms for the classification are 
(Z 0 >Max (Zl, Z2)) then Class = 0, 
(Zl >Max <Zo, z 2) ) then Class = 1, 
(Z2 >Max <Zo, zl)) then Class = 2. 
The results of the prediction show that the annual 
percent change of total student enrollments in the fall of 
1988 should belong to the decreased group (Class= 2). In 
the same manner, the annual percent change of undergraduate 
enrollments in the fall of 1988 should also belong to the 
decreased group (Tables 83 and 84). However, in the same 
computer printout, the results of using Box's method to 
test violations of the assumptions (the variables in each 
group are from multi-variate normal distribution and the 
covariance matrices for all groups are equal) indicate that 
the models may not be constructed as well as they should 
be. The probable cause of this is the fact that some 
covariance matrices are singular for the decreased group 
68 
where a few cases (six cases for undergraduate and five 
cases for graduate enrollments) are included in the 
analysis. Even though the results of classification are 
highly accurate (88%) for both undergraduate and total 
student enrollments, one must still be cautious when using 
these models. 
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Group 1: Greater Than 2.5% 
Group 2: less Than -2.5% 
Group 0: Between -2.5% and +2.5% 
TABLE 12 
GROUP MEMBERSHIPS FOR DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS 
CSJ CSJ 
TOTAL ANNUAL GFO..JP UNDERGRADUATE 
YEAR ENROLLMENTS •to CHANGE MEMBERSHIP ENROUMENTS 
1961 11301 9608 
1962 11795 4.37% 1 10006 
1963 11961 1.41% 0 10107 
1964 13214 10.48% 1 11065 
1965 15079 14.11% 1 12877 
1966 16010 6.17% 1 13596 
1967 16546 3.35% 1 14120 
1968 16841 1.78% 0 14366 
1969 17492 3.87% 1 14763 
1970 18444 5.44% 1 15395 
1971 18655 1.14% 0 15472 
1972 18080 -3.08% 2 14889 
1973 18560 2.65% 1 15065 
1974 19280 3.88% 1 15631 
1975 20490 6.28% 1 16599 
1976 21129 3.12% 1 17313 
1977 21904 3.67% 1 18015 
1978 22287 1.75% a 18521 
1979 22003 -1.27% 0 18218 
1980 22490 2.21% 0 18602 
1981 22709 0.97% 0 18916 
1982 23053 1.51% 0 I 19120 
1983 22366 -2.98% 2 18410 
1984 21449 -4.10% 2 17779 
1985 20901 -2.55% 2 17240 
1986 20634 -1.28% 0 16845 
































SUMMARY RESULTS OF DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS FOR TOTAL ENROLLMENT 
• Cl IIIII II~ 1\ •; W II K S · l:ANOIIICAI DISf.IHMINANI futJCllllllS EIIAI UATEO Al GROUP ME•tJS 
Sill' LNILIHIJ kHIIIIIUI lit I AMIIOA :ilG. LAUEL 
t UtlfMPLY I .67801 .0139 
2 PINCOME 2 .43817 .0014 
3 Oil RIG 3 . 4:Jf>04 .0018 
4 ll~C.fiP 4 .35085 .0062 
5 P IIJIH K 5 .2511'l .0022 
6 CO~IPFIG 6 . 18993 .0014 
1 lUll ION 1 . 14848 .0012 
8 F INAIO 0 . 12622 .0019 
9 lllliiiSCit 9 . 10635 .0028 
tO PI NilE X 8 .11999 .0014 
ClASS IF I CATION FlltiCTION COEFFICIENTS 
If I SliER'S Ill~( lA lli~CRIMINAIIT fllNCIIONS) 
SlAT US . 0 I 
Uti[ MPt Y 112 8660 176.6496 
P IIICOI~E -215.3253 -219. Hl24 
Oil. RIG 1.7349.81 1.761!163 
IISr.tiP 2 056651 2.0!!8354 
OK IINEMPLOYM£tH RATE 5 GROIIP ruuc I FUNC 2 
OK PER CAPITA INCOMES 
OK DRilliNG RIG ACTIVITIES 0 O.J:Z-09 -0.88568 
US GROSS NAIIONAL PRODUCTS I I -106'>7 0.63492 
liS PRICE I tllll CE S 2 -J.679tl1 0. 31740 
Ot< OJIIER INS,II ENROLLMENTS 
OS II llll Tl ON 
OSIJ STIIOENf AIOS 
OK Ill Gil SCI lOIII GAAOIIAlES 
US PRICE INOICES 






THE RANKS AND NATURAL LOGARITHMS OF DETERMINANTS PRINTED ARE liiOSE 












(TOO FEW CASES TO BE NON-SINCULAR; 
COMPFIG -0. 2409184E-OI -0 2453851£-01 -0 2416861£-01 
POOLED WITHIN-GROUPS 
COVARIANCE MATRIX 8 79.335138 
TlllliOII 0 8492330 
f IIIAIO -o t4fio9~6E-04 
III!;IISCII 0 :.!911540[ 01 
I CotiS lAtH I -221J 503 
0 HC.fi~J3 2. 145:1AR 
-0 lti70595E-04 -0. lfiC•6831E-04 
0 2f1Hl207E-Ot 0 3 IIL·I·I:IE -01 
· 22!H 023 ·2152.654 
SINCE SOME COVARIANCE f.IATRICES ARE SINGULAR, TltE USUAL PROClOUR£ Will 
NOT WORK. HIE NOI~·SINGlllAR GROUPS WILL BE IESTEO AGAINST TttlUI OwN 




APPROXIMATE F DEGREES OF FREEDOM SIGNIFICANCE 
3.6365 36 988.4 0.0000 
CANONICAL DISCRIMINANT FUNCTIONS 
PEACENI OF CIIMlllATIVE 
FIHICTIOI~ EIGENVALUE VAlli AliCE PlRCf.NI 
I• 4. 10863 86 611 86.68 






f'UNC I ION WILKS' I. AMBO A Clll · SQIIARED 
0 0. 119987~ 39.2~7 
I 0.6129716 9 05~6 



































RESULTS OF CLASSIFICATION FOR TOTAL ENROLLMENT 
ACIUI\L IIJGHFST PRriBABilllY :.?NO lf!GIIEST OISl.lliMINMH 
GROUP GROUP P(U/G) P(G/U) GIWUP. PI G/0) SCOIIE S. 
0 0 0.5706 0.5201 1 0.4797 0.4248 0.0689 
1 1 0.5853 0.7524 0 0.2476 1.9749 -o. 2300 
1 1 0.8275 0.9566 0 0.0434 1.7875 1. 1183 
I 1 0.3634 0.9225 0 0.0773 0.4151 1. 6555 
1 1 0. 7592 0.9116 0 0.0884 2. 1192 0.4275 
0 •• 1 0.7006 0.5957 0 0.4042 0.6996 0. 1747 
1 1 0.8113 0.8499 0 0. 1501 I .8931 0. 2089 
1 1 0.7951 0.9124 0 0.0876 2.0635 0.4710 
0 0 0.3:284 0.6376 I 0.3531 -0.4114 0.3124 
2 2 0.1780 0.77:13 0 0. 2053 -1.8272 0.2282 
I 1 0.3246 0.7898 0 0. 2084 0.0212 1. 2104 
1 1 0.6866 0.5840 0 0.4160 1. 2406 -0.2163 
1 1·0.9577 0.9154 0 0.0846 1. 4129 0.9290 
1 I 0.3168 0.9910 0 0.0090 2.6002 1.5700 
1 •• 0 0.6614 0.7246 1 o. 2741 -0.0560 -o. 1600 
0 0 0.5980 0.6656 1 0.3344 1. 3364 -0.9144 
0 •• 1 0.3282 0.6333 0 0.3667 2. 1205 -0.6759 
0 0 0.3275 0.9881 I 0.0119 0.2263 -2.4766 
0 0 0.5285 0.9566 1 0.0342 -0.7964 - 1. 1218 
0 0 0.5655 0.9660 1 0.0340 0.5485 -2.0297 
2 2 0.1394 0.9996 0 0.0004 -4.0826 - 1. 5662 
2 2 0. :i755 1. 0000 0 0.0000 -4.3864 1. 8188 
2 2 0.2548 1.0000 0 0.0000 -4.6958 1.6816 
0 0 0. 1424 o. 9842 2 0.0120 -1.2252 -2.2088 




PREDICTED GROU~ MEMBERSHIP 
ACTUAl. GROUP 0 1 2 
-------- -------- --------
GROUP 0 9 7 2 0 
77.8% 22.2)( 0.0)( 
GROUP 11 1 10 0 
9.1% 90.9'1. 0.01. 
GROUP 2 5 0 0 5 
o.oY. 0.0'1. 100.01. 




RESEARCH FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Research Findings 
Enrollment forecast models for Oklahoma State 
University were developed using an integrated forecast 
system which included four time series analyses (simple 
exponential smoothing, Brown's double exponential 
smoothing, Holt's two parameter exponential smoothing, and 
Box-Jenkins methodology)~ multiple regression analysis, and 
multiple discriminant analysis. These forecast models are 
used to assist the University in planning effectively for 
future personnel, program, and budget needs. 
The results of this empirical study have demonstrated 
that the integrated forecast system appears to accomplish 
the purpose of the study. These concepts are briefly 
reviewed as follows: The first purpose of the study was to 
use time series analysis to construct the best enrollment 
forecast models for various categories - freshman, under-
graduate, graduate, male, female, and total enrollments -
and the conducting of two-year ahead forecasts. As shown 
in Tables 3-5, and 11, and Figures 2-7, the best models of 
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time series methods appear to be relatively accurate 
(MAPE- between 2.35 and 2.59). The best models of 
freshman enrollments (MAPE = 7.99) and graduate enrollments 
(MAPE = 3.47) are not as accurate as they should be, in 
part, because the assumption of time series analysis may be 
violated, e.g. freshman enrollments of this year do not 
depend upon those of last year; in part, because the 
enrollment trend behaves as a quadratic instead of a linear 
form. Therefore, other forecasting techniques such as 
ratio method, multiple regression analysis, and triple 
exponential smoothing method are recommended for these 
categories. In addition to accuracy, time series methods 
also present two promising advantages - minimal data 
requirements and easy computations. 
The results of time series methods indicate that 
Oklahoma State University will face a slight decline in 
student enrollments over the next two years (1988-89). 
Approximate changes in figures are: (1) total enrollments 
decreasing by 380 each year, (2) male and female 
enrollments decreasing by 316 and 47, respectively, each 
year, and (3) undergraduate enrollments decreasing by 617 
and graduate enrollments increasing by 56 (see Tables 3-5). 
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One of the striking findings, based upon the different 
models, is that the sums of the changes in the above cited 
male and female forecast values are almost equal to the 
changes in total enrollment values. This finding may serve 
as an indicator of the consistency and accuracy of time 
series methods among these categories. However, the fact 
that changes in undergraduate and graduate forecast values 
are not equal to the changes in total enrollments may be 
due to the questionable accuracy of the graduate enrollment 
forecast. The sophisticated Box-Jenkins methodology 
appears to have a systematic pattern of forecast errors. 
More data points are definitely required for this 
methodology. All above time series forecasts are based 
upon the assumption that the historical enrollment patterns 
of undergraduate, graduate, male, female, and total 
enrollments will continue into future years 1988-89. 
A second purpose of the study was to: (1) develop a 
causal model-regression equation which explains the 
important factors impacting on Oklahoma State University 
student enrollments and predicts a one-year projected 
enrollment: and (2) to derive the discriminant functions 
that distinguish the three groups of the annual percent 
enrollment changes associated with the variables selected 
and predict a one-year projected enrollment. 
First, the results of the study support the fact that 
the regression model appears to fit the data well. The 
empirical findings are: (1) The four important 
assumptions of regression analysis are met. These are the 
linear relationships between the dependent variables and 
the independent variables, the constant variance over the 
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entire range of observations, the residuals being 
independent of one another, and the plot of residuals seems 
to be a normal distribution with a zero mean. (2) The most 
important variables - U.S. Gross National Products, 
Oklahoma high school graduates, Oklahoma unemployment 
rates, Oklahoma oil drilling rig activities, and OSU 
tuition are retained in the model. The estimated 
coefficients for these selected variables are statistically 
significant, and the signs of coefficients are appropriate 
as one would expect. The coefficients of d~terminant (R 
squares are greater than .95) also show that the large 
proportions of variations in enrollments are explained by 
these selected variables. (3) Within the institution, the 
model structures of multiple regression equations between 
undergraduate enrollments and total enrollments are 
identical. In addition, the model structures for OSU total 
enrollments and Oklahoma University (OU) total enrollments 
shows an external consistency. 
Second, the results of the study also support the fact 
that the regression model provides the information on how 
important variables affect OSU total enrollments. The 
empirical results are: (1) an increase of 34 undergraduate 
enrollments and 45 total student enrollments is associated 
with an increase of 100 Oklahoma high school graduates, (2) 
an increase of 1% Oklahoma unemployment rate causes an 
increase of 263 undergraduate enrollments and 376 total 
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student enrollments, (3) an increase of three undergraduate 
enrollments and three total student enrollments is tied to 
an increase of one oil drilling rig count in Oklahoma, (4) 
an increment of four undergraduate enrollments and five 
total student enrollments is related to that of one billion 
dollar U.S. Gross National Products, and (5) an increase of 
$1.00 per average student credit hour of three divisions -
low, upper, and graduate level - in OSU in-state tuition 
and fees induces a decrease of 54 undergraduate enrollments 
and 62 total student enrollments. 
Third, the results of regression estimation are as 
accurate (MAPE = 2.48) as those of time series methods. 
Based upon the results of regression analysis, it is 
suggested that Oklahoma State University should experience 
a slight decrease in undergraduate enrollments in the fall 
of 1988 although total student enrollments should hold 
steady. This prediction is based upon the assumption that 
all independent variables not considered or selected in 
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this study would remain fairly constant over the fall of 
1988, and changes in the selected and forecasted variables 
could sensitively affect undergraduate and total student 
enrollments. One must be cautious when interpreting the 
predicted results of the regression models because their 
projections are based upon the fixed values of OSU tuition, 
and the forecasted values of Oklahoma high school graduates, 
unemployment rates, and oil drilling rig activities, and 
u.s. Gross National Products. 
With respect to discriminant analysis, the empirical 
findings show that: (1) The backward elimination procedure 
and Wilk's lambda selection rules are being utilized to 
produce two discriminant functions that contain the best 
set of discriminant variables - u.s. Gross National 
Products, ~.S. Consumer Price Indices, Oklahoma high school 
graduates, Oklahoma unemployment rates, Oklahoma oil 
drilling rig activities, Oklahoma per Capita incomes, OSU 
student aids, and OSU tuition and fees. (2) The value of 
Wilk's lambda is statistically significant, and thus, two 
discriminant functions are appropriate to classify the 
annual percent enrollment change to be the increased group, 
the decreased group, or the'unchanged group. (3) The 
discriminant functions developed for both total student 
enrollments and undergraduate enrollments are almost 
identical. (4) The high percentage (88%) of the predicted 
group memberships are correct for both undergraduate 
enrollments and total enrollments over the past 25 years. 
Thus, the results of discriminant analysis reveal that 
in the fall of 1988, OSU undergraduate and total enroll-
ments should belong to the decreased group, instead of the 
increased or unchanged group. However, these discriminant 
functions may not be constructed as well as they should be 
because the assumptions of multivariate normality and 
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covariance matrix equality may be violated. Even though 
the results of classification show high accuracy, one must 
be cautious when using these models to carry out the 
forecasts. 
It is concluded that employing this integrated 
forecast system - time series methods (simple exponential 
smoothing, Brown's double exponential smoothing, Holt's two 
parameter exponential smoothing, and Box-Jenkins ARIMA 
methodology), multiple regression analysis, and multiple 
discriminant analysis for enrollment forecasting could be 
applied to other institutions of higher education in the 
State of Oklahoma, and this integrated forecast system 
could be further modified and replicated in other states. 
However, one should be aware not only of the strengths of 
the models mentioned as above, but also the weaknesses of 
these models. For example, the drawback of the time series 
models is their inability to detect turning points and 
their failure to explain the relationship between causes 
and effects. In constructing regression equations and 
discriminant functions for forecasting, one must do two 
things: {1) select independent variables for which the 
historical data are available and future values can be 
obtained, and (2) reconstruct and reevaluate the models 
when new academic years arrive. 
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Conclusions 
This study was designed to develop an integrated 
enrollment forecast system: time series analyses, multiple 
regression analysis, and discriminant analysis for Oklahoma 
State University to plan effectively in the areas of 
personnel, program, and budget needs. 
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The calculations of time series methods were based 
upon the assumption that the historical enrollment patterns 
will continue into the future and require only the histori-
cal enrollment data to carry out the forecasts. The back-
ward elimination procedure of regression analysis and 
disciminant analysis are based upon the linear relationship 
between the dependent variable - enrollments and nine other 
independent variables -U.S. Gross National Products, U.S. 
consumer price indices, Oklahoma unemployment rates, 
Oklahoma per capita incomes, Oklahoma oil drilling rig 
activities, Oklahoma high school graduates, Oklahoma other 
institution enrollments, and OSU student aids and tuition 
and fees. 
The results of the empirical study indicate that time 
series methods, particularly Holt's two parameter 
exponential smoothing, performs the forecasts with relative 
accuracy. Forecasts using Holt's two parameter exponential 
smoothing show that Oklahoma State University will continue 
to face a slight decrease in male, female, undergraduate, 
and total student enrollments and an increase in graduate 
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enrollments over the fall of 1988 and the fall. of 1989. 
The regression models for undergraduate and total student 
enrollments are workable. They provide information on how 
demography (Oklahoma high school graduates), economic 
indicators (U.S. Gross National Products, Oklahoma unem-
ployment rates and oil drilling rig activities), and public 
policies (OSU tuition and fees and financial aids) affect 
student enrollments. Discriminant analyses might not work 
as well as they should because only a few cases were 
classified as the decreased group, e.g., the assumptions of 
multivariate normality and covariance matrix equality may 
be violated. Another finding in this study indicates that 
the selection of the appropriate forecasting techniques 
along with the important _variables is crucial in the 
development of student enrollment forecasting models. 
The integrated forecast system can not help one to 
know what exactly will happen in the future, but it works 
to help one to reduce the range of uncertainty surrounding 
higher education decisions. Hence, in search of better 
forecasting techniques, more important variables, and more 
data points for college and university enrollment 
forecasts, the process of integrated forecast systems must 
have an ongoing, looping, and futuristic orientation. It 
should not be limited to quantifiable approaches only. The 
knowledge and wisdom of the decision makers should be 
blended into the system. 
In summary, this integrated forecast system would 
allow institutions of higher education to develop more 
precise possibilities as to what the near future enroll-
ments will be. This would be a substantial help to the 
decision makers when charting future directions for their 
colleges and universities. 
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Recommendations 
There are three areas that seem to provide promise for 
follow-up research. First, to make the regression model 
operational, one could use the prior year values instead of 
the future year values, e.g., estimates of total student 
enrollments may be made based on the lagged independent 
variables and possibly the lagged dependent variable 
itself. Reliance on lagged variables and time series 
regression analysis is not only convenient in forecasting 
but also has justification in theory: the United States 
economy rarely changes its patterns drastically within one 
or two years unless wars, strikes, or political violence 
occur. Second, in addition to the breakdown of the enroll-
ments into the categories of male, female, undergraduate, 
and graduate, enrollments should be analyzed by academic 
colleges to reflect the relationship between program 
offerings and prospective employment opportunities and 
further analyzed by simulation procedure on how to maxi1nize 
total student enrollments by means of educational 
policies - both financial aids and tuition and fees, given 
that other selected variables remaining constant. The in-
formation obtained through this analytical procedure should 
be utilized in formulating policies for colleges and uni-
versities. Third, the integrated forecast system should be 
constructed not only on the basis of the headcount, but 
also on the student credit hours, particularly using the 
weighted full-time equivalent student credit hours so that 
the results of the forecasts could serve as the justi-
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SIMPLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS 
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TABLE 15 
SIMPLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS FOR TOTAL 









































































































































MSE = 531829.00 
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TABLE 16 
SIMPLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS FOR TOTAL 
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SIMPLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS FOR TOTAL 










































































































































MSE = 875447.37 
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TABLE 18 
SIMPLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS FOR 
UNDERGRADUATE ENROLLMENTS WITH 
ALPHA = 1.0 
UNDERGRADUATE 







































































































































MSE "' 414399.56 
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TABLE 19 
SIMPLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS FOR 
UNDERGRADUATE ENROLLMENTS WITH ALPHA = 0.9 
UNDERGRADUATE 







































































































































MSE = 477154.00 
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TABLE 20 
SIMPLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS FOR 
UNDERGRADUATE ENROLLMENTS WITH ALPHA = 0.8 
UNDERGRADUATE 
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MSE = 559610.50 
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TABLE 21 
SIMPLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS FOR MALE 



















































































































SIMPLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS FOR MALE 
ENROLLMENTS WITH ALPHA = 0.9 
MALE ABSOLUTE 
YEAR ENROLLMENT FORECAST ERROR % ERROR 
--------------------------------------------------
1962 8236 
1963 8268 8236.00 -32.00 0. 33 
1964 9072 8264.80 -807.20 8.90 
1965 10123 8991.28 -1131.72 11 . 18 
1966 10376 10009.82 -366. 18 3.53 
1967 10658 10339.37 -318.62 2.99 
1968 10799 10626. 13 -172.87 1.60 
196.9 11279 10781.71 -497.29 4.41 
1970 11860 11229.27 -630.73 5.32 
1971 11899 11796.92 -102.08 0.86 
1972 11397 11888.79 491 . 79 4.32 
1973 11619 11446.18 -172.S2 1.49 
1974 11799 11601 . 7 1 -197.29 1.67 
1975 12435 11779.27 -655.73 5.27 
1976 12677 ~2369.42 -307.58 2.43 
1977 12966 12646.24 -319.76 2.47 
1978 13067 12934.02 -132.98 1 .02 
1979 12649 13053.70 404.70 3.20 
1980 12948 12689.46 -258.54 2.00 
1981 13144 12922.14 -221.86 1.69 
1982 13476 13121.81 -354. 19 2.63 
1983 12979 13440.58 461.58 3.56 
1984 12382 13025. 16 643. 16 5. 19 
1985 12029 12446.31 417.31 3.47 
1986 1175 1 12070.73 319.73 2.72 
1987 11280 11782.97 502.97 4.46 
1988 11330.29 
--------------------------------------------------
ALPH = 0.9 MAPE = 3.34 MSE = 206574.00 
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TABLE 23 
SIMPLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS FOR MALE 
ENROLLMENTS WITH ALPHA = 0.8 
MALi: ABSOLUTE 
YEAR ENROLLMENT FORECAST ERROR % ERROR 
--------------------------------------------------
1962 8:?36 
1963 8268 8236.00 -32.00 0.39 
1964 9072 8261.59 -810.41 8.93 
1965 10123 8909.92 -1213.08 11.98 
1966 10376 9880.38 -495.62 4.78 
1967 10658 10276.87 -381.13 3.58 
1968 10799 1058 1 . 77 -217.23 2.01 
1969 11279 10755.55 -5.23.45 4.64 
1970 11860 11174.30 -685.70 5.78 
1971 11899 11722.86 -176.14 1. 48 
1972 11397 11863.77 466.77 4. 10 
1973 11619 11490.35 -128.65 1 . 11 
1974 11799 11593.27 -205.73 1 . 74 
1975 12435 11757.85 -677. 15 5.45 
1976 12677 12299.51 -377.43 2.98 
1977 12966 12601.51 -364.49 2. 81 
1978 13067 :12893. 10 -173.90 1. 33 
1979 12649 13032.21 383.21 3.03 
1980 12948 12725.64 -222.36 1:72 
1981 13144 12903.52 -240.48 ,._ 83 
1982 13476 13095.90 -380. 10 2.82 
1983 12979 13399.98 420.98 3.24 
1984 12382 13063.19 681. 19 5.50 
1985 12029 12518.23 489.23 4.07 
1986 1175 1 12126.84 375.84 3.20 
1987 11280 11826.16 546. 16 4.84 
1988 11389.23 
--------------------------------------------------
ALPH = 0.8 MAPE = 3. 59 MSE = 234700.56 
TABLE 24 
SIMPLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS FOR 




















































































MAPE .., 4.13 
ABSOLUTE 



















































MSE = 118722.62 
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TABLE 25 
SIMPLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS FOR 












































































































































SIMPLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS FOR 










































































































































MSE = 170960.31 
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TABLE 27 
SIMPLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS FOR 
GRADUATE ENROLLMENTS WITH ALPHA = 1.0 
GRADUATE ABSOLUTE 
YEAR ENROLLMENT FORECAST ERROR % ERROR 
--------------------------------------------------
1962 1502 
1963 1556 1502.00 -54.00 3.47 
1964 1827 155G.OO -271.00 14.83 
19.35 1885 18:7.00 -58.00 3.08 
1966 2071 1885.00 -186.00 8.98 
1967 2076 2071.00 -5.00 0.24 
1968 2163 2076.00 -87.00 4.02 
1969 2433 2163.00 -270.00 11 . 10 
1970 2734 2433.00 -301 .oo 11.01 
1971 2869 2734.00 -135.00 4.71 
1972 2864 2869.00 5.00 0. 17 
1973 3087 2864.00 -223.00 7.22 
1974 3:2.52 3087.00 -165.00 5.07 
1975 3355 3252.00 -103.00 3.07 
1976 3242 3355.00 113.00 3.49 
1977 3338 3242.00 -96.00 2.88 
1978 3234 3338.00 104.00 3.22 
1979 3289 3234.00 -55.00 1.67 
1980 3433 3289.00 -144.00 4. 19 
1991 3372 34:33.00 61 .00 1 . 81 
1982 3580 3372.00 -208.00 5.81 
1983 3629 3580.00 -49.00 1. 35-
1984 3363 3629.00 266.00 7.91 
1985 3376 3363.00 -13.00 0.39 
1986 3507 3376.00 -131 .00 3.74 
1987 3625 3507.00 -118.00 3.26 
1988 3625.00 
--------------------------------------------------
ALPH = 1.0 MAPE = 4.49 MSE = 23045.50 
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TABLE 28 
SIMPLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS FOR 















































































































































SIMPLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS FOR 
GRADUATE ENROLLMENTS WITH ALPHA = 0.8 
GRADUATE ABSOLUTE 
YEAR ENROLLMENT FORECAST ERROR % ERROR 
--------------------------------------------------
1!?S2 1'502 
1963 1'556 1502.00 -54.00 3.47 
1964 1827 1545.20 -281.80 15.42 
1965 1885 1770.64 -114.36 6.07 
1966 2071 1862. 13 -208.87 10.09 
1367 2076 2029.23 -46.77 2.25 
1::~8 2163 . 2066.64 -96.36 4.45 
1'-l69 2433 2143.73 -289.27 11.89 
1970 2734 2375.15 -358.85 13. 13 
1971 2869 2662.23 -206.77 7.21 
1972 2864 2827.65 -36.35 1. 27 
1973 3087 2856.73 -230.27 7.46 
1974 3252 3040.95 -211.05 6.49 
1975 3355 3209.79 -145.21 4.33 
1976 3242 3325.96 83.96 2.59 
1977 3338 3258.79 -79.21 2.37 
1978 3234 3322. 16 88. 16 2.73 
1979 3289 3251.63 -37.37 1 . 14 
1980 3433 3281.53 -151.47 4.41 
1981 3372 3402.71 30.71 0.91 
1982 3580 3378. 14 -201.86 5.64 
1983 3629 3539.63 -89.37 2.46 
1984 3363 3611.13 248. 13 7.38 
1985 3376 3412.62 36.63 1.08 
1986 3507 3383.32 -123.68 3.53 
1987 3625 3482.26 -142.74 3.94 
1988 3596.45 
--------------------------------------------------
ALPH = 0.8 MAPE = 5.07 MSE = 27668.43 
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TABLE 30 
SIMPLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS FOR 










































































































































MSE = 144602.56 
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TABLE 31 
SIMPLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS FOR 









































































































































MSE = 152785.62 
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TABLE 32 
SIMPLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS FOR 










































































































































MSE = 163219.19 
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APPENDIX B 




BROWN'S DOUBLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS 
FOR TOTAL ENROLLMENTS WITH ALPHA = 0.7 
TOTAL A B ABSOLUTE 
YEAR ENROLLMENT FORECAST COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT ERROR % ERROR 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1962 117S'5 
1963 11961 11795.01 11795.00 0.01 -165.99 '1. 39 
196-:t 13214 12027.42 11946.06 81.36 -1186.58 8.98 
1965 15079 13769.99 13107.21 662.79 -1309.01 8.68 
1966 16010 16265.39 14961.19 1304.21 255.39 1. 60 
1967 16546 17212.05 16032.-98 1179.07 666.05 4.03 
1968 16841 17458.66 16605.95 852.72 617.66 3.67 
1969 17492 17446.66 16896.59 550.07 -45.34 0.26 
1970 18444 18060.21 17487.9:.! 572.30 -383.79 2.08 
1971 18655 19169.80 18409.45 760.35 514.80 2.76 
1972 18080 19209.43 18701.33 508. 10 1129.43 6.25 
1973 18560 18136.34 18181.65 -45.31 -423.66 2.28 
1974 19280 18684. 16 18521.87 162.29 -595.84 3.09 
1975 20490 19680.64 19226.37 454.26 -809.36 3.95 
191.:; 21129 21268.01 20417.16 850.86 139.01 0.66 
1977 21904 21924.25 21141.51 782.74 20.25 0.09 
1978 22287 22678.64 21905.82 772.83 391.64 1. 76 
1979 22003 22903. 18 22322.25 580.93 900. 18 4.09 
1980 22490 22223.86 22084.02 139.85 -266.14 1. 18 
19S1 22709 22736.30 22466.04 270.26 27.30 o. 12 
1982 23053 22968.34 22711.45 256.89 -84.66 0.37 
1983 22366 23343.75 23045.38 298.37 977.75 4.37 
1984 21449 22273.29 22454.00 -180.71 824.29 3.84 
1985 20901 20938.57 21523.18 -584.61 37.57 0. 18 
1986 20634 20301.37 20904.38 -603.01 -332.63 1 . 6 1 
1987 20116 20164.03 20604.06 -440.02 48.03 0.24 
1988 19656.76 20120.32 -463.56 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------





BROWN'S DOUBLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS 
FOR TOTAL ENROLLMENTS WITH ALPHA = 0.6 
TOTAL A B ABSOLUTE 
YEAR ENROLLMENT FORECAST COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT ERROR % ERROR 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1962 11795 
1963 11961 11795.00 11795.00 0.01 -166.00 1. 39 
1964 13214 11994.21 11934.45 59.77 -1219.79 9.23 
1965 15079 13517.73 13018.83 498.90 -1561.27 10.35 
1966 16010 15890. 15 . 14829. 19· 1060.96 -119.85 0. 75 
1967 16546 17094.93 15990.82 1104 . 11 548.93 3.32 
1968 168-11 17540.32 16633.82 906.49 699.32 4. 15 
1969 17492 17607.63 16952.89 654.74 115.63 0.66 
1970 18444 18123.61 17510.50 613.11 -320.39 1. 74 
197 1 18655 19 121 . 20 18392.74 728.46 466.20 2.50 
1972 18080 19290.22 18729.59 560.63 1210.22 6.69 
1973 18560 18398.58 18273.63 124.95 -161.42 0.87 
1974 19280 18717.23 18534. 17 183.06 -562.77 2.92 
1975 20490 19575.62 19189.95 385.65 -914.38 4.46 
1976 21129 21058.54 20343.70 714.84 -70.46 0.33 
1977 21904 21857.94 21117.73 740.21 -46.06 0.21 
1978 22287 22653.43 21896.63 756.80 366.43 1. 64 
1979 22003 22970.52 22345.63 624.89 967.52 4.40 
1980 22490 22434.39 22157.80 276.59 -55.61 0.25 
1981 22709 22777.71 22481.10 296.61 68.11 0.30 
1982 23053 22991.87 22720.00 271.88 -61. 13 0.27 
1983 22366 23337.11 23043.22 293.89 97 1 . 11 4.34 
1984 21449 22465.66 22521.37 -55.71 1016.66 4.74 
1985 20901 21189.96 21611.66 -421.71 288.96 1. 38 
1986 20634 20421 . 50 20947.23 -525.73 -212.50 1.03 
1987 20116 20150.78 20600.00 -449.22 34.78 0. 17 
1988 19659.82 20121.56 -461.74 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------





BROWN'S DOUBLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS 
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BROWN'S DOUBLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS 
FOR UNDERGRADUATE ENROLLMENTS WITH 
ALPHA = 0.9 
UNOERGRAOU/, TE A 8 ABSOLUTE 
YEAR ErJROLLMENT FORECAST COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT ERROR % ERROR 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
~962 10')06 
19'53 10107 10006o00 10006000 OoOO -101.00 1 000 
1964 11065 1C046o39 10042035 4004 -1018o61 9o21 
1965 12877 10457087 10413009 44078 -2419013 1Ro79 
1966 13596 114700 30 11328075 14 1 0 55 -2125070 15o63 
1967 1.1120 12..t62 0 13 . 12235 0 55 226o58 -1657.87 11074 
1968 14366 13351086 13058096 292089 -1014014 7006 
1969 14763 14050040 13716.95 333o46 -712060 4o83 
1970 15395 1..t668o89 14306093 361 0 96 -726011 4.72 
1971 15472 15321 0 29 14930029 391 0 01 -150071 0097 
1972 14.1389 15772058 15375055 397.04 883058 5o93 
1973 150GS 158 16 0 18 15454.48 361069 751 0 18 4.99 
1974 1!:6 3 1 15877o39 15545075 331 0 64 246039 1 0 58 
1975 1"6599 16110048 15788069 321 0 79 -488.52 2o94 
1976 17313 16627o68 16286o35 341 0 33 -685032 3o96 
1977 18015 17243014 16874039 368074 -771 0 86 4028 
1978 18521 17920062 17521001 399062 -600o37 3o24 
1979 18218 18560o39 18j36.76 423063 342039 1.88 
1980 18602 18847.06 18437. 12 409094 245006 1. 32 
1981 18916 19158097 18758084 4000 14 242097 1. 28 
1982 19120 1946 1 0 9 1 19071 0 50 390o42 34°1 0 91 1. 79 
1983 18410 19715057 19338o83 376074 1305057 7009 
1984 17779 19570o08 19245o56 324 0 52 1791 .08 10o07 
1985 17240 19178017 18925.29 252088 1938 0 17 11o24 
1986 16845 18655o77 18480o43 175o35 1810077 10.75 
1987 16115 18106o81 18003o89 102092 199 1 0 8 1 12036 
1988 17413001 17389.76 23025 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------




BROWN'S DOUBLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS 
FOR UNDERGRADUATE ENROLLMENTS WITH 
ALPHA = 0.8 
UNDERGRADUATE A B ABSOLUTE 
YEAR ENROLLMEtH FORECAST COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT ERROR % ERROR 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-
1962 10006 
j 1963 10107 10006.00 10006.00 0.00 -101.00 1.00 1964 11065 10066.59 10057.50 . 9.09 -998.41 9.02 
1965 12877 10674.73 10575 .. 78 98.95 -2202.27 17. 10 
J 
1966 13596 12095.04 11797.89 297.15 -1500.96 11 .04 
1967 14120 13292.77 12860.53 432.24 -827.23 5.86 
1968 14366 14221.35 13714.66 506.69 -144.65 1. 01 
1969 147€3 14814.83 14295. 12 519.71 51.83 0.35 
1970 15395 15303.43 14788.39 515.05 -91.57 0.59 
1971 15472 15873.42 15350. 13 523.29 401.42 2.59 
1972 14889 16155.85 15668.69 487. 16 1266.85 8.51 
1973 15065 15882.89 15509.75 373. 14 817.89 5.43 
1974 15631 15765.30 15465.77 299.53 134.30 0. 86 
1975 16599 15984.25 15696.81 287.45 -614.75 3.70 
1976 17313 16640.55 16297.77 342.78 -672.45 3.88 
1977 18015 17386.79 16983.50 403.30 -628.21 3.49 
1978 18521 18167.01 17707. 18 459.84 -353.99 1. 91 
1979 18218 18839.24 18347.55 491.70 621.24 3.41 
1980 18602 18958. 18 18522.40 435.78 356. 18 1. 91 
1981 18916 19180.25 18776.53 403.73 264=25 1. 40 
1982 19120 19425.43 19045.48 379.95 30S.. 43 1. 60 
1983 18410 19622.12 19269.66 352.46 1212.12 6.58 
1984 17779 19247.30 19003.94 243.37 1468.30 8.26 
1985 17240 18609.68 18498.46 111 . 22 1369.68 7.94 
1S'86 16845 17899.09 17911.14 -12.05 1054.09 6.26 
1987 16115 17254.59 17361.51 -106.92 1139.59 7.07 
1988 16463.92 16673.40 -209.48 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------





BROWN 1 S DOUBLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS 
FOR UNDERGRADUATE ENROLLMENTS WITH 
ALPHA = 0.7 
UNOERGRADUfiTE A B ABSOLUTE 
YEAR ENROLLMENT FORECAST COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT ERROR % ERROR 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1962 10006 
1963 10107 10006.00 10006.00 0.00 -101.00 1.00 
1964 11065 10086.80 10070.64 16. 16 -978.20 8.84 .· 
1965 12877 10885. 52 10712.84 172.67 -1991.48 15.47 
1966 13596 12651.38 12160.07 491 . 3 1 -944.62 6.95 
1967 14120 13898.38 13255 .. 93 642.45 -221.62 1. 57 
1968 14366 14718.12 14040.21 677.91 352. 12 2.45 
1969 14763 15114.33 14492 .. 76 621. 57 351.33 2.38 
1970 15395 15454.84 14889.48 565.36 59.84 0.39 
1971 15472 15972.32 15416.54 555,79 500.32 3.23 
1972 14889 16127.85 15652. 12 475.74 1238.85 8.32 
1973 15065 15612.50 15334.98 277.52 547.50 3.63 
11'!74 15631 15452.02 15262.10 189.92 -178.98 1 . 15 
1975 16599 15785.12 15566.57 218.56 -813.87 4.90 
1976 17313 16654.79 16306.01 348.78 -658.21 3.80 
1977 18015 17530.14 17076.04 ~54. 10 -484.86 2.69 
1978 18521 18372. 12 17840.45 531.67 -148.88 0.80 
1979 18218 19022.89 18467.40 555.49 804.89 4.42 
1980 18602 18934.47 18507.76 426.71 332.47 1. 79 
1981 18916 19095.21 18721.69 373.52 17-9.21 0.95 
1982 19120 19325.36 18980.52 344.85 205.36 1 .07 
1983 18410 19505.92 19193.93 311.99 1095.92 5.95 
1984 17779 18941.18 18804.53 136.65 1162.18 6.54 
1985 17240 18148.08 18197.38 -49.30 908.08 5.27 
1986 16845 17372.31 17566.91 -194.59 527.31 3. 13 
1987 16115 16755.86 17034.83 -278.96 640.86 3.98 
1988 15964.21 16345.71 -381.50 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------





BROWN'S DOUBLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS 


























































COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT ERROR 
8236.00 0.00 -32.00 
8262.88 11.53 .-797.60 
8944.38 298.66 -879.95 
9982.21 615.45" 221.66 
10411.46 535.65 289. 11 
10704.26 431.58 336.84 
10852.89 310.32 -115.78 
11260.47 352.01 -247.52 
11820.39 441 . 12 362.51 
11957.00 310.62 870.62 
11536.30 -2.80 -85.50 
11605.32 27.98 -165.70 
11772.48 87.64 -574.88 
12343.02 294.60 -39.38 
12670.70 308.78 13.47 
12968.16 303.93 205.09 
13099.81 230. 10 680.91 
12757.94 -15.02 -205.08 
12915.19 58.81 -170~00 
13 116. 79 120.01 -239". 20 
13437.73 206. 13 664.86 
13085.37 -33.22 670. 16 
12489.22 -274.47 185.75 
12058.72 -341.34 -33.62 



































BROWN'S DOUBLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS 
FOR MALE ENROLLMENTS WITH ALPHA = 0.5 
MALE A B ABSOLUTE 
YEAR ENROLLMENT FORECAST COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT ERROR % ERROR 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------1'962 8236 
1963 8268 8236.00 8236.00 0.00 -32.00 0. 3!3 
1954 9072 8268.01 8260.00 8.01 -803.99 8.86 
19€3 10123 9080.01 8871.0Q :w9. 01 -1042.99 10.30 
1966 10376 10332.01 9862.25 469.76 -43.99 0.42 
1967 10658 10845.76 10365.00 480.76 187.76 1.76 
1~58 10799 11138.76 10704.94 433.82 339.76 3. 15 
19E9 11279 11232.82 10883.94 348.88 -46. 18 0.41 
1970 11860 11627.89 11267.46 360.43 -232.11 1. 96 
1971 11899 1:<:220.43 11801.97 418.46 321.43 2.70 
1972 11397 12317.46 11979.36 338. 11 920.46 8.08 
1973 11619 11735. 11 11627.12 107.99 116.11 1.00 
1974 11799 11727.00 11648.03 78.97 -72.00 0.61 
1975 12435 11877.97 11781.00 96.97 -557.03 4.48 
1976 12677 12531.98 12295.75 236.23 -145.02 1 . 14 
1977 12966 12913.24 12640.75 272.49 -52.76 0.41 
1978 13067 13238.49 12952.81 285.68 171 . 49 1 . 31 
1979 12649 13352.68 13109.87 242.81 703.68 5.56 
1980 12948 12891.82 12824.92 66.89 -56. 18 0.43 
1981 13144 13014.90 12933.96 80.95 -129.10 0.98 
1982 13476 13224.95 13111.73 113. 22 .,-25-f.OS 1.86 
1983 12979 13589.23 13413.24 175.99 610.23 4.70 
1984 12382 13154.99 13131.55 23.43 772.99 6.24 
1985 12029 12405.44 12575.25 -169.81 376.44 3. 13 
1986 11751 11859.20 12 123 . 11 -263.91 108.20 0.92 
1987 11280 11487.09 11778.05 -290.96 207.09 1. 84 
1988 10989.04 1133 1 . 77 -342.73 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------





BROWN'S DOUBLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS 
FOR MALE ENROLLMENTS WITH AL.PHA = 0.9 
MALE A 8 ABSOLUTE 
YEAR ENROLLMENT FORECAST COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT ERROR % ERROR 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1962 8236 
1963 8268 8236.04 8236.00 0.04 -31 .96 0.39 
1964 9072 8293.66 8267.68, 25.98 -778.34 8.58 
1965 10123 9720.69 9064.22 656.47 -402.31 3.97 
1966 10376 11101.35 10118 .. 98 982.37 725.35 6.99 
1967 10658 10778.12 . 10383.25 394.813 120. 12 1. 13 
1368 10799 10956.80 1C659.20 297.60 157.80 1 .46 
1969 11279 10970.42 10800.58 169.84 -308.58 2.74 
1970 11860 11695.71 11275.91 419.80 -164.29 1. 39 
1971 11899 12411.26 11858.36 552.90 !312.26 4.31 
1972 11397 12042. 15 11904. 12 138.02 645. 15 5.66 
1973 11619 11018.95 11403.45 -384.50 -600.05 5. 16 
1974 11799 11714.57 11613.00 101.57 -84.43 0.72 
1975 12435 11968.14 11798.16 169.98 -466.86 3.75 
1976 12677 12978.48 12430.33 548.16 301.48 2. 38 
1977 12966 12984.01 12680.02 304.00 18.01 o. 14 
1978 13067 13255.62 1~966. 18 289.44 188.62 1.44 
1979 12649 13205.57 13068.89 136.69 556.57 4.40 
1980 12948 12340.44 12654.56 -314.12 -607.56 4.69 
1981 13144 13119.95 12941.92 178.03 -24.05 0. 18 
1982 13476 13341.30 13143.76 197.54 -134.70 1.00 
1983 12979 13781.36 13474.66 306.70 802.36 6. 18 
1984 12382 12643.86 12987.03 -343. 16 261 .86 2. 11 
1985 12029 11829.36 12384.62 -555.26 -199.64 1. 66 
1986 11751 11633.46 12027.00 -393.54 -117.54 1 .00 
1987 1128Q 11451.52 11749.82 -298.30 171.52 1. 52 
1988 1084-l.51 11281.71 -437.20 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------





BROWN'S DOUBLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS 
FOR FEMALE ENROLLMENTS WITH ALPHA = 0.9 
FEMALE A B ABSOLUTE 
YEAR ENROLLMENT FORECAST COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT ERROR % ERROR 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1962 3553 
1963 3693 3559.00 3559.00 0.00 -134.00 3.63 
1964 4142 3800.20 3691.66 108.54 -341.80 8.25 
1365 4956 4523.98 4138.58 385.40 -432.02 8.72 
1966 5634 5687.08 4951 .'68 735.40 53.08 0.94 
1967 5888 6326.97 5634.53 692.44 438.97 7.46 
1968 6042 6229.29 5892.39 336.90 187.29 3. 10 
1969 6213 6229.07 6043.87 185.20 16.07 0.26 
t970 6584 6385.35 6213.16 172.20 -198.65 3.02 
1971 6756 69 15. 15 6582.01 333. 14 159. 15 2.36 
1972 6683 6961.85 6757.59 204.26 278.85 4. 17 
1973 6941 6664.24 6685.79 -21.55 -276.76 3.99 
1974 7482 7140.87 6938.23 202.64 -341.13 4.56 
t975 8055 7957.55 7478.59 478.97 -97.45 1. 21 
1976 8452 8611.95 8054.02 557.93 159.95 1. 89 
1977 8995 8882.02 8453.60 428.42 -112.98 1. 26 
1978 9220 9513.83 8993.87 519.96 293.83 3. 19 
1979 9354 9504.93 9222.94 281.99 150.93 1. 61 
1980 9542 9515.30 ~355.51 159.79 -26.70 0.28 
1961 9685 9723. 18 9541.73 181 . 44 38. 18 0.39 
1962 9577 9835.92 9685.38 150.54 258.92 2.70 
1983 9387 9520.46 9579.59 -59. 13 1:!3.46 1. 42 
1984 9067 9221.13 9388.34 -167.20 154. 13 1. 70 
1965 8872 8776.49 9068.54 -292.04 -95.51 1.08 
1966 8883 8656.37 8871.04 -214.66 -226.62 2.55 
1987 8836 8849.65 8880.73 -31 .08 13.65 0. 15 
1988 8794.02 8836. 13 -42. 12 





BROWN'S DOUBLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS 
FOR FEMALE ENROLLMENTS WITH ALPHA : 0.8 
FH1ALE A B ABSOLUTE 
YEI\R ENROLLMENT FORECAST COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT ERROR % ERROR 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1962 3559 
~9133 31593 3559.00 3559.00 0.00 -134.00 3.63 
19€~ 4142 3773.40 3687.64 85.76 -368.60 8.90 
1965 4956 4448.91 4127.25 321.66 -507.09 10.23 
•oc::-
• - _,'Q 5634 5581.92 4935.71 646.20 -52.08 0.92 
1967 5888 6311.46 5&31.91 679.55 423.46 7. 19 
1968 6042 6313.48 5904.94 408.55 271.48 4.49 
1969 6213 6287.67 6052.86 234.81 74.G7 1.20 
197'.) 6584 6403.04 6215.99 187.05 -180.96 2.75 
1971 6756 6879.66 6576.77 302.89 123.66 1.83 
1972 6683 6984.71 6760.95 223.77 301.71 4.51 
1973 6941 6725.76 6695.07 30.69 -215.24 3. 10 
1974 7482 7100.84 6932.39 168.45 -381.16 5.09 
1975 8055 7879. 16 7466.75 412.41 -175.84 2. 18 
1976 8452 8572.94 8047.97 524.97 120.94 1. 43 
1977 8995 8904.42 8456.84 447.58 -90.58 1.01 
1978 9220 9496.94 8991.37 505.56 276.94 3.00 
1979 9354 9559.40 9231.07 328.33 205.40 2.20 
1980 9542 9559.09 9362.21 196.88 17.09 0. 18 
1991 9685 9728.64 9542.68 185.95 43.64 0.45 
1982 9577 9844.77 9686.74 158.03 267 .·77 2.80 
1983 9387 9574.36 9587.71 -13.34 187:36 2.00 
1984 9067 9261.26 9394.50 -133.23 194.26 2. 14 
1985 8872 8817.22 9074.77 -257.55 -54.78 0.62 
1986 8883 8647.32 8869.81 -222.48 -235.68 2.65 
1987 8836 8801 .93 8873.57 -71.64 -34.07 0.39 
1988 8784.81 8834.64 -49.83 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------





BROWN'S DOUBLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS 


























































COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT ERROR 
··3559 .00 0.00 -134.00 
3680.94 65.&6 -395.40 
4106.41 259.41 -590. 18 
4902.88 548.60 -182.52 
5617.57 638.04 367.61 
5921 .08 457.91 336.98 
6072.32 292.79 152. 11 
6226.69 218.26 -139.05 
6571.49 286.41 101.89 
6765. 17 236.49 318.66 
6711.68 80.35 -148.98 
6927.59 153.35 -401.06 
7445.91 349.88 -259.21 
8031.67 476.90 56.57 
8457.09 449. 19 -88.73 
8987.02 492.67 259.68 
9243.37 365.43 254.80 
9376.93 240.59 75.52 
~548.80 203.59 67.39 
9691.07 170.58 284.64 
9602.61 31 . 11 246.72 
9409.20 -89.78 2~2.42 
9089.71 -213.46 4.25 
8872.38 -215.54 -226. 16 



































BROWN'S DOUBLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS 


























































COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT ERROR 
1502.00 0.00 -54.:0 
1547.36 19.44 -260.20 
1785.37. 113. 11 13.48 
1887. 16 108.26 -75.58 
2058.91 135.47 118.38 
·2094.94 92.85 24.79 
2166.97 83.93 -182.11 
2403.86 149.49 -180.65 
2705. 10 214.52 50.62 
2877. 10 196.30 209.40 
2897.50 120.92 -68.58 
3076.03 145.61 -30.37 
3247. 14 156.54 48.68 
3362.79 139.01 259.80 
3283.57 45.48 -8.35 
3336.57 48.71 151.27 
3258.20 -5.75 -36.55 
3283. 15 7.41 -142.44 
3410.21 58.68 96.89 
3387.50 23.80 -168'. 70 
3553.01 84.53 8.54 
3630.37 81.46 348.82 
3418.81 -44. 12 -1.31 
3375.79 -43.65 -174.86 



































BROWN'S DOUBLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS 
FOR GRADUATE ENROLLMENTS WITH ALPHA = 0.5 
GRADUATE A B ABSOLUTE 
YEAR ENROLLMENT FORECAST COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT ERROR % ERROR 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1962 1502 
~ 9;3 1556 15.)2 .co 1!502.00 0.00 -54.00 3.47 
19o4 1827 1556.00 1542.50 13.50 -271.00 14.83 
1965 1885 1840.50 1759.25 81.25 -44.50 2.36 
1966 2071 1966.25 1873.87' 92.38 -104.75 5.06 
1967 2076 2163.38 2044.81 118.56 87.38 4.21 
1968 2163 2194.56 2097.84 96.72 31 .56 1. 46 
1969 2433 2259.72 2170.89 88.83 -173.28 7. 12 
1970 2734 2521.83 2389.68 132. 15 -212.17 7.76 
1971 2869 2866. 15 2680.95 185. 19 -2.85 0.10 
1972 2864 3054.19 2868.28 185.90 190. 19 6.64 
1973 3087 3049.90 2911.54 138.36 -37. 10 1. 20 
1974 3252 3225.35 3077.72 147.63 -26.65 0.82 
1975 3355 3399.63 3245.34 154.29 44.63 1. 33 
1976 3242 . 3509.29 3366. 16 143. 13 267.29 8.24 
1977 3338 3385. 13 3308.82 76.31 47. 13 . 1. 41 
1978 3234 3414.31 3349.78 64.53 180.31 5.58 
1979 3289 3298.53 3279.08 19.45 9.53 0.29 
1980 3433 3308.45 3291.38 17.07 -124.55 3.63 
1981 3372 3450.07 3401.86 48.21 18.07 2.32 
1982 3580 3420.20 3391.51 28.69 -159.80 4.46 
1983 3629 3608.69 3540.05 68.64 -20.31 0.56 
1984 3363 3697.63 3623.92 73.72 334.63 9.95 
1985 3376 3436.71 3446.66 -9.94 60.71 1 .80 
1986 3507 3366.06 3391.18 -25.12 -140.94 4.02 
1987 3625 3481.88 3471.76 10. 11 -143.12 3.95 
1988 3635. 11 3589.22 45.89 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------





BROWN'S DOUBLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS 
FOR GRADUATE ENROLLMENTS WITH ALPHA = 0.4 
. GRADUATE. A B 




1963 1556 1502.00 1502.00 0.00 -54.00 3.47 
1964 1827 1545.20 1536.56 8.64 -281.80 15.42 
1965 1885 1779.28 1725.5S 53.73 -105.72 5.61 
1966 2071 1917.58 1846.94 70.64 -153.42 7.41 
1967 2076 2110.96 "2015. 77 95. 19 34.96 1. 68 
1968 2163 2178.18 2088.59 89.60 15. 18 0. 70 
1969 2433 2255.63 2168.47 87. 17 -177.37 7.29 
1970 2734 2484.69 2369.15 115.55 -249.31 9. 12 
1971 2869 2799.68 2E44.25 155.44 -69.32 2.42 
1972 2864 3010.57 2844.05 166.53 146.57 5.12 
1973 3087 3059.84 2916.77 143.07 -27.16 0.88 
1974 3252 3224.64 3077.22 147.42 -27.36 0.84 
1975 3355 3393.95 3242. 15 151.80 38.95 1. 16 
1976 3242 3514.58 3369.02 145.57 272.58 8.41 
1977 3338 3442.08 3340. 13 101.95 104.08 3.12. 
1978 3234 3460.77 33?5.47 85.30 226.77 7.01 
1979 3289 3364.65 3315.63 49.02 75.65 2.30 
1980 3433 3353. 15 3316.23 36.91 -79.85 2.33-
1981 3372 3453.94 3404.25 49.69 81:94 2.43 
1982 3580 3438.07 3401.50 36.58 -141.93 3.96 
1983 3629 3588. 19 3528.91 59.29 -40.81 1. 12 
1984 3363 3680. 12 3614.31 65.81 317. 12 9.43 
1985 3376 3492.24 3477. 16 15.08 116.24 3.44 
1986 3507 3414.32 3417.85 -3.52 -92.68 2.64 
1987 3625 3484.94 3473.63 11.31 -140.06 3.86 
1988 3608.29 3574.58 33.71 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------




BROWN'S DOUBLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS 



































































































































































































BROWN'S DOUBLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS 
FOR FRESHMAN ENROLLMENTS WITH ALPHA = 0.4 
FRESHMAN A B ABSOLUTE 
YEAR ENROLLMENT FORECAST COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT ERROR % ERROR 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
.1962 3115 
1963 2897 3115.00 3115.00 0.00 218.00 7.52 
1964• 3680 2940.60 2975..48 -34.88 -739,40 20.09 
1965 4658 3497.24 3413.82 83.42 -1160.76 24.92 
1966 4490 4509.27 -1240. ~2 269. 15 19.27 0.43" 
1967 4236 4762.99 4496:93 266.06 526.99 12.44 
1968 3929 4607.46 4425.72 181.74 678.46 17.27 
1969 4208 4246.43 4173.24 73. 19 38.43 0.91 
1970 4347 4288.87 4221.83 67,04 -58 .. 13 1. 34 
1971 4211 4402.41 4326.07 76.34 191.41 4.55 
1972 3608 4325.62 4279.91 45.71 717.62 19.89 
1973 4064 3797.23 3866.34 -69. 11 -266.77 6.56 
1974 4340 3941.54 3967.96 -26.42 -398.46 9. 18 
1975 5047 4233.88 4196.55 37.33 -813.12 16. 11 
1976 5328 4921.71 4754.28 167.43 -406.29 7.63 
1977 5409 5414. 17 5 181 . 73 232.44 5. 17 o. 10 
1978 5444 5642.47 5410.86 231 . 61 198.47 3.65 
1979 5257 5715.30 5515.45 199.86 458.30 8.72 
1980 5499 5548.52 5421.99 126.53 49.52 0.90 
1981 5326 5635.43 !:)516.82 118.61 309.43 5.81 
1982 5165 5506.49 5437.39 69. 10 341.49 6.61 
1983 4672 5302.40 5287.94 14.46 630.40 13.49 
1984 4433 4812.54 4898.95 -86.40 3T9.54 8.56 
1985 4471 4422.50 4569.63 -147.13 -48.50 1 .08 
1986 4560 4314.18 4453.54 -139.37 -245.82 5.39 
1987 4177 4371.47 4471.50 -100.03 194.47 4.66 
1988 4115.86 4247.01 -131.15 





BROWN'S DOUBLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECASTS 
FOR FRESHMAN ENROLLMENTS WITH ALPHA = 0.5 
FRESHMAN A B ABSOLUTE 
YEAR ENROLLMENT FORECAST COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT ERROR % ERROR 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1962 3115 
1963 2897 3115.00 3115.00 o.co 218.00 7.52 
1964 3680 2897.00 2951.50 -54.50 -783.00 21.28 
1965 4658 3625.50 3484.25 141.25 -1032.50 22. 17 
1966 4490 4799.25 4399.87' 399.38 309.25 6.89 
1967 4236 4889.36 4567.30 322.06 653.36 15.42 
1968 3929 4558.05 4399.34 158.72 629.05 16.01 
19'59 4208 4087.71 4086.26 1.45 -120.29 2.86 
1970 4347 4209.45 4177.93 31.52 -137.55 3. 16 
1971 4211 4378.53 4312.61 65.91 167.53 3.98 
1972 3608 4276.92 4252.88 24.04 668.92 18.54 
1973 4064 3632.03 3775.23 -143.19 -431.97 10.63 
1974 4340 3920.81 3956.01 -35.20 -419.19 9.66 
1975 5047 4304.80 4235.20 69.60 -742.20 14.71 
1976 5328 5116.60 4861.45 255. 15 -211.40 3.97 
1977 5409 5583. 15 5275. 15 308.00 174. 15 3.22 
1978 5444 5717.00 5452.54 264.46 273.00 5.01 
1979 5257 5708.46 55_12.25 196.21 451.46 8.59 
1980 5499 5453.21 5369.86 83.35 -45.79 0.83 
1981 5326 5582.36 5487.55 94.80 256.36 4.81 
1982 5165 5420.80 5390.09 30.71 255·.80 4.95 
1983 4672 5195.71 5228.95 -33.23 523:71 11 . 21 
1984 4433 4638.77 4802.93 -164. 16 205.77 4.64 
1985 4471 4268.84 4484.44 -215.60 -202. 16 4.52 
1986 4560 4255.40 4420.46 -165.06 -304.60 6.68 
1987 4177 4394.95 4483.85 -88.91 217.95 5.22 
1988 4088.09 4231.48 -143.39 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------





































HOLT'S TWO PARAMETER EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING 
FORECASTS FOR TOTAL ENROLLMENTS WITH 



































































































































































































HOLT'S TWO PARAMETER EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING 
FORECASTS FOR TOTAL ENROLLMENTS WITH 
ALPHA 1.0 AND BETA = 0.4 
SMOOTH 
11795.00 
































































































































































































HOLT'S TWO PARAMETER EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING 
FORECASTS FOR TOTAL ENROLLMENTS WITH 
ALPHA 1.0 AND BETA = 0.2 
TOTAL 
SMOOTH TREND ENROLLMENT FORECAST ERROR 
11795 
11795.00 132.80 1196 1 11927,80 -33.20 
11961.00 139.4~ 13214 1~~00. u -11~3.5:'; 
13214.00 362. 15 1!5079' 13576. 15 -1502.85 
15079.00 662.72 16010 15741.72 -268.28 
16010.CO 7 1·6. 38 16546 16726.37 180.37 
16546.00 680.30 16841 17226.30 385.30 
16841.00 603.24 17492 17444.24 -47.76 
17492.00 612.79 18444 18104.79 -339.21 
18444.00 680.63 18655 19124.63 469.63 
18655.00 586.71 18080 19241.70 1161.70 
18080.00 354.36 18560 18434.36 -125.64 
18560.00 379.49 19280 18939 . .!9 -340.51 
19280.00 447.59 20490 19727.59 -762.41 
20490.00 600.'J7 211:29 21090.07 -38.::!3 
21129.00 607.86 21904 21736.86 -167. 14 
21904.00 641.29 22287 22545.29 258.29 
22287.00 589.63 22003 22876.63 873.63 
22003.00 414.90 22490 22417.90 -72. 10 
22490.00 429.32 22709 22919.32 210.32 
22709.00 387.26 23053 23096.25 4..:3.:::5 
23053.00 378.61 22366 23431.61 1065.61 
22366.00 165 . .18 21.149 22531. 48 1082.48 
21449.00 -51.01 20901 :1397.98 .196.98 
20901.00 -150.41 20634 20750.59 116. 59 
20634.00 -173.73 20116 20.160.27 344.27 
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HOLT'S TWO PARAMETER EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING 
FORECASTS FOR UNDERGRADUATE ENROLLMENTS 
WITH ALPHA = 1.0 AND BETA = 0.3 
UNDERGRAQUATE 





1963 10006.00 70.70 10107 10076.70 -30.30 0.30 
~9G..1 10107.00 79.'79 11065 10186.79 -878.:21 7.94 
1965 11065.00 3~3.25 12877 11408.25 -1468.75 1 1 . .1 1 
1966 12877.00 783.88 13596 13660.87 64.88 0.48 
1967 13596.00 764.41 14120 14360.41 :240.41 1. 70 
1968 14120.00 692.29 . 14366 14812.29 446.29 3. 1 1 
1969 14366.00 558-40 14763 14924.40 161.40 1.09 
1970 14763.00 509.98 15395 15272.98 -1:22.02 0.79 
1971 15395.00 546.59 1547:2 15941-59 469.59 3.04 
1972 15472.00 405.71 14889 15877.71 988.71 6.64 
1973 14889.00 109. 10 15065 14998 09 -66.91 0.44 
1974 15065.00 129. 17 15631 15194.16 -436.84 2.79 
1975 15631.CO 260.22 16599 15891.21 -707.79 4.26 
:976 16599.00 472.55 17313 17071 -55 -241.45 1. 39 
1977 17313.00 544.99 18015 17.857.98 -157.02 o. 87 
1978 18015 .co 592.09 18521 18607.09 86.09 0.46 
1979 18521 .00 566.26 18218 19087.26 869.26 4.77 
1980 18218.00 305.48 18602 18523.48 -78.52 0.42 
1981 i8602 .co 329.04 --18916 18931 .04 15.04 0.08 
1982 18916.00 324.53 19120 19240.52 120.52 0.63 
1983 19120.00 288.37 18410 19408.37 996.37 5.42 
1984 18410.00 -11.14 17779 18398.86 619.86 3.49 
1985 17779.00 -197.10 17240 17581.90 341.90 1. 98 
1986 17240.00 -299.67 16845 16940.33 95.33 0.57 
1987 16845.00 -328.27 16115 16516.73 401.73 2.49 
1988 16115.00 -448.79 15666.21 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

































HOLT'S TWO PARAMETER EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING 
FORECASTS FOR UNDERGRADUATE ENROLLMENTS 






































542 . .l4 
356.26 
-19 . ..1~ 
58.73 
261.64 




























































































































HOLT'S TWO PARAMETER EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING 
FORECASTS FOR UNDERGRADUATE ENROLLMENTS 
WITH ALPHA = 1.0 AND BETA = 0.6 
UNDERGRADUATE 





1963 10006.00 40.40 10107 10046.40 -60.60 0.60 
•go;.: 10107. 0 0 7€.76 1 1065 1')183.76 -991.24 7.96 
1SE5 1tOG5. ,::;o 605.50 1:.:8~7 1~670.50 -12"J6.50 9 ·-.., . _;I 
1966 12877.00 1329.40 13596 142':~.40 610.40 4.49 
to~--"' 13556.00 953. 16 14120 14559. 16 439.16 3. 1 1 19158 14120.00 699.66 14366 14819.66 453.66 3. 16 
1969 14366.00 427.47 14763 14793.46 30.46 0.21 
1970 14763.00 409. 19 15395 15172. 18 -222.82 1. 45 
1971 15395.00 542.97 15472 15937.87 465.87 3.01 
1972 15472.00 263.35 14889 1::0735.35 846.35 5.68 
1973 14889.00 -244.46 15065 14644.54 -420.46 2.79 
1974 15065.00 7.82 15631 15·:)72.81 -558. 19 3.57 
~975 15631.CO 342.73 16599 1!:973.72 -625.28 3.77 
'976 16599.00 717.89 17313 173~6.89 3.89 0.02 
1977 17313.00 715.!:6 18015 18':28. !:5 13.55 0.08 
1978 18015.00 707.42 18521 18722.42 201 . 4 2 1 .09 
1979 18521.00 586.57 18218 19107.57 889.57 4.88 
1980 18218.00 52.83 18602 18270.82 -331.18 1. 78 
198 1 18602.00 251.53 :189 16 18853.53 -62.47 0. 33 
1982 18916.00 289.01 19120 192'::5.01 85.01 0.44 
1983 19120.00 238.00 18410 19:::58.00 948,00 5. 15 
1984 18410.00 -330.80 17779 18079.20 300.20 1. 69 
1985 17779.00 -510.92 17240 17:68.08 28.08 0. 16 
1986 17240.00 -527.77 16845 16712.23 -132.77 0. 79 
1987 16845.CO -448.11 16115 16?96.89 281.89 1. 75 
1988 16115.00 -617.24 15.l97.75 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------






HOLT'S TWO PARAMETER EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING 
FORECASTS FOR MALE ENROLLMENTS WITH 
ALPHA = 1.0 AND BETA = 0.2 
MALE 





1963 8236.00 25.60 8268 8261.60 -6.40 0.08 
1964 8.268.00 26.88 9072 8294.88 -7'7 7. 12 8.57 
1G63 3072.<:0 182.3') 101:;3 925.1.30 -8:;3.70 s.sa 
19€6 10123.00 356.04 10376 10479.04 103.04 0.99 
1967 10376.00 335.43 10658 107 11 . 43 53.43 0.50 
1968 10658.00 324.75 10799 10982.75 183.75 1. 70 
1969 10799.00 288.00 11279 11087.00 -192.00 1. 70 
1970 11279.00 326.40 11860 11605.39 -254.61 2. 15 
1971 11860.00 377.32 11899 12237.32 338. 32 2.84 
1972 11899.00 309.65 11397 12208.65 8 11.65 7. 12 
1973 11397.00 1.17.32 116 19 11544.32 -74.68 0. 64 
1974 11619.00 162.26 11799 11781.26 -17.74 0. 15 
1975 11799 co 165.81 12435 1196..!.80 -470.20 3.78 
1976 12435.00 2'::9.85 12677 12694.84 17.84 0. 14 
1977 12677.00 2=6.28 12966 12933.27 -32.73 0 25 
1978 12966.00 262.82 13067 13228.82 16 1. 82 1. 24 
1979 130G7.CO 230.46 12649 13297.45 648.45 5. 13 
1980 12649.00 100.77 12948 12749.76 -198.24 1. 53 
1981 12948.80 140.41 13144 13088.41 -55.59 0.42 
1982 13144.CO 151.:':3 13476 13295.53 -180.47 1. 34 
1983 13476.00 187.6.2 12979 13663.62 684 -~2 5.27 
1984 12979.00 50.70 12382 13029.70 647:7o 5.23 
1985 12382.00 -78.84 12029 12303. 16 274. 16 2.28 
1986 12029.00 -133.67 11751 11895.32 144.32 1. 23 
1987 11751.00 . -162.54 11280 11588.46 308.46 2.73 
1988 11280.•JO -224.23 11055.77 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------






HOLT 1 S TWO PARAMETER EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING 
FORECASTS FOR MALE ENROLLMENTS WITH 
ALPHA = 1.0 AND BETA = 0.3 
MALE 





1963 8236.00 22.40 82GB 8258.40 -9.60 0. 12 
19'54 8263.00 ~'5.28 9072 S293.28 -778.72 8.58 
1965 9072.CO 2'5&.30 ~01:.::3 933J.39 -792.11 7.82 
1966 101.23.00 496.53 10376' 10619.52 243.52 2.35 
1967 10376.00 423.47 106'38 10799.47 141.47 1. 33 
1968 10658.00 381.03 10799 11039.03 240.03 2.22 
1969 10799.00 3C9.02 11279 11108.02 -170.98 1. 52 
1970 11279.00 360.31 11860 11639.31 -220.69 1 .86 
1971 11260.00 426.52 11899 12286.52 387.52 3.26 
1972 11899.00 310.26 11397 12209.26 812.26 7. 13 
1973 11397.00 66.58 116 !9 11463.58 -155.42 1. 34 
1974 11619.00 113. 21 11799 11732.21 -66.79 0.57 
1975 11799.00 133.25 12435 11932.25 -502.75 4.04 
1976 12435.00 284.07 12677 12719.07 42.07 0. 33 
1977 12677.00 27~ .~5 12966 12948.45 -17.55 0. 14 
1978 12966.00 276.72 13067 13242.71 175.71 1. 34 
1979 13067.00 224.00 12649 13291.00 642.00 5.08 
1980 12649.00 31.40 12948 12680.40 -267.60 2.07 
1981 12948.00 111 . 68 13144 13059.68 -84.32 0.64 
1982 13144.00 136.98 13476 13280.97 -195.03 1. 45 
1983 13476.00 195.48 12979 13671.48 692.48 5.34 
1984 12979.00 -12.26 12382 12966.74 584.74 4.72 
1985 12382.00 -187 68 12029 12194 .. 32 165.32 1. 37 
1986 12029.00 -237.28 11751 11791.72 40.72 0.35 
1987 11751.00 -249.49 11280 11501.50 221.50 1. 96 
1988 11280.00 -315.95 10964.05 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

































HOLT'S TWO PARAMETER EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING 
FORECASTS FOR MALE ENROLLMENTS WITH 








































































































































































HOLT'S TWO PARAMETER EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING 
FORECASTS FOR FEMALE ENROLLMENTS WITH 
ALPHA = 1.0 AND BETA = 1.0 
FEMALE 





·1963 3559.00 0.00 3693 3559 .00· ·-134.00 3.63 
19C:4 3693.CO 134.00 41<12· 3-827.00 -315.00 7.61 
19.05 4142.00 448.:)0 4.9::,,; -+591 .00 -Jt;5.00 7.:6 
1966 4956.00 814.00 5634 5770.00 136.00 2.41 
1967 5634.00 678.00 5888 6312.00 424.00 7.20 
1968 5888.00 254.00 6042 6142.00 100.00 1.66 
1969 6042.00 154.00 6213 6196.00 -17.00 0.27 
1970 6213.00 171.00 6584 6384.00 -200.00 3.04 
1971 6534.00 371.00 6756 6955.00 199.00 2.95 
1972 6756.00 172.00 6683 6928.00 245.00 3.67 
1973 6683.00 -73.00 6941 6610.00 -331.00 4.77 
1974 6941 .co 258.00 7482 7199.00 -283.00 3.78 
1975 7482.00 541.00 8055 8023.00 -32.00 0.40 
1976 8055.00 573.00 8452 8628.00 176.00 2.08 
1977 8452.00 397.00 8995 8849.00 -146.00 1. 62 
1978 8995.00 543.00 9220 9538.00 318.00 3.45 
1979 9220.00 225.00 9354 9445.00 91.00 0.97 
1980 9354.00 134.00 9542 9488.00 -54.00 0.57 
1981 9542.00 188.00 9685 9730.00 45.00 0.46 
1982 9685.00 143.00 9577 9828.00 251.00 2.62 
1983 9577.00 -108.00 9387 9469.00 1!2.00 0. 87 
1984 9387.00 -190.00 9067 9197.00 130.00 1.43 
198'3 9067.00 -320.00 8872 87J.7.00 -125.00 1. 41 
1986 8872.00 -195.00 8883 8677.00 -206.00 2.32 
1987 8883.00 11.00 8836 8894.00 58.00 0.66 
1988 8836.00 -47.00 8789.00 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

































HOLT'S TWO PARAMETER EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING 
FORECASTS FOR FEMALE ENROLLMENTS WITH 



































































































































































































HOLT'S TWO PARAMETER EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING 
FORECASTS FOR FEMALE ENROLLMENTS WITH 
ALPHA = 1.0 AND BETA = 0.8 
FEMALE 
SMOOTH TREND UJROLLMENT FORECAST ERROR 
3559 
3559.00 26.80 3693 3585.80 -107.20 
3':33.:'0 1 ~:. ::s 4142 33~5.56 -336 . ..1-l 
!~~12.C'J ~~'. 7 1 ..!95·3 -"523.71 -L!32.29 
4956.00 7:7.54 5634 5683.54 49.54 
5634.00 687.91 :Sass 6321.91 433.91 
5868.00 340.78 6042 6228.78 186.78 
60<12.00 191.36 6213 6233.36 20.36 
6213.00 175.07 6584 6388.07 -195.93 
6584.00 33 1 . 8 1 6756 139'5.81 159.81 
6756.00 ~C3.96 6623 6959.96 276.96 
6683.<)0 - '7 '6 1 6941 6665.39 -275.61 
6941 .co 2C2.88 7482 7143.87 -338.12 
7482.00 473.38 8055 7955.37 -99.63 
8055.C'O 553.07 8..!!52 86-::;a. 01 156.07 
8..t52.CO .:::3.:::1 8995 32-30 . .::1 -11.!' 79 
8995.:0 c:~.-. ,...., -"'--'. · ..... - 92::0 9515.0~ 295.04 
9220.00 :C2.!.01 935..1 9::·04' 01 1=·J. 01 
9354.CO 16-l. 00 9542 9518.00 -24.00 
9542.00 183.20 9625 9725.20 40.20 
9635.00 !::01 .O..t 9577 9836.0~ 259.0-' 
9577.00 -:05' 19 9387 9520.80 133.80 
9387.00 -163.2-l 9C67 9223.76 1"56. 76 
9067.00 -288.65 8872 8778.35 -93.65 
8872.00 -213.73 8883 8653.27 -22.!.73 
8833.00 -33.95 8836 88.!9.05 13.05 















1 ' 2.l 
1 . 85 











































HOLT'S TWO PARAMETER EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING 
FORECASTS FOR GRADUATE ENROLLMENTS WITH 
ALPHA = 1.0 AND BETA = 0.1 
GRADUATE 
SMOOTH TREND ENROLLMENT FORECAST ERROP 
1502 
1502.00 48.:i0 1556 1550.60 -5.40 
155G.OO 49. 14 1827 1605. 14 -221.86 
1327 00 -,. 31 18Q5 • "98 33 11.3'3 
1(335. 00 63.39 ~071 ~'?54.99 - 116. () 1 
2071.00 51.59 ~076 2152.59 76.59 
2076.00 73.93 2163 2149.93 -13.07 
2163.00 75.24 2433 22'38.24 -194.76 
2433.00 94.72 2734 2527.72 -206.28 
2734.00 115.35 2869 2849.35 -19.65 
2869.00 117.31 2864 2936.31 122.31 
2864.00 1C5. 08 3C87 2969.08 -117.92 
3087.00 1 16.57 3252 3203.87 -48. 13 
3252.00 121.63 3355 3373.68 18.68 
3355.00 1 19.32 3242 347.:1.82 232.82 
3242.00 9.S.=3 3338 3333.53 0.53 
3338.-JO ~6 . .!.3 323-l 3-lJ.l.-!8 200.48 
3234.00 76. ~ :::::cg 3310 .13 21.43 
3289.00 74. - 3433 3363.29 -69.71 
3433.00 81. 5 3 3 7::: 3514.26 142.26 
3372.00 67. 3 3580 3439.03 -140.97 
3580.00 81. - 3629 3661. 13 32. 13 
3629.00 77 ' 33103 37C6.92 343 . .S2 
3363.00 43. - 3376 3.!06.53 30.53 
3376.00 40 7 3507 3416.47 -90.53 
3507.00 49. - 3625 3556.53 -68.47 
3625.00 56. - 3631.37 





























































HOLT'S TWO PARAMETER EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING 
FORECASTS FOR GRADUATE ENROLLMENTS WITH 
ALPHA = 0.9 AND BETA = 0.2 
GRADUATE 
SMOOTH TREND ENROLLMENT FORECAST ERROR 
15•)2 
1507040 44028 1556 1551 0 68 -4032 
1555057 45006 1827 1600062 -226037 
1804036 85080 1885 1890017 50 17 
1885052 84087 2071 1970o39 -100061 
2060094 102 098 2076 2163°92 87092 
2084079 87 0 16 2163 2171095 8095 
2163.89 85055 2433 2249.44 -183056 
2414064 118 0 59 2734 2533.23 -200077 
2713092 154073 2869 2868065 -00 35 
2868.96 154079 2864 3023075 159075 
2879098 126003 3087 3006.01 -80099 
3078.90 140.61 3~"'~ "'-~"'- 3219051 -32 . .:19 
3248 0 75 146.46 3355 3395.21 40021 
3359002 139022 3242 3498.24 256°24 
3267062 93 0 10 ·3338 3360 0072 22 0 72 
3340027 89.01 . 3234 3429028 195028 
3253053 53.86 3289 3307.38 18o38 
3290084 50055 3433 3341 0 39 -9-1 0 61 
3423084 67.04 3372 3490o88 118088 
3383o89 45064 3580 3429053 -150047 
3SS4.95 72o 73 3629 3637.68 8068 
3629.87 71. 16 3363 3701.03 338o03 
3396.80 100 32 3376 3407. 12 31 0 12 
3379.11 4072 3507 3383.83 -123017 
3494.68 26o89 3625 3521.57 -103043 





























































HOLT'S TWO PARAMETER EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING 
FORECASTS FOR GRADUATE ENROLLMENTS WITH 
ALPHA = 0.9 AND BETA = 0.1 
GRADUATE 
SMOOTH TREND ENROLLMENT FORECAST ERROR 
1502 
1!007.40 49. 14 1556 1556.54 0.54 
1556.05 49.09 1827 1605- 15 -22 1. 85 
1804. 8 1 69.06 1885 1873.87 -11.13 
1883.99 70.1)6 2':71 ~953.9'5 -1 '7 .cs 
2~59.29 8G.59 ~~-6 2139.89 G3.89 
2082.39 74.84 2163 2157.23 -5.77 
2162.42 75.36 2433 2237.79 -195.21 
2413.48 92.93 2734 2506.41 -227.59 
2711.24 113.42 2869 2824.66 -44.34 
2864.57 117.41 2864 2981.97 117.97 
2875.80 106.79 3087 2982.59 -104.41 
3076.56 116. 19 3252 3192.74 -59.26 
3246.07 121 . 52 3355 3367.59 12.59 
3356.26 120.39 3242 3476.64 234.64 
3265.46 99.27 3338 3364.73 26.73 
3340.67 96.86 3234 3437.53 203.53 
3254.35 78.54 3289 3332.90 43.90 
3293.39 7..t.59 3433 3367.98 -65.02 
3426.50 80.J4 3372 3506.94 134.94 
3385.49 68.30 3580 3453.79 -126.21 
3567.38 79.66 3629 3647.04 18.04 
3630.80 78.03 3363 3708.84 345.84 
3397.58 46.91 3376 3J44.49 68_: J9 
3382.85 40.74 3507 3423.59 -83.41 
3498.66 48.25 3625 3546.91 -78.09 





























































HOLT'S TWO PARAMETER EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING 
FORECASTS FOR FRESHMAN ENROLLMENTS WITH 
ALPHA = 1.0 AND BETA = 0.1 
FRESHMAN 
SMOOTH TREND ENQOLLMENT FCREC~ST ERROR 
3115 
3115. co -196.20 2897 2918.80 21.80 
~897.00 -133.38 3aao 26:?8.62 -981.38 
3680.00 -1C0.24 4658 3573.76 -1078.24 
4658.00 7.58 4490 4665.58 175.58 
4490.00 -9.98 4236 4480.02 244.02 
4236.00 -34.38 3929 4201.62 272.62 
3929.00 -61.64 4208 3867.36 -340.64 
4208.00 -27.58 4347 4180.42 -166.58 
4347.00 -10.92 4211 4336.08 125.08 
4211.00 -23.43 3608 4187.57 579.57 
3608.00 -81.38 4064 3526.62 -537.38 
4064.00 -2.7.65 4340 4036.35 -303.65 
4340.00 2.72 5047 4342.72 -704.28 
5047.00 73. 15 5328 5120. 14 -:::07.86 
5328.00 93.93 5409 5421.93 12.93 
5409.00 92.64 5444 5501.64 57.64 
5444.00 86.88 5257 5530.87 273.87 
5257.00 59.49 5499 5316.48 -182.52 
5499.00 77.74 5326 5576.74 250.74 
5326.00 52.66 5165 5378.66 2 t3. 66 
5165.00 31.30 4672 5196.30 524.30 
4672.00 -21 . 13 4433 4650.87 2H .!H 
4433.00 -42.92 4471 4390.08 -80.92 
4471.00 -34.83 4560 4436. 17 -123.83 
4560.00 -22 . ..14 4177 4537.55 360.55 























11 . 22 
4.91 
1 . 81 
2.72 
8.63 
































HOLT'S TWO PARAMETER EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING 
FORECASTS FOR FRESHMAN ENROLLMENTS WITH 
ALPHA = 0.9 AND BETA = 0.1 
FRESHMAN 
SMOOTH TREND ENROLLMENT FORECAST ERROR 
3115 
3093.20 -~"JS.38 2897 2894.82 -2. 18 
2896.78 -198. 18 3680 2638.60 -981.40 
3581.86 -109.86 4658 3472.00 -1186.00 
4539.40 -3. 12 4490 4536.28 46.28 
4494.62 -7.28 4236 4487.34 251.34 
4261.13 -29.90 3929 4231.23 302.23 
3959.22 -57. 10 4208 3902. 12 -305.88 
4177.41 -29.53 4347 4147.83 -199. 17 
4327.08 - 11.65 4211 4315.43 104.43 
4221 . .14 -2 1 . 05 3608 4200.39 592.39 
3667.24 -74.37 4064 3592.87 -471. 13 
4016.89 -3~.~~ 4340 3984.92 -355.88 
4304.-19 -·-:.: ~ 50-H 4304.48 -742.52 
4972.75 66.22 5328 ~039.56 -288 . .14 
5299.15 92.78 5409 5391. 93 -17.07 
5407.29 94.31 5444 5501.60 57.60 
5449.75 89. 13 "5257 5538.88 281 . 88 
5285. 18 63.76 5499 5348.94 -150.06 
5483.99 77.26 5326 5561 . 25 235;. 25 
5349.52 56.09 5165 5405.61 240.61 
5189.06 34 . .14 4672 5223.49 551.49 
4727. 15 -15.20 4433 4711.95 278.95 
4460.89 -40.30 4471 4420.59 -50.41 
4465.96 -35."'"~7 4560 4430.19 -129.81 
45-H .02 -24. ·:? -1177 4522.93 345.93 























11 . 80 
6 .. 29 
1 .. 1 3 
2.85 
8.28 

































HOLT'S TWO PARAMETER EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING 
FORECASTS FOR FRESHMAN ENROLLMENTS WITH 
ALPHA = 0.8 AND BETA = 0.1 
FRESHMAN 
SMOOTH TREND ENROLLMENT FOP.EC~ST ERROR 
3115 
31J7 1 . .10 -200. !:6 2897 ?~70.84 -2'3. 16 
2391 . 77 -195.47 3680 2693.30 -586.70 
3482.66 -1 1 9.53 4658 3363.13 -1294.87 
4399.02 -15.94 4490 4383.08 -106.92 
4468.61 -7.39 4236 4461.22 225.22 
4281.04 -25.41 3929 4255.63 326.63 
3994.33 -51 . 54 4208 3942.79 -265.21 
4154.96 -30.32 4347 4124.63 -222.37 
4302.52 -12.53 4211 4289.99 78.99 
4226.80 -18.85 3608 42('7.95 599.95 
3727.99 -66.85 4064 3661. 14 -402.86 
3983.43 -34.62 4340 3948.81 -391.19 
4261.76 -3.32 5047 4258.4.:1 -788.56 
4889.29 59.76 5328 4949.04 -378.96 
5252.20 90.08 5-109 5342.28 -66.72 
5395.65 95.41 5444 5491.07 47.07 
5453 . .11 91.65 5257 5545.06 288.06 
5314.61 68.60 5499 5383.21 ·-115. 79 
5475.84 77.87 5326 5553.70. 227.70 
537 1 . 54 59.65 S1G5 543 1 . 19 2Ei.O. 19 
5218.23 38.35 4672 5256.59 584.59 
4788.91 -8 . .:11 4433 4780.50 347.50 
4502.50 -36.21 4471 4466.28 -4.72 
4470.05 -35.84 4560 4434.21 -125.79 
4534.84 -25.77 4177 4509.06 332.06 
















7. 1 1 





















BOX-JENKINS ARIMA (1,0,0) FOR TOTAL ENROLLMENTS 
YEARS 1948 THROUGH 1985 TO FORECAST 1986 
MODEL: D=O. P=i 
RESLL TS OF ENRa.lMENT FOREOST 
ACTUAL FORECAST ABSa..UTE 
TOTAL TOTAL FORECAST PEFCENT 
YEAR ENRCUMSfTS ENACU..MSfTS Ef'R:1'lS E.Ff:CA5 
19~8 ~0265 10611 3~6 3.37% 
19~9 9993 10587 594 5.94% 
1950 8517 10334 1817 21.33% 
1951 76~7 8948.1 1251.1 16.25% 
1952 8235 8168.1 "€7.9 0.82% 
1953 7790 8681.7 8';1.7 11.45% 
1954 8403 8256.9 _, 46.1 1. 7 4o/a 
1955 9113 8840.1 -272.9 2.99% 
1956 9328 9510.4 182.4 1.96% 
~1957 9342 9712.3 370.3 3.96% 
1958 9693 9725.4 32.4 0.33% 
1959 10298 10054 -244 2.37% 
1960 10854 10618 -236 2.17% 
1961 11301 11133 -168 1.49% 
1962 11795 115~5 -2::0 2. ~ 2o/o 
1963 11961 11999 38 0.32% 
1964 13214 12151 -1063 8.04% 
1965 15079 13292 -1787 11.85% 
1966 16010 14971 -1039 6.49% 
1967 16546 15802. -744 4.50% 
1968 16841 16277 -564 3.35% 
1969 17492 16539 -953 5.45.% 
1970 18444 17114 -1330 7.21% 
1971 18655 17951 -704 3.77% 
1972 1808o 18135 55 0.30% 
1973 18560 17631 -929 5.01% 
1974 19280 18052 -1228 6.37% 
1975 20490 18682 -1808 8.82% 
1976 21129 19735 -1394 6.60% 
1977 21904 20289 -1615 7.37% 
1978 22287 20958 -1329 5.96% 
1979 22003 21288 -715 3.25% 
1980 22490 21044 -1446 6.43% 
1981 22709 21463 -1246 5.49% 
1982 23053 21651 -1402 6.08% 
1983 22366 21946 -420 1.88% 
1984 21449 21356 -93 0.43% 
1985 20901 20566 -335 1.60% 
AVERAGE % ERROR= 5.13% 
YEAR ACTUAL FORECAST [)(FFEREN:::!: ABSa.UTE % ERROR 
1986 20634 20092 -542 2.63o/e 
TABLE 70 
BOX-JENKINS ARIMA (1,0,0) FOR TOTAL ENROLLMENTS 


















































































































































































































AVERAGE %ERROR= 4.85% 
CJF"FCREN:C ABSOLUTE o/o ERROR 




BOX-JENKINS ARIMA (1,0,0) FOR TOTAL ENROLLMENTS -
YEARS 1948 THROUGH 1987 TO FORECAST 1988 AND 
1989 
MODEL: ~0. P=1 
RESU."TS OF ENFO..l.MENT FORECAST 
ACTUAL FORECAST ABSa..UTE 
TOTAL TOTAL FORECAST PEFCENT 
YEAR ENRa..LMENTS ENROUMENTS ERR:)RS E?FO=S 
1948 10265 10611 346 3.37% 
194Q 99!13 10587 594 5.94% 
1950 8517 10334 1817 21.33% 
1951 9697 8948.1 -748.9 7.72% 
1952 8236 8168.1 -67.9 0.82% 
1'.;53 7790 8651.7 891.7 11.45% 
1954 8403 8256.9 -145.1 1.74% 
1955 9113 8840.1 -272.9 2.99% 
1956 9328 9510.4 182.4 1.96% 
1957 9342 9712.3 370.3 3.96% 
1958 9693 9725.4 32.4 0.33% 
1959 10298 10054 -244 2.37% 
1960 10854 10618 -236 2.17% 
1961 11301 11133 -168 1.49% 
1962 11795 11545 -250 2.12% 
1963 11961 11999 38 0.32% 
1964 13214 12151 -1063 8.04% 
1965 15079 13292 -1787 11.85'i'o 
1966 16010 14971 -1039 6.49% 
1967 16546 15802 -744 4.50% 
1968 16841 16277 -564 3.35% 
1969 17492 16539 -953 5.45% 
1970 18444 17114 -1330 7.21% 
1971 18655 17951 -704 3.77% 
1972 18080 18135 55 0.30% 
1973 18560 17631 -929 5.01% 
1974 19280 18052 -1228 6.37% 
1975 20490 18682 -1 SOB 8.82% 
1976 21129 19735 -1394 6.60% 
1977 21904 20289 -1615 7.37% 
1978 22287 20958 -1329 5.96% 
1979 22003 21288 -715 3.25% 
1980 22490 21044 -1446 6.43% 
1981 22709 21463 -1246 5.49% 
1982 23053 21651 -1402 6.08% 
1983 22366 21946 -420 1.88% 
1984 21449 21356 -93 0.43% 
1985 20901 20566 -335 1.60% 
1986 20634 20092 -542 2.63% 
1987 20116 19860 -256 1.27% 
AVERAGE %ERROR= 4.76% 
YEAR ACTUAL FORECAST DFFERE3'.CE ABSOLUTE % ERROR 
1988 NOT AVAILABLE 19410 l.N<JoO,',N l..N<I'DM'I 
1989 NOT AVAILABLE 18796 l.N<JoO,',N ~
TABLE 72 
BOX-JENKINS ARIMA (1,0,1) FOR TOTAL ENROLLMENTS 










































MODEl.: OxO, P=1. a=1 



































































































































































AVERAGE %ERROR= 5.23% 
OFFEPS...cE 
-246 




BOX-JENKINS ARIMA (1,0,1) FOR TOTAL ENROLLMENTS 











































MODEL.; o .. o. P:1, 0::1 







































































































































































AVERAGE % ERROR = 4.63% 





BOX-JENKINS ARIMA {1,0,1) FOR TOTAL ENROLLMENTS -
YEARS 1948 THROUGH 1987 TO FORECAST 1988 AND 
1989 
MODEL: 0=0. P=1. 0=1 
RESU.. TS OF ENAOUMB'IT FORECAST 
ACTUAL FORECAST ABSaJJTE 
TOTAL TOTAL FORECAST PEFC8'IT 
YEAR ENACUMENTS ENROU.J..1ENTS m:t::R5 ~ 
1948 10265 11627 1362 13.27% 
1949 9993 9718.1 -274.9 2.75% 
1950 8517 10729 2212 25.97% 
1951 9697 7617.7 -2079.3 21.44% 
1952 8236 8474.1 238.1 2.89% 
1953 7790 8701.7 911.7 11.70% 
, 954 8403 7772.4 -630.6 7.50% 
1955 9113 9637.1 524.1 5.75% 
1956 9328 9277.9 -50.1 0.54% 
1957 9342 9938.4 596.4 6.38% 
1958 9693 9430.7 -262.3 2.71% 
1959 10298 10450 152 1.48% 
1960 10854 10638 -216 1.99% 
1961 11301 11438 137 1.21% 
1962 11795 11537 -258 2.19% 
1963 11961 12295 334 2.79c/o 
1964 13214 11959 -1255 9.50% 
1965 15079 14409 -670 4.44~1o 
1966 16010 15435 -575 3.59% 
1967 16546 16126 -420 2.54% 
1968 16841 16441 -400 2.38% 
1969 17492 16668 -824 4.71% 
1970 18444 17550 -894 4.85% 
1971 18655 18380 -275 1.47% 
1972 18080 18049 -31 0.17% 
1973 18560 17391 -1169 6.30% 
1974 19280 18706 -574 2.98% 
1975 2'0490 18791 -1699 8.29o/o 
1976 21129 20699 -430 2.04% 
1977 21904 20156 -1748 7.98% 
1978 22287 21848 -439 1.97% 
1979 22003 21080 -923 4.19% 
1980 22490 21237 -1253 5.57% 
1981 22709 21887 -822 3.62% 
1982 23053 21711 -1342 5.82~/0 
1983 22366 22400 34 0.15% 
1984 21449 20785 -664 3.10% 
1985 20901 20593 -308 1 .4 7~o 
1986 20634 19880 -754 3.65% 
1987 20116 20019 -97 0 .~8~1~ 









TABLE 74 (Continued) 
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DATA - * 
MEAN -
OBS. DATA 















16 1 I 301.0 
17 1tl95.0 
18 I 1961.0 





2 1 17492.0 
25 18444.0 















4 I 20634.0 
42 201 1G.O 
Figure 13. 
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Enrollment Series - Years 1945 Through 1987 
L 
DATA - • 
MEAN -
OBS. OATA 8.0E+03 1. 3E t04 1.BE+04 2.3E+04 2.8E+O<I 
·---------·---------·---------·---------·---------· . . . . . .















16 11301 . 0 
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--------------· ------------· 
-- -----·----· 
STANDARD OEVIIITION OF THE PROCESS 
0.53750Et04 
156 
Figure 14. OSU Enrollment Series (with d=O) - Years 1945 
Through 1985 
AUTOCORRElAIIOIIS ' 




1 0 958 0. 15tl 
2 0.913 0. 1-lfl 
3 0.857 0 Hfo 
4 0. 79~ 0. 1·1-1 
5 0. 721 o. 142 
6 0.637 0. 1•10 
7 0.555 0. 1:lll 
8 0. 465 o. 1:.Hi 
9 0.378 0 1:11 
10 0. 295 0. t:• 1 
I 1 0.213 0. 1:>'1 
12 0 132 0 t ~I 
13 0.053 o. 1~-1 
14 -0.024 0.1:>2 
15 -0. tOO 0. 120 
16 -0. 172 0. I t7 
17 -0.237 o. 111 
18 -0.298 0. I 12 
19 ·0.353 0. 11":1 
20 -0.394 o. wr, 
21 -0. 423 O.lv1 
22 -0.441 0.101 
23 -0.453 0.0!111 
24 -0. 460 0.0"1 
25 -0.458 0.091 
26 -0.448 O.O!lll 
27 -0.439 0.011'> 
28 -0.422 0.001 
29 -0.401 0.071 
30 -O.J7J O.OIJ 
~igure 15. 
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SAC for Enrollment Series 
(with d=O) - Years 1945 
Through 1985 
PARIIAL AUIOCORilflAliONS • 
lWU STANUARIJ ERROR LIMIIS . 
PR·AIIT STANO . 
LAG ~.:o1m . um . 
1 0.9~8 0. 1!>8 
2 -0.071 0. 1 !,EJ 
:J ··0.1-1-1 o. 1~.s 
4 ··0. 119 0. 1!J8 
5 -o. 147 0. 1~)8 
6 -o. t4B 0. tSB 
7 -0 007 0 1~8 
8 -o. 123 0 158 
9 -0.010 0. I!IH 
10 0 0;}2 0. 1!,a 
1 t -o os5 0. 158 
12 "0.058 0. l!i8 
t:l -0.057 0. 1!>8 
H ·0.072 0. 158 
15 -O.OflO o. 158 
16 ·0.0·11 0. 1~,11 
t7 -0.01~ 0. 1~)8 
1U -o o52 0. 15R 
'" ··0. OOG 0 1!:>8 20 0.097 0 1 !iB 
2 I 0.0-15 0. 1!•!l 
22 0.045 0. 1!i!l 
23 -0.027 (). 158 
2·1 -0.097 0. tSB 
25 0.007 0. 158 
26 -0.002 0. 1511 
27 -o 102 0 I ~;A 
28 0.022 0. I !• fl 
'2U 0 025 0. t5B 
30 0.0·15 0. 158 
Figure 16. 
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SPAC for OSU Enrollment 
Series (with d=O) 






























23 651 .000 
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TWO STANOARU ERROR LIMITS . 
AUTO. STANO. 
LAG CORR. ERR. 
1 0.-145 0.152 
2 0. 110 o. 150 
3 -0.061 0. 1·18 
4 -0.024 0. 1·16 
5 0. 129 0. 14·1 
6 -0.002 0.1-11 
7 -0.029 0. 139 
B -0.099 0. 137 
9 -0.076 o. 135 
10 0.020 0. 137 
I I O.C75 0. 130 
12 O.OS5 0. :2s 
13 -0.028 0. 125 
14 -O. 2GB 0. 123 
15 -0.21!0! 0. 120 
16 -0. 156 o. 117 
17 -0. 102 0. I 15 
IB -0.076 0.112 
19 -0. 19:J 0. 109 
20 -o. 194 0. lOt. 
2 I -0.004 0. 103 
22 0.073 o. 100 
23 0.010 0.097 
2~ -o. 161 0.09·1 
25 -0.229 0.090 
26 -0.061 0.087 
27 -0.041 O.OBJ 
28 0.079 0.079 
29 0.019 0.075 
30 0.0•1:1 0.071 
Figure 18. 
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SAC for OSU Enrollment 
Series (with d=1) 
Years 1945 Through 1985 
PAIHIAL AUfOCORI<ELfll lllflS • 
TWO STAtlDARD ER110R LIMITS 
PR-AUT SlAND . 
LAG aH?R. EI<R. -1 -.75 -.5 -.75 0 . 25 . 5 75 
:----:.----:----:· ---:----:----:----:----· 
I 0. •145 0 H,o 
2 -o. 109 0. IGO 
3 -0.085 0. IGO 
4 0.064 0. IGO 
5 0. 155 0. 1(;0 
6 -0. IB2 0. 1(;0 
7 0.038 d·. IGO 
B -O.OG4 o. tr,o 
9 -o 015 0. IGO 
10 0 012 0 H;o 
I I () ouo 0. IGO 
12 -O.O·IG 0. tGO 
13 -0.027 0. IG'l 
14 -o 299 0. IGO 
15 0.036 0. IC,Q 
16 -0.093 0. 160 
17 -0. OG·I 0. tGO 
Ill . 0 045 (). 11·0 
1 ~l -O.Ofl:J 0. 160 
20 ·0. 1-1'1 (). 1{,!) 
2 I 0 21') 0. 11;0 
'}'.}_ -0 1()6 0 . 1{)() 
2:J ·0. I IB 0. IGO 
2-1 ·0. t-IS 0. l{".f) 
:} ~i -O O~G o. teo 
21; 0.029 (). 1(,1) 
21 -0.072 0. IGO 
28. 0 01 t 0. IGO 
7'J -o o:n 0 H;o 











SPAC for osu Enrollment 
Series (with d=l) 
Years 1945 Through 1985 1-' U1 
\D 
160 
DEGREE OF NONSEASONAL DIFfERENCJtJG -
OATA - • 













1 1 337.000 
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OSU Enrollment Series (with d=2) - Years 1945 
Through 1985 
AUIOCORRFLATIONS ' 
TWO STANDARD ERROR I.IMITS . 
AUTO. SIANO. 
LAG CORR. ERR. -1 -.75 - 5 -.:>5 () 15 !; 
-o. t3 t 
2 -0. 140 
3 -0.070 
4 -0.1'11 
5 0. 206 
6 -0 014 
1 -o ooJ 
8 -o o8~ 
9 -0 O.JG 
10 0.008 
I I 0 026 
12 0.032 
I J 0. 106 
·~ -0.254 
15 0.019 
IG 0 015 
17 -0.073 
18 0. 105 
19 -0.03·1 
20 -0. I 20 
2 I () 10-1 
n 0 O~i'l 
23 0.100 
2·1 -0.058 
25 -o. tBo 
26 0.074 
27 -0.141 
28 0. 124 
29 -0.0·11 
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SAC for OSU Enrollment 
Series (with d=2) 
7!1 
Years 1945 Through 1985 
PAflf IAL 1\U I OCOJWl LA f IONS . 
TWO SlANDIIRO ERWUA LIMIIS 
PR-Ill)[ s 1111-J!l 
LAG COIW. ll/11 . 
1 ·0 1:11 0 IG2 
2 -0. 11>0 (). 1f>2 
J -0. I 17 0. IG2 
4 -0.236 0. IG2 
5 0. I IG 0. 162 
6 -o. t to 0. lb2 
1 -0.012 0. lb2 
8 -o. t40 0. 162 
9 -0.041 0. tr.;> 
10 -o o:12 (). l!i2 
I I 0 02!) 0. 162 
12 -u 00:1 0. IG2 
13 0. 172 0. IG2 
14 -0.2:15 0. lli2 
15 0.01'1 0. IG7 
IG -O.Oil(i 0. 1(;:,> 
I 1 0.0'18 0. IG2 
18 -o 06·1 0. IG2 
19 0.067 0. lb? 
20 -0.2•11 0. IG2 
2 I 0 1:10 (J 1(.2 
n ·0 WiO 0 1<;2 
23 () t~G 0. J(;2 
2-1 -0.138 0. IG2 
25 -0.023 0. IG2 
26 -0. Ofl2 0. 162 
27 -O.OGI 0. IG:> 
211 ·0 125 0. 1(;2 
2!.1 '-0.024 (). 162 
30 0.03·1 0. IG2 
Figure 22. 
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SPAC for OSU Enrollment 
Series (with d=2) 
. 75 





DEGREE OF NONSf.I\SUNAL UHHIH.NClN<.i ·-
OAT A - • 




















18 11961 .0 
19 13214.0 
20 15079.0 



















40 2090 f. 0 
4 1 20G34.0. 
Figure 23. 
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TWO STANDARD ERROR LIMITS 
AUTO. STAND. 
LAG CORR. ERR. -1 -.75 -.5 -.25 0 .75 . 5 .75. 
:----:----;----:----· ---:----:----: 
I 0 961 0. 149 : ..... ............. 
2 0.919 0. 147 : + •••• . ............. 
3 0.869 0.1•15 : ..... • ........... t .. 
4 0.811 0. 143 : • t ••• ..•......• 
5 0.738 0. 1•11 : ..... • • + •••••• 
6 0.656 o. 139 : ..... . ...... 
7 0. 574 0.137 : .... •••• + • 
8 0. 487 0.135 ..... t •••• 
9 0.400 0. IJJ : .... ... 
10 0. JIG 0. 130 : .... . 
t1 o. 233 0. 128 : ..... 
12 0. 1~9 0. 126 : ... 
13 0.067 0. 12~ .. 
14 -0.010 0. 121 . 
15 -O.C81 0. I 19 ... 
16 -o. 152 0 117 ... : 
17 -0.220 o. 114 .... : 
18 -0.283 0. I 12 •• ... : 
19 -0.338 0. 109 ... . ... 
20 -0.300 0.107 .... . .. : 
2 I -0.413 0. 104 .... . .. : 
22 -0.439 0. 101 ..... . .. : 
23 -0.456 o.mls ..... . ... 
24 -0.464 0.095 t •••• . ... 
25 -o 464 0 092 ..... . .. : 
26 -0.457 0.089 -···· ... : 27 -0.450 0.086 ...... . . ;
28 -0.437 0.083 ...... ... 
:29 -0.418 0.079 ..... .. : 
30 -o 391 0.075 ..... .. : 
Figure 24. SAC for OSU Enrollment 
Series (with d=O) 
Years 1945 Through 1986 
PARTIAL AUTOCORREL41IONS 0 
TWO StANDARD ERROR lIMITS 
PR·AlJI SIANU. 
LAG C:Uilll . E R ll . - I -.75 5 -.:>5 () .25 .5 . 1 ~) 
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SPAC for OSU Enrollment 
Series (with d=O) 
Years 1945 Through 1986 1-' 
"' w 
164 
DE<;REE Of NONSEASONAL Dlffi:.RENCING -
DATA - ~ 











9 710 000 
10 215.000 
1 1 14.0000 



























39 ··548. 000 
40 -267.000 
Figure 26. 
-1300.00 -300.00 700.00 1700.00 2700.00 
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TWO SIANDARO ERROR LIMITS 
AIJTO. SlAND. 
LAG CUilR. ERR. 
I 0.·163 0. 150 
2 0. 148 0. I~B 
3 -0.027 o. 146 
4 -0.021 0. 1·11 
5 o. 135 0 1-12 
6 -0.003 o. 1·10 
7 -0.005 0. I:JB 
B -0.094 0 136 
9 -0.084 o.t:J.I 
10 0.014 0. 13 I 
II 0.049 o. 1~9 
12 0.044 0. 12'1 
13 -0.030 0. 12·1 
14 -0.232 0 122 
15 -0.208 0. 120 
l(j -0. 17 I 0. I 17 
17 -0. lOll 0. 11·1 
18 -0.073 0. I 12 
19 -o. 196 0. 10'1 
20 -0.210 0. WG 
2 I -o m;.1 0. Ill I 
22 0.039 0.101 
23 0.011 0 O!Jil 
24 -o. 1GB 0.0!14 
25 -0.233 0.091 
26 -0.070 O.OIHl 
27 -o. m;.t 0.065 
26 0.073 0.081 
29 0 023 0 077 
30 0.040 0.073 
Figure 27. 
- I - . "" -. 5 - . ?. ~) 0 J:i .5 - ·-- . - .. - .. - -·. . . ........ 
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SAC for OSU Enrollment 
Series (with d=l) 
., ~i 
Years 1945 Through 1986 
1'111<1 I AL AUIOCUIW[LAIIOfl~ . 
lWO SlMIIli\RO Elli<OR LIMIIS 
I'R · lllJT s 11\f-111 . 
lAG c·lflm. r 1111 . 
I 0. ·163 () 151l 
2 -O.Ofl5 0. 1~18 
3 -0.079 0. 150 
4 0 0·16 0 t~·~o 
5 0. ITO 0. 158 
6 -o. I'JO 0. tSB 
7 0 OliO 0. H'>fl 
ll . 0.094 0. ISS 
9 -0.003 0. 1~i~ 
10 0.0<12 0. !(ill 
I I 0. (Jfi3 0 1(·8 
12 ·0.050 () 1~,B 
I 3 -0 006 0. 1(,8 
14 . o. 27J 0 1~18 
15 O.C23 0 l(ifl 
16 0 O!JJ 0 l!·fl 
I 1 o.rno 0. l!•fl 
lfl 0 O~i~ 0 t ~~n ,., ll . I 00 () I ~·B 
/(J 0 HI o. t~,n 
7 I () }()I) 0. l~lH 
22 0. 10·1 0. l(iH 
2:1 -0 .CJH'l 0. I~'B 
24 O. 19 I 0. 1!",8 
25 -o 0:11 O.t~IB 
26 0 051 () t ~~n 
21 -0.081 0. E>!l 
:>fl .0.012 0. 1!>8 
2!l 0.018 0. t!lU 
:w 0.028 0. I !iJI 
Figure 28. 
- I - . "1 ~l .. ~; 75 () 75 . 5 
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SPAC for OSU Enrollment 
Series (with d=l) 
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Years 1945 Through 1986 ...... 
"' l.11 
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DEGREE OF NONSEASONAL DIFFERENCLNG -
DATA - + 

























2~J 301 .00~ 

















-IGOO.OO -600.00 400.00 1400.00 2400.00 


























OSU Enrollment Series (with d=2) - Years 1945 
Through 1986 
AUIOCORRELAIIONS • 
TWO STANDARD ERPUR LIMIIS . 
AUTO. STANO. 
LAG CORR. ERR. -1 -.75 -.5 -.25 0 . ?5 . 5 . 75 
; - - - - : -- -- : -- -- : -·-- - : - - -4- --- : ---- : ---- ; 
1 -o. 122 0. 152 
2 -0. 143 0. 150 
3 -0.089 0. lol!l 
-1 -o. 168 0. I•H' 
5 0. :wo 0. 1·1-1 
6 -0 059 0. 1•11 
7 -0.015 0. 1:l9 
8-0.091 0. 131 
9 -O.Ool2 0. 1J5 
10 0. 01"1 0. 132 
11 0.036 0. 1Jtl 
12 0 037 0. 1~8 
13 o. 1:n 0. 12~ 
14 -0.266 0. 123 
15 0.006 0.1:70 
16 0.021 0.117 
17 -0.065 0 II!, 
IB 0. 102 0.112 
19 -0.040 0. IL)'J 
20 -o. 1:n 0. l!.t; 
21 0.115 0. 103 
n 0 .07~) 0 1(>() 
23 0 O!J<I 0 0!17 
2-1 -0.055 0 001 
25 -0. 180 O.O!Jll 
26 0. 07-1 0 0!17 
21 -o. 134 0 Oll't 
28 0. 132 0.0/!l 
29 -0.043 0.075 
30 0.025 0.071 
Figure 30. 
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SAC for OSU Enrollment 
Series (with d=2) 
Years 1945 Through 1986 
PARTIAL AIJIOCOIHlfLAIIIli~S • 
TWO SIANUARO ERROR LIMIIS 
PR -AlH STAND. 
LAG CORA. ERR. -1 -. 75 -. 5 -.:15 0 .:15 .5 .75 
-(). 122 
2 ·0. HiO 
3 -0. 135 
4 -0.239 
!i (). I<J.I 
G -o. 10:1 
., -o .o:r:J 
ll - (). 1·1·1 
9 -0.052 
10 -O.IJoiG 
I 1 0. () 1•1 
12 . 0. ')():l 
II o. I'J<) 
1-1 . 0. 2-11 
15 O.OOG 
Hi · 0 01 •I 
11 "0.0111 
Ill 0.01/ 
1'1 () U~)·l 
:>n -o ? 11'3 
:) I (). L' ·I 
'J2 -·O. o:JI,j 
2'1 0. I :J I 
2·1 . () 12tl 
} ~~ ·O.O:JI 
2G 0 OCG 
~"I · 0. ()G6 
:lfl -(). 1-05 
) ~-1 -0 03J 






















0. I I.<J 
0. If tO 
o. 11.o 
0. I(;O 
0. I CU 
0. IGO 
0. I fiU 
0. jf,() 
0. ICO 
0. I LO 
31. 
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SPAC for OSU Enrollment 
Series (with d=2) 




Ill (;I~[[ 01 I~ON:JI Jl~;llNI\1. IJII I Ulii~ClfJLi 
DIIIA -











































4 1 20634.0 
·12 20116.0 
Figure 32. 
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TWO STANDARD ERROR LIMITS . 
AUIO. SIANll. 









9 0 421 
10 0.337 
11 0.252 
I 2 0. 167 
13 0 082 
14 0 004 
15 -o 068 
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SAC for OSU Enrollment 
Series (with d=O) 
Years 1945 Through 1987 
f'IIIH IJIL JIUlUCOtW[LA I IONS • 
I WU S I ANDIIRIJ EtWUR L I M II S 
Pll IIlli Sl IIIJII. 
1/\G COIW. EIW. ·1 ·.75 - 5 -.25 0 ?5 . 5 .75 
·:----:----: 
I 0 963 0 . I !0 1 : ..... . ............ 
2 -0 063 0 t!i-1 .. 
3 -0. I 10 0 15·1 ... 
4 -0. I Hi 0. 151 .. : 
5 -0.2:1!] 0 t !) 1 
G -0.221 0 t ~j-1 ..... 
. () 0 1'1 () I ~i ·I . 
0 -0 OB7 0. I ~,.J ... : 
!I o O:l'J 0. If• 1 .. 
to 0 023 (). 1 !J.J 
I 1 ·0.05<1 0. 151 . .
I 2 · 0 Oil'/ 0. t!il ... 
1:1 -0 0132 0 I<; .J ... 
H -o. o:n 0 I~; .1 
15 0 02·1 0. 15·1 
1(.; -0 002 0. 1!0·1 
17 o ono o. 151 ... 
1R 0. I I 1 0 1~··1 
19 -O.OO!J 0. tfd 
?<J 0. O'J•I 0. I~. ·1 ... 
2 I 0. (J'JG 0 1!0-1 .. 
22 0. (): .J 0 15-1 
;n -o.o47 0. 15·1 
2•1 -0 01·1 0. 15·1 
25 0 0:11 0. 15-1 .. 
26 -0 028 0. 15,1 .. 
2'1. 0. 100 0 1r·-l ... 
2!J ·0.007 0 15-1 
2(.1 -0.013 0 1!11 
30 0.069 o .• :,.t .. 
Figure 34. SPAC for osu Enrollment 
Series (with d=O) -





f:t GPEE OF NONSEASONAL Ulr FEI~ENCING -
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~0 931 .000 






















-1300.00 -:JOO. 00 700.00 1700.00 .2700.00 
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lWO STANDARD ERROR llMil~ 
AUlD. STANO 
LAG CORR. ERR. •I - 75 -.5 -.~5 0 . ;)~ . 5 . 75 
---:.----:----: 
0.470 
? 0. 179 
J 0 028 
4 0 027 
5 0 134 
6 0 006 




I I 0.0:'19 
12 0.009 
13 -0.043 
1-1 -o. 226 
15 -0. 159 
16 -0. 151 
17 -0. 126 
16 -0.063 
19 -o. 166 
20 -0 213 
2 I -O ORI 
22 -o .0:12 
23 -0 .03·1 







































. : .. ,. .. : 
• + • : 
+ •• : .... 
.... : ..... .... : . . . 
. :.... 
.. . ... 
Figure 36. SAC for OSU Enrollment 
Series (with d=1) 
Years 1945 Through 1987 
Pi\1111111 AUIOClJI<IlflAI.J[Jt-J$ ' 
IWll SIIINLJIIRLJ ERP!I11 LIM! IS 
PP- IIIII S lilt Ill . 
tAn COPP. [RR. -1 1 ~1 
I 0.410 0 t!)(j 
2 . 0. ()'j.l 0. 1 !,G 
:J -0.045 0 FiG 
4 0.051 0 15G 
5 0. 14:.1 0. tSG 
G -o. t59 0. f~}G 
1 0.043 0. 15G 
6 -0.054 0. I~;G 
9 -O 0 1Pl 0 I !J{~ 
to O.O!i I 0. PIG 
11 0.058 0 I ~JG 
12 -0.073 0. 1!i6 
13 --0.019 0. l~iG 
14 -o 23•' 0 ~-~,G 
15 o.o'i:J 0. 1!-,(J 
16 -o. 111 0 l!.iG 
17 -o o2n 0. l!i6 
Ill -O.OI:l 0 . I '.iii 
19 -o. 110 0 1 ~}6 
:;>(l - (). 1'i] 0. l!!G 
'} 1 () I /-1 () l!·fl 
n .. () I 1 :J 0. t !JG 
2:1 -0.0'/1 0. 1!jG 
2·1 -0.1~11 0 I ~-~G 
2~.i () IOJ 0. 1 ~.c; 
2G O.OI,:J 0. I ~dJ 
27 -o. O(J5 0 I ~)G 
:'H .o. 012 0. I ~)G 
~ ') . 0. () 1 'i G. 1~>'i 
J() (). 0·11 0. ~~-lCi 
5 -. :,J'j 0 
. :
.. -... : .. 
.. : .... 
. 7~) . 5 
Figure 37. SPAC for OSU Enrollment 
Series (with d=l) 
7S 




OEGf<E.E OF NONSEASONAL D!FII:~ENC!NG­
OAIA - • 













1 1 337.000 
12 254.000 
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Alii OCORRE l /l T I ON'; . 
TWO STANDARD ERROR LIMIIS 
AUTO. STAND 
LAG CORR. ERR - I ·-. 75 -. 5 ... 2~ 0 :' ~; .5 
. ---- . - - -
I -0. 125 0. 150 •• i . 
2 -0. IH 0. Ill< .... 
3 -O. 086 0. 1-IG ... 
4 -0. 156 0. I.J.I ... ; 
5 0. 197 0. 1·12 :- .... 
6 -0.055 0.140 .. 
7 -0.025 o. LltJ 
8 -0.083 0. I:JG 
9 -o 038 0. 13-1 .. 
10 0 075 0. IJ I .. 
II 0.042 O.U!l .. 
12 0 031 0 121 
13 o. 123 0. 12-1 : .. 
14 -0.279 O.IV . ..... 
15 0.014 0. 1:!0 
16 0.030 0. 117 -. 
17 -O.OG9 0. 11•1· . :
18 0.096 0. 111 
19 -0.038 0. l(>!l 
70 -o. 1:13 0- 1(1(; 
2 I 0.125 0. 10 I 
22 0 Oil 0 101 
23 0.081 O.C0 0 
24 -o .•052 O.O!H 
25 -O. 181 0.091 
26 0.074 0.088 
27 -0. 134 0.085 
28 0. 128 O.O!J1 
29 -0.0-18 0.07/ 
30 0.026 0.073 
Figure 39. 
- .. . -.... ...... .. 
- .. .. .... : 
-. ... : 
: ... .. 
SAC for OSU Enrollment 
Series (with d=2) 
. 7fl 
.. 
Years 1945 Through 1987 
I 
P /Ill I Jill IIU I OCUIIPI. LA I I OfJS . 
lWU SIANOARD ERROR LIMIIS 
PI< IIIII S I Ill Ill. 
JM; Clll!ll. EIW. 
I -() 125 0 1 ~) fi ., -0. J(;G () I ~, IJ 
:J -o. 13·1 o. 1~-u 
•I -0.2211 (1 E··ll 
5 0. 10-1 0. l!.>fl 
G -0.0!15 0. EiB 
I -o 037 0. 150 
8 -0. I 32 0 158 
9 -0.050 0 1 ~iB 
10 -0.0-10 0. 1!ifl 
II 0.022 0. l!iB 
12 0. ()()7 0 t!-,B 
11 0. lf!H 0. 1!·f! 
1-1 -o. 2·19 0. 1!iH 
15 0.008 o. •:·8 
IG -0.070 0. l!iB 
t1 -(l 0117 0. l!iO 
Ill -0 0/-1 0. 1!)8 
19 0.060 o. 158 
20 - o :>-n 0. ~~-fl 
2 1 o.1n o. ~~.n 
:>2 -0.020 0. 158 
:>3 0 12fi 0. lf18 
:>·1 -0. 111 0 I !:if! 
:!5 -0.0·10 0. l~l!l 
2fi -O.Of>9 0. l!iB 
27 -0.079 0 158 
28· -o. 098 0 •~o 
29 -O.OcJ9 0. I~·B 
30 0 050 0. 158 
Figure 40. 
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SPAC for OSU Enrollment 
Series (with d=2) 



































Oklahoma . Oklahoma 
Unemployment Per Caplla 
TABLE 75 
THE POSSIBLE FACTORS AFFECTING OKLAHOMA STATE 
UNIVERSITY ENROLLMENTS 
Independent Va!!!!!l .. 
Oklahoma Unlled Stat .. Oklahoma 
Drilling Rig United Stalae Conaumer Othar lnatltutlon osu osu 
Rat .. lnc:omea Ac:tlvltlu GNP (1082$) Price lndlc .. Enrollment• Tultlona Year Student Aida 
111 m 131 141 
5.1 1.928 174 17994 
5.1 1.986 158 1873.3 
4.7 2.122 159 1973.3 
4.3 2.293 163 2087.6 
a.a 2.441 141 2208.3 
3.5 2.627 101 2271.4 
3.5 2.856 106 2365.6 
3.3 3.065 120 2423 3 
4 3.338 96 2416.2 
3.7 3.498 90 2484.6 
3.9 3.773 90 2606.5 
3 4.284 115 2744.1 
4.4 4.739 146 2729.3 
. 7.2 5.193 177 2695 
5.8 5.695 186 2826.7 
5 6.306 233 2958.8 
3.11 6.972 258 3115.2 
3.4 8.028 247 3192.4 
4.8 9.066 397 3187.1 
3.6 10.329 698 3248.8 
5.7 11.061 622 3168 
9 10.877 285 3277.7 
·7 11.613 319 3492 
7.1 12.214 252 3570 
8.2 12.368 142 3675.3 
7.3 
~ -- _J:!m>. ______ 1§~---- __ ;mL_ 
(1) UNEMP~ Y · Oklahoma Errploymenl Securlly Commlslon 
(2) PINCOME • U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis 
(3) OILAIG · Hudges Tool Corrpany. Dallas, Texas 
(4) USGNP • U.S. Departmenl of Commerce 
(5) PINDEX • U.S. Departmenl ol Commerce 
(6) COMPFIG · Oklahoma Aegonls lor Higher Educallon 
(7) TUITION • OSU Office of Aoglslrar 
(8) FINAID · Oklahoma Regenls lor Higher Educallon 
(9) HIGHSCH • Oklahoma S1alo Doparlrnenl of Educallon 
lSI (61 171 181 
33:85 38549 23 61162 1441086 
34.44 41876 23 62/03 1441086 
34.97 47139 23 63/114 1441086 
35.64 54185 23 64/65 1441086 
36.75 55972 23 65/611 1596588 
37.65 60018 28.5 611/117 1439307 
39.3 64514 28.5 67/118 1484425 
41.04 66429 28.5 68/110 1579265 
42.9 73512 34.25 D0/70 1707131 
44.94 79486 38.25 70171 1770262 
46.71 63302 38.25 71172 15066411 
49.55 86930 38.25 72/73 1475266 
54.75 91305 38.25 73174 1321543 
59.16 104261 38.25 74/75 1548047 
62.6 106407 49.83 75/711 2645355 
66.74 109463 49.83 78177 3377126 
71.57 108070 49.83 77/78 3406427 
78.17 111537 49.83 78170 3813142 
86.61 118309 56.42 70/80 4133122 
94.61 120010 56.42 8 0/81 4452501 
100 125963 64.02 81/8 2 4688396 
103.89 132103 72.67 82/83 4150544 
108.17 127020 82.53 83184 4782917 
111.82 129383 82.53 84/85 8005961 
114.4 128211 92.53 85/811 8610141 



































MULTIPLE REGRESSION (BACKWARD) PROCEDURE 
FOR UNDERGRADUATE ENROLLMENTS 
YEARS 1962 THROUGH 1985 
R SOUAAE SIGNIFICANT 






6 0.9823 0.965 78.1 .000 0.965 .000 IN 
7 0.9823 0.965 99.213 .000 .000 0.956 cur 
0. 9823 0.9648 130.383 .OCO ·0.0001 0.795 CUT 
0.98C5 0.9614 ~55 913 .000 ·0.0035 0.186 cur 
/>NJVA TAB..E 
'.'O.R:C OF SlM OF SOUAFES MEAN SQUARE F SIGNIFCANT F 
i'.E-:;;:i:O:SO. J 164867513.31668 54!i55837.i73 165.91337 .0000 
;::;~s;~u.t.~ :::o 66246l2.63965 331232.13198 
B COFFICIENTS AND CCNFlOENCE UMITS 
95% CONFiDENCE INTE!'IVAL B 
VAFHAeLE B SE !3 LCWE."i UP!"E!'I T SIGNIFICANT T 
HIGHSCH 0.338009 0.046555 0.240896 0.435122 7.26 .0000 
OIUiiG 2.370619 0.965583 0.35645 4.384788 2.455 0.0234 
USONP 2.880564 0.379936 2.088031 3.673096 7.5S2 .0000 
(CO~JSTANn -4747.168979 1245.:2823 7 4 . 7344.781059 -2149.5569 ·3.81 2 0.0011 
RESU.TS OF S'IAOUMENT FORECAST 
ACTUAL fO'lECASi ASSO..:JTC 
LNOEFIGAAOUA TE LNDE!'IGAAOUA TE ~ PERCENT 
vc:._~ S'J~...D.~ENTS ENRCU..'.1E!'If'3 !OR·~ EF.FO=tS 
1962 10006 9992.4299 1~5~7~- 0.14al. 
1963 10107 9895.9523 ::!1 1 .0477 2.09'1. 
1964 11065 11433.6332 ·3(>8.6332 3.33~. 
1965 12877 13707.1268 ·830.1288 6.4So/o 
1966 13596 13636.5953 --40.5953 0. 30'l'. 
1967 14120 13536.953 583.0-'7 ... 13'Y. 
1968 14366 1-'028. 7068 337.2932 2.35% 
1969 14763 14621.5467 141.4533 0.96~. 
1970 15395 14712.5376 682.4624 4.-43~. 
1971 15472 15433.0081 38.9919 0.25'1. 
1972 14889 15931.9736 ·1 042.9736 7.00'!'. 
1973 15065 1605-4.3126 -989.3126 6.S7o/e 
1974 15631 16151.0812 ·520.0812 3.33'!'. 
1975 1 6591l 16231.226 367.77-4 2.22"· 
1976 17313 16566.696 746.304 ... 31~. 
1977 18015 173-48.7493 666.2507 3.70~. 
1978 18521 18022.0315 498.9685 2.69o/. 
1979 18218 18292.6962 • 74.6962 0.41o/. 
1980 18602 18660.0628 -58.0628 0.31~a 
1981 18916 19388.4295 -472.4295 2.50~. 
1982 19120 18808.8594 311.1406 1.63% 
)983 18410 17808.4815 601.5185 3.27 .... 
1984 17779 17984.163 ·205.163 1.15o/. 
1985 17240 17837.7457 -597 7457 3.47°'~ 
AVERAGE ~. ERROR = 2. 7!t'l'. 
TOTAL CASES, 24 II OF VARIABLES.= 3 















MULTIPLE REGRESSION (BACKWARD) PROCEDURE 
FOR UNDERGRADUATE ENROLLMENTS 
YEARS 1962 THROUGH 1986 
R sa.JAAE SIGNIFICANT 






6 0.9813 0.963 77.993 .000 0.963 .000 IN 
7 0.9812 0.9628 98.359 .000 -0.-0002 0.786 aJT 
8 0.98C6 O.!i616 125.265 .000 -0.0012 0.446 aJT 
9 0 979 0.9584 161.251 .000 -0.0032 0.21 aJT 
IH:JVA TAB..E 
s::x..R:E OF SUA CF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F S!GNIACANT F 
RE-:.r.E=K:N 3 1656:27124.823C3 5S.0:09041.6.CS 151.2512 .0000 
RESIDUAL 21 7189961.17697 342379.10367 
B COFFICIENTS AND CONFIDENCE LIMITS 
95% CCNAOENCE INTERVAL B 
VARIABLE B se g LO'.VE.C! UP!'ER T SIGNIFICANT T 
HIGHSCH 0.363978 0.042801 0.274968 0.452988 8.504 .0000 
OILFiiG 2.863338 0.903711 0.98397 4.742707 3.168 0.0046 
us:!o'.:P 2.577 o.30Sa13 1.941444 3.212556 8.432 .0000 
tCCNSTAliiT1 -4993.676467 1251.44424 • 7596.194648 ·2391.1583 -3.99 0.0007 
RESIJ..TS OF S'lRCUMENT FORECAST 
AClUAL FtAECASl' ABSOLUTE 
LNOERGRAOLIATE LNOEFGRAOUATE R:IRECAST PERCSIIT 
VE•.R l!:NRCU.MENTS ENROllMENTS C!'t"'C"lRS ERFOPS 
1962 10006 9987.9275 1:1.0725 0.18~~ 
1963 10107 9840.2801 :!C6.7199 2.64% 
1964 11065 11443.9218 -378.9218 3.42~o 
1965 12877 13833.3357 -956 .. 3357 7.43% 
1966 13596 13687.1981 -91.1981 0.6i~~ 
19.;7 14120 13534.3574 585.6426 4.15°/o 
19ea 14366 14016.0018 349.9982 2.44% 
1969 14763 14628.4517 134.5483 0.91'!'. 
1970 15395 14723.3269 671.6731 4.36o/o 
1971 15472 15460.6569 11.3411 0.07% 
1972 14889 15933.0324 -1044.0324 7.01'1'. 
1973 15065 16001.3625 -936.3625 6.22% 
1974 15631 16122.962 -491.962 3.15% 
1975 16599 16236.81155 362.1045 2.18~~ 
1976 17313 16531.8087 781.1913 4.51% 
19ii 18015 17319.3128 695.6872 3.86'1'. 
19~8 18521 17969.8918 551.1082 2.98'1'. 
1979 18218 18217.4146 0.5854 0.00% 
1980 18602 18662.3754 -60.3754 0.32% 
1981 18916 19507.8037 -5111.8037 3.13% 
1982 19120 18903.561 216.439 1.13'1'. 
1983 18410 17663.0291 746.9709 ... 06"· 
1984 17779 17750.2878 28.7122 0.16% 
1985 17240 17530.872 -290.872 1.69% 
1986 168.C5 17423.9307 -578.9307 3.44% 
AVERAGE~. ERRORa2.67o/o 
TOTAL CASES= 25 I OF VARIABLES = 3 














MULTIPLE REGRESSION (BACKWARD) PROCEDURE 
FOR UNDERGRADUATE ENROLLMENTS 
YEARS 1962 THROUGH 1987 
R 50\WlE SIGNIFICANT 
STEP MULTIPLE R R SQUARE F SIGNIFICANT R OWG: OiAN:lE IN/OUT VARIABLE 
1 N HI3H50i 
2 N l.NEMPLY 
3 N OLRG 
4 N FNAJD 
5 N U5GIP 
6 0.9798 0.;601 76.2 .000 0.11601 .000 N TUlTlON 
7 0.9795 0.9595 94.65 .000 -0.0006 0.585 cur FlNAIO 
AN~NA TABLE 
s::uo: OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F SIGNIF!CANT !;; 
REGfiE.SSIOII 3 1659557811.16853 331111157.834 114.6411114 .0000 
RESIDUAL 20 7013455.33147 350672.76657 
B COFFICIENT5 AND CGIFIDENCE LJ.IITS 
95'Yo CONFIDENCE INTERVAL B 
VARIABlE B SEB l.DN8'l UPPER T SIGNIFICANT T 
HI3H50i 0.343445 0.0648511 0.208151 0.4787311 5.295 .0000 
LNEMPLY 262.601794 112.507554 27.91528 4117.288309 2.334 0.0301 
OIU'liG 3.155138 0.11147 1.247108 5.063168 3.4411 0.0025 
us:;N' 4.101154 1.023571 1.966023 6.236285 4.007 0.0007 
TUITION -54.043886 21.284444 -118.442434 -11.645338 -2.5311 0.01115 
!CONSTANTI -7345.30512 1557.050131 -10593 .25299 -4097.3573 -4.717 0.0001 
RESU..TS OF ENROU..MelT FORECAST 
ACTlUAL FORECAST ABSa.UTl: 
~TE lMlEFGWJUATE R:FIECAST I'El'ICaiT 
YEAR ENROlL.MENT5 8'lRCllMENiS 8'R:R5 8'R:R5 
1962 10006 9970.4429 35.5571 0.36'¥. 
1963 10107 11947.24115 1511.7505 1.58% 
11164 11065 11522.7919 -457.7919 4.14% 
1965 12877 13865.0135 -1188.0135 7.67'!'. 
1966 13596 13734.8375 -138.8375 1.02% 
1967 14120 13354.3315 765.6685 5.42% 
1968 14366 13968.3416 3117.6584 2.77'Yo 
19611 14763 14596.39118 166.6002 1. 13'Yo 
11170 15395 14537.165 857.835 5.57% 
11171 15472 15048.8495 423.1505 2.73% 
1972 14889 15753.6165 -864.6165 5.81% 
1973 15065 15819.4715 -754.4715 5.01% 
11174 15631 16291.1118 -660.198 4.22% 
1975 16599 17090.7776 -4111.7776 2.96'Yo 
1976 17313 16547.0198 765.9802 4.42% 
1977 18015 17374.0552 640.9448 3.56'Yo 
1978 18521 17971.853 549.147 2.96% 
1979 18218 18198.0126 111.9874 0.11'l'o 
1980 18602 18688.5161 -86.5161 0.47'¥. 
1981 18916 19410.5911 -4114.5911 2.61'Yo 
11182 19120 18908.4754 311.5246 1.63'Yo 
1983 18410 11ip70.7461 339.25311 1.84o/e 
1984 17779 17468.1991 310.80011 1.75'Yo 
1985 17240 17387.2715 -147.2715 0.85'¥. 
1986 16845 17160.7216 -315.7216 1.87% 
1987 16845 16459 0524 385.9476 2.29% 
1988 IJIIQVhN 16381.7843 
AVERAGE % ERROR z 2.88'Yo 
TOTAL CASES 26 I OF VARIABLES~ 5 
DURBIN-WATSON TEST •1.10285 NO SERIAL CORRELATION 














































MULTIPLE REGRESSION (BACKWARD) PROCEDURE 
TOTAL ENROLLMENTS - YEARS FOR 
1962 THROUGH 1985 
A SQUARE SIGNIFICANT 
R SQUARE F SIGNIFICANT A O'ANJE Q-iAN3C 
0.9118 97.70~ 0.000 0.9718 .000 
0. ~7· 4 122.2'33 0.-JCO -O.C004 .6:<4 
0.9704 155.845 0.000 -0.001 0.442 
ANOVA TABLE 
OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F SIGNIFICANT F 
4 26~59160<!.61312 65897900.65~<!8 1So.S<4468 0.0000 
19 8034025.22021 422843.43264 
B COFFICIENTS AND CONFIDENCE LIMITS 









OJT rt .. 7T1CN 
OJT F1NAID 

































0.062489 0.35827~ 0.619856 7.826 o.ocoo 
116.435253 --4.767447 482.63550<4 2.052 0.054 
1.097805 0.291303 <4.886761 2.358 0.029 
0.53539 2.016857 <4.258021 5.86 0.0000 
, 686.2~5237 -12380.57702 -5321.833758 -5.249 0.0000 
RESULTS OF 9-lRa..L.MENT FORECAST 
FOREe.'-. 'I ABSOLLITE 
TOTAL Fen'"~ ~ 
-~· F'EFCa-.'T 
~ACU_t.~ENTS EPR::R3 EPR::R3 
11693.:292 101.4708 0.86% 
11491.2426 469.7574 3.93o/o 
13516.6498 -302.6498 2.29o/o 
16589.4466 -1510.4466 10.02% 
16214.:0:661 -20<4.2661 1.28% 
16014.8202 531.1798 3.21% 
1€625.0649 215.9351 1.28'Ya 
17363.8258 128.17<42 0.73'1'. 
17688.5523 755.4<477 4.1 O'Yo 
18595.3585 59.6415 0.32~. 
19237.6317 -1157.6317 6.<40% 
19038.8501 -<478.8501 2.58~. 
19502.5512 -222.5512 1.1 So/. 
20296.8004 193.1996 0.94'1'. 
20256.6185 872.3815 4.13'1'. 
21069.3662 834.6338 3.81 'Yo 
21598.3165 688.6835 3.09~. 
21800.1746 202.8254 0.92~. 
225<45.5338 . -55.5338 0.25% 
22995.96:0:5 -266.9625 1.26% 
22808.3829 244.6171 1.06% 
22317.7415 48.2585 0.22~. 
21844.649 -395.649 , .84% 
21632.665 -n1 665 3.50% 
AVERAGE '1'. ERROR; 2.47'!'. 
I OF VARIABLES • 4 
DURSIN-WATSON TEST • 1.12960 NO SERIAL CORRELATlON 
















































MULTIPLE REGRESSION (BACKWARD) PROCEDURE 

































































B COFFICIENTS AND CONFIDENCE LIMITS 
95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL B 
S!: S LCWE'i Ui='!::=\ 
0.060334 0.393&&2 0.6457 
119.498698 -16.123538 482.416019 
1.040874 1.027583 5.370035 
0.485426 1.761332 3.786493 
1721.62841 s -12704 37151 -5521.867588 
RESULTS OF ENRCl.L.MENT FORECAST 
FON:CAST ASSa..UTE 
TOTAL R:lRE"..ASi PE!'ICCNT 
ENRO..L•.IENTS 9'!'0'15 E?.~ 
11686.i8 108.,2 0.92~o 
1 1423.1546 537.8454 4.50~. 
13528.7191 -314.7191 2.:!Bo/o 
16740.9143 -1661.9143 11.02~. 
16279.1558 ·269. 1558 1.68o/ct 
16015.9674 530.0326 3.20% 
16614 0092 226.9908 1 .JS'l'o 
17377.3192 114 6808 0.66% 
17702.0585 741.9415 4.0.2~. 
18630.1282 24 8718 0.13% 
19239.2655 -1159.2555 6.o41~o 
18981.8157 -421 8157 2.27&/o. 
19467.6997 -187.6997 Q.9i 01a 
20286.7192 203.2808 0.99'!'. 
20207.4684 921.5316 4.36% 
21030.8717 873.1283 3.99~o 
21539.3417 747.6583 3.35~. 
21716.0939 286.9061 1.30~o 
22549.2063 -59.2063 0.26~. 
23152.8575 -443.8575 1.95% 
22922.2281 130.7719 0.57o/. 
22118.7352 247.2648 1.1 1~o 
21552.4892 -103.·1892 0.48~. 
21251.3852 -350.3852 1.68~o 
21357.5165 ·723.6165 3.51~, 
AVE?.AGE ~. ERROR = 2.5~. 

































MULTIPLE REGRESSION (BACKWARD) PROCEDURE 
FOR TOTAL ENROLLMENTS - YEARS 
1962 THROUGH 1987 
R SOUARE SIGNIFlCANT 
STEP MULTIPLE A R SOUAAE F SIGNIFICANT R OWII3E ~ IN/OUT VARIABLE 
N HG-fSCH 
2 N LNEMR.Y 
3 N Ol.RIG 
4 N FlNAIO 
5 N l.lSGf,P 
6 0.9851 0.9705 104.131 0.000 0.9705 .000 N 'T1J1TION 
7 0.9842 0.9687 123.802 0.000 -0.0018 0.297 cur FlNAID 
ANOVATABLE 
s::u:ce oF Slt.A OF SQUARES MEANSOUARE F SIGNIFICANT F 
REGRESSIClll 5 267336767.53374 53467353.5068 123.80213 0.0000 
RESIDUAL 20 8637550.00472 431877.50024 
B COFFICIENTS IWO ~OENCE LIMITS 
VARIABLE B see 1.0N8'l ~ T SIGNIFICANT T 
HIGHSCH 0.445878 0.071978 0.2115734 0.596022 6.195 0.0000 
UIIEMPLY 376.206047 124.856441 115.760219 636.651875 3.013 0.0069 
OILfUG 3.25861 1.015098 1.141154 5.376067 3.21 0.0044 
U93IIP s.oo8987 1.135919 2.639503 7.378471 4.41 0.0003 
TUiilON -61.576131 23.620636 -110.647886 -12.304376 -2.607 0.01611 
(CONSTANTI -10512.1728 1727.952759 -14116.6171 -li907.728493 -6.084 0.0000 
RESU.TS OF ENRCUMEHT FORECAST 
ACTUAL FORECAST ABSCl.UTE 
TOTAL TOTAL FORECAST PERCENT 
YEAR ENRCUMENTS ENRCUMENTS 8'ifO'IS EFR:RS 
1962 11795 11632.2897 162.7103 1.38% 
11163 11961 115!il2.2759 368.7241 3.08% 
1964 13214 13591.2409 -377.2409 2.85% 
1965 15079 16578.5261 -1499.5261 9.94% 
1966 16010 16365.1913 -355.1913 2.22% 
1967 16546 15928.41199 617.5001 3.73% 
1968 16841 16691.7463 149.2537 0.89% 
1969 17492 17470.1462 21.8538 0.12% 
1970 18444 17487.9795 956.0205 5.18% 
1971 18655 18161.1033 493.8967 2.65% 
1972 18080 19044.1167 -964.1167 5.33% 
1973 18560 19034.1593 -474.1593 2.55% 
1974 19280 19674.6779 -394.6779 2.05% 
1975 20490 20796.3775 -306.3775 1.50% 
1976 21129 20084.3528 1044.6472 4.94% 
11177 21904 21055.9244 848.0756 3.87% 
1978 22287 21722.8836 564.1164 2.53% 
1979 22003 21983.7228 19.2772 0.09% 
1980 22490 22602.5387 -112.5387 0.50% 
1981 22709 23226.0745 -517.0745 2.28% 
1982 23053 22673.4921 379.5079 1.65% 
11183 22366 22153.4715 212.5285 0.95% 
1984 21440 21289.2558 159.7442 0.74% 
1!185 20901 212111.239 -318.239 1.52% 
1986 20634 21108.7208 -<474.7208 2.30% 
1987 20116 20319.9935 -203.9935 1.01 'f. 
11188 t.N<N:Io'1N 20157.4513 
AVERAGE% ERROR,. 2.53% 
TOTAL CASES • 26 I OF VARIABLES • 5 
DURBIN-WATSON TEST= 1.3197 NO SERIAL CORREiA TJaol 








































TOTAL CASES= 26 
TABLE 82 
MULTIPLE REGRESSION (BACKWARD) PROCEDURE 
ENROLLMENTS - YEARS 1962 
THROUGH 1987 
FOR OU 
R SQUARE F SIGNIFlCANT P 
0.9783 143 053 0.000 
0 9721 178.6:J6 c.a:~ 
G <;7=1 2 1~5.:!79 J.CC-J 
ANOVATABLE 
rj,= S~ .. :i'AOFSOUAr:IE3 MEA>~ SQUAPE 
227481:Z06.20886 55870301.5;222 
21 58149~8. 44498 276904 68786 

























B SES LCWE."! L'P!"::c T SIGNIF!C;..NT T 
0 .. 343076 0.05706 0.224414 0.461739 6.013 0.0000 
474.909955 99.956539 267.039159 682. ~8075 4.751 0.0001 
-52.741291 18.375557 -90.955337 -14.5272.:5 -2.87 0.0092 
5.147921 0.855512 3.368165 6 .. 927677 6.015 0.0000 
-7370.731356 1374023169 -10228.16612 -4513.2965S9 -5.364 0.0000 
RESLL TS OF E"JACU..Me<T FORECAST 
AC7UAL FORECAST ABSa..UTE 
cr.; OJ FOREC=.S7 PE"""-<:B'JT 
ENROllMENTS EN~.·=-.rrs e=R:JRS e::::R:>RS 
121 17 12382.:313 -265.3313 2. ~<;% 
13064 12487.:<:7:::3 SiS. 7~77' ~.41% 
14163 14078.0523 84.9477 0.60% 
15640 ~6440.:55 -800.265 S.i:2% 
15473 16357.5303 -884 6303 5.7'2~'.:. 
15980 16155.5179 -175.5179 1.10% 
16930 16852.1302 77.8698 0.46% 
17607 17453.5241 153.4759 0.87~~ 
18052 17612 .. ~974 439.8026 2.44% 
18441 18161.8561 279.1419 1.51~o 
19494 19033.4161 455.5839 2.34'% 
19647 18976.5142 670.3858 3.41~. 
19932 1 963:<:. ~ 988 299.8012 1.50% 
21316 20892.4149 423 . .5871 , 99~'::1 
20010 20133 :ao2 -123.5802 0.52~o 
19719 20822.5907 -1 103.6907 S.OiJ'!"o 
20357 21271.817 -914 817 .4.49C:'o 
2187:! 21507 2563 364 7417 1 .Si~'o 
21835 218:::4 7:93 11.2707 0.05% 
21681 21407.1013 273.8987 1.~6~' .. 
21803 21414.C261 388.9739 1.~8% 
22907 22:568.S.5iJ 338.0427 1.48% 
21365 21672.:!547 -307 2547' 1.44% 
21748 21905.8316 -157.3316 o.:-3~ .. 
22165 22383.2004 -218.2004 0.98% 
21646 21533 •321 ,,z_ss~g 0. 5.Zg'~ 
AVERAGE '7. E?.RCR 2.C9~o 
• OF VARIABLES= 4 
DURBIN-~VATSON TEST= 1.09145 NO SERIAl.. CORF'.E!..A T10N 
APPENDIX F 
MULTIPLE DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS 
183 
TABLE 83 
SUMMARY RESULTS OF DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS 
FOR UNDERGRADUATE ENROLLMENTS 
AC:II 011 VAllS WilKS' 
5 I EP EIHEREU R[MOVfU w LAf~llllA SIG. 
1 UNEMPLY 1 .54735 .0013 
2 PINCOME 2 .36090 .0002 
3 OH.RIG 3 . 34 :no .0010 
4 USGIJI' 4 .23714 .0001 
5 PI NilE X 5 . 2:J(i/5 .0015 
6 COMPFIG 6 . 1589R .0004 
7 TUITION 7 . 12243 0003 
8 FINAIO 8 . 11953 0014 
9 Ill GHSCil 9 .0!1632 .0016 
10 PII·ICilME ll .0!1741 .0004 
11 f INA Ill 1 . 10 1~10 .0001 
Cl.ASSIFICAIION IIIIIC:IION CllffllCITIIIS. 
IFISHfR'S LJN[AR UISCfliMitJIINI FtitiCIIONS) 
S TA IllS 0 
UNEMPLV 190.J2!1G 195.4702 
OIIRIG 1. G3Jii4!l I.G73!JA4 
US GNP 2. 159/67 2.219545 
PI NilE X ~29 89367 ~JQ 844111! 
I Mill CIINUIIICAL lllSUliMINANI FUIICIIOIJS EV~IIII\IEO Ill GflOlfl' MEANS 
OK UNEMPLOYMENT RATES GROUP 
OK I'ER CAI'IlA INCOMES 
FUNC t rtltJC 2 
OK URilliNG RIG 1\CIIVIIIES 
0 0. 408f; 1 ~(l 74400 liS GllOSS NATIOIJAI. PROiliiClS 
1 I 94"/IJ.I 0 •IQ:J 14 US PlliCE Hill ICES 
2 ~4.11585 0 25181 OK OiliER 'JIJSI I ENflOI.lMENIS 
OS II llJI T IIlii 
OSII S llli1Hif A lOS 
OK Ill r.ll SCIIU!J L r.fl All IIA I£ S 
OK PEil CAI'III\ INC:OMFS 
OSIJ S lllllHJI A IllS 






THE llANKS AND NAtURAl. LOGAR!TI~S OF OEIER~!NANT~ PRINTED ARE !HOSE 







RANK LOG UETERM!NANT 
7 40.253735 
1 46.940693 
6 (TOO FlW CASES TO BE NQN~SINGULAR) 
1 56.1869R6 
COMPFIG -o 21·1695!>F.~ol ~Q.2171lJ16E~Ol ~o. 20!Hcl44E -o 1 
SINCE SOME COVARIANCE MATRICES AilE SINGIJI.AR, TilE USUAL PROCFOURE Will 
NOT WORK. TilE NON·S!NGULAR GROUPS WILL Br lE51EO AGAlllST THEIR OWN 
POOLED WITIIIN GRIJIJPS COVARIMJCE MAtRIX. Ill[ LOG OF. liS OEIERM!NANI T tr IT I ON ~ 4. 4 ·101190 ~4 "/1111112 
lllr.115CII 0. tfi!I~-~O!j~l[ ·01 0 tr,nt!HifiE··o1 
!Clli<SlANII -llll"/.94fl -1U~:J.:lt4 








DEGREES OF FRElDOM SIGNIFICANCE 
20, 792.6 0.0000 
CANIINTCAI DISCR!MINANI FtrNCTitJNS 
PEflCENI Of CIJMIJIATIVE 
FliNCT HIN EIGENVALUE VARIANCE PEIICENI 
1" 6 57782 95 64 95.64 
2° 0.30008 4.36 100.00 
CArlONI CAt 




FlJNCIION WilKS' I.AMilllA CIII~SIJIJMlfll 
0 0.1015042 43.465 
I 0.76911l07 4.9HG2 
• MARKS filE 2 CANONICAl. lliS~RIMJUANT FIJNCTiotiS flTMIIINitlfl IN TilE ANAlYSIS. 
D.F. SIGNIFICAIKE 

































SUMMARY RESULTS OF CLASSIFICATION FOR 
UNDERGRADUATE ENROLLMENTS 
AC lilA I. IIJGIIESI I'RilflAIIII.IIY 2Nil IIIIa IE S J lliSCRIMINhNT 
SH GROUP GllUIJP I' ( ll/<0) P ( G/U) GIIUUI• P ( G/D ) SCORES ... 
0 0 0.5610 0.6409 I 0 3590 0.42110 
I t 0.9516 0.91115 0 0.0015 2. 24·10 
t t 0.8956 0.9371 0 0.0629 2.2192 
I •• 0 0.4417 0.5428 t 0.457.2 0.5469 
1 1 0.8242 0.8275 0 0.1725 2. 1!147 
0 0 O.H05 0-.6149 I 0.3951 1.0370 
1 I 0.7451 0.0!137 0 0. I 163 2.41100 
1 t 0.6594 0.8894 0 0.1106 2.5890 
0 0 0.61199 0.8649 I o 1:147 -0.1132 
2 2 0. I 166 0. 7906 0 0.2087 -2.2253 
0 0 0.5!1113. 0 60Gt I 0.3939 0.5615 
1 I 0 4791 O.f.ll53 () 0.3147 2. HA2 
1 t o. ~t2n!l o.11-, to 0 0. 12!!0 2.2043 
1 1 0.0202 O.!l!l!l1 0 0 000!1 3.7473 
I • • 0 0.2424 0.6691 t 0.3303 -0.0585 
I t 0.70•12 0.6446 0 0.3552 I. 11 I I 
0 •• I 0.6463 0.7058 0 0.2942 2.0137 
0 Q 0. 1660 0.9933 I 0.0066 -0.3621 
0 0 0.3105 0.9766 2 0 0129 -! .OA IB 
0 0 0.4264 0.9391 I 0 Oli09 0.7657 
2 2 0.2071 0.9!J98 0 0 0002 -3.9025 
2 2 0. 4626 1.0000 0 0.0000 -4.4!J72 
2 2 0. 94:13 I . 0000 0 0 0000 -4.4 16 .I 
2 2 0.8352 1.0000 () 0 oouo -4.5566 
2 2 0.2213 1.0000 0 0.0000 -5.0175 
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COMPARISONS OF TOTAL ENROLLMENT FORECASTS 
Simple Brown's Doi.Jbta Hotra Two Parameter Box..Jenkin• Multiple Ragrassaon 
Exponential Smootlling Expon.nlial Smootlling Exponential Smooll"ing MethodoiOQY A·nalysis 
Yeat (Aloha • 1.0) (Aloha • 0. 7) (Alpha • 1.0 Beta • 0.3)_ lrP. 1 D·O O·Ol 
1963 1.39'1. 1.39'1. 0.42'/o 0.32'/o 3.09o/. 
1964 9.48% 8.98'1. 8.49'1. 8.04¥. 2.85% 
1965 12.37'1. 8.68'1. 9.26% 11.85% 9.95% 
1966 5.82'1. 1.59'1. 0.27'1. 6.49% 2.22'1. 
1967 3.24% 4.03'1. 2.20% 4.50'1. 3.74% 
1968 1.75'1. 3.67'1. 2.95'1. 3.35'1. 0.88'1. 
1969 3.72'1. 0.26'1. 0.05'1. 5.45'1. 0.13%
 
1970 5.16'1. 2.08'1. 1.66% 7.21% 5.18'1. 
1971 1.13'1. 2.76'1. 2.82% 3.77% 2.65-J.
 
1972 3.18% 6.24'1, 6.38'>'. ·0.30% 5.33% 
1973 2.59'1. 2.28'1, 1.33°1. 5.01'1. 2.55%
 
1974 3.73'1. 3.09'1. 2.14% 6.37% 2.05% 
1975 5.91'1. 3.95'1. 3.80% 8.82'1. 1.49
% 
1976 3.02% 0.66'/o 0.12% 6.60% 4.95% 
1977 3.54% 0.09% 0.54'1', 7.37% 3.87'
1. 
1978 1. 72'1. 1.76% 1.39% 5.96% 2.53
% 
1979 1.29% 4.09'1. 4.02'1. 3.25% 0.09% 
1980 2. 17'1. 1.18'1. 0.68'1. 6.43% 0.50%
 
1981 0.96% 0. 12'1. 0.71'1. 5.49'1. 2.28'1. 
1982 1.49'1. 0.37'1. 0.05% 6.08% 1.65'
1. 
1983 3.07'1. 4.37'1. 4.57% 1.83% 
0.95'1. 
1984 4.28'1. 3.94'1. 4.41'1. 0.43% 0.74% 
1985 2.62'1. 0.18% 1.40'1. 1.60% 1 .52'1· 
1986 1.29'1. 1.61% 0.37'1. 2.63% 2.30
% 
1987 2.58'1. 0.24'1. 0.98'1. 1.27'1. 1.01'
1. 
1 963·87 MAPE 3.37% 2.60'1. 2.35'1. 4.61'1. 
2.48% 
1 980·87 MAPE 2.31'1. 1.49'1. 1.65"1. 3.22% 
1.37% 
1985-37 MAPE 2.16% 0.68% . 0.92'1. 1.83% 
1.61% 
1988 FORECAS 20116 19657 19737 19410
 20157 
1989 FORE CAS N.A. 19193 19357 18796 
N.A. 
BEST MODEL MARK '1 




SIMPLE EXJ>ONENTIAL SMOOTIUNG FORECAST PROGRAM 
INTEGER OBS, X ( 100), X I , TOP4, L 650 FORMAT ( '0' , IGX, • TOTAL 
ABSOLUTE' 
REAL A(IO),MSE •) 
REAL AVGE( IOO),ALPH( IOO).AVGEE( 100) WRITE(6,700) 
DATA NOBS/100/,NA/10/ 700 FORMAT(IGX,'Y!AR !~LLMENT FORECAST ERROR ~ERROR') 
DO 30 I•1,NOBS WRITE(6,750) . 
OBS=I 750 FORMAT(I6X,'----------------------------------
----------------•) 
READ(5,20,END=40) X(I) IYEAR=I962 
20 FORMAT(l5) WRITE(6,800) IYEA •. X(I) 
30 CONTINUE 800 FDRMAT(IGX,I4,5X,l5) 
40 OBS•OBS-1 DO 1000 l•I,OBS 
lOBS•OBS SS=ALPH(K)•X(I)+( 1-ALPH(K))'SSI 
Kzl FF=SS 
DO 200 M=I,NA lF (lOBS .EQ. I) GO TO 850 




00 300 1=1,085 DDSQ=DD''2 
S•A ( M) •x (1) + ( 1-A ( M)) 'S 1 TOOSQ=TOOSQ+DDSQ 
F•S 850 IYEAR=IYEAR+t 
IF (lOBS .EQ. I) GO TO 300 IF (lOBS .NE. 1) WRITE(6,900) IYEAR,X(I+I),FF,DD
,ABSEE 
D=F-X(I+1) 900 FORMAT( 16X,I4,5X,I5,5X,FB.2,5X,FB.2.5X,F5.2) 
E=(D/FLDAT(X(I+I)))'IOO.O IF (lOBS .EQ. 1) WR1TE(6,950) IYEAR,FF 
ETOTAL=ETOTAL+ABS(E) 950 FORMAT(IGX,I4,15X,FB.2) 
ABSE•ABS(E) SSI=SS 
SI=S 1000 CONTINUE 
300 CONTINUE AVGEE(K)=ETOT/FLOAT(OBS) 
AVGE(K)•ETOTAL/FLOAT(OBS) MSE=TDDSQ/FLOAT(OBS) 
K=K+I WRlTE(G,IIOO) 
200 CONTINUE 1 tOO FORMAT( 16X, '------------------------------
--------------------•) 
DO 500 1=1,9 WRITE(6,1200) ALPH(K),AVGEE(K).MSE 
DO 400 J=I+I, 10 1200 FORMAT( 17X, 'ALPH = ',FJ.I,5X, 'MAPE =',F6.2,5X. 'M
SE = ',FI0.2) 










DO 2000 K= I, 4 




WRITE ( 6, 600) 
GOO FORMAT( • I·. 28X, 'SIMPLE EXPONENTIAL SMDOTIHNG fORE CAS [') 











BROWN'S DOUBLE EXPONEN11AL SMOOTillNG FORECAST PROGRAM 
DIMENSION S( 10, 100) ,OS( 10, 100) ,AA( 10, 100) ,BB( 10, 100) 
DIMENSION 00( 10, 100) ,ABSEE( 10, 100) ,FF( 10, 100) 
INTEGER OBS,X( IOO),XI,TOP4,l,INOEXI 10) 
REAL AVGE(IO),ALPH(IO),A(IO),MSE(IO),MTEMP 
DATA NOBS/100/,NA/10/ 












00 50 I•I,OBS 





AVGE( 10)•0.0 700 





DO 200 I• 1, OBS 
DS(J,I )•ALPH(J)•S(J,I )•( 1-ALPH(J) )•OSI BOO 
AA(J,I)•2.0•S(J,l)-DS(J.J) 















DO 500 1•1,9 
00 400 J•l+l, 10 




A TEMP•ALPH( I) 
ALPH(l)=ALPH(J) 
ALPII(J)•AIEMP 
I TEMP= INDEX( I) 
INDEX(I)=INDEX(J) 
I NOE X ( J) = I TEMP 
MTEMP=MSE (I) 





DO 20CO K" I ,4 
IF (ALPH(K) .EQ. 1.0) GO TO 2000 
WRIIE(6,600) 
FORMAl(' 1',20X,'BROWN"S DOUBLE EXPONENIIAL SMOOTHING FORECAST') 
WRIT£(6,650) 
FORMAT('O',IX,' lOIAL A B 
ABSOLUTE' I 
WRIIE(6,700) 
FORMAl( IX, 'YEAR ENIIOLLMENI FORECAST COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT 
ERROR %ERROR') 
WR I TE ( 6 , 7 50) 
FORMAT( IX,'---------------------------"---------------------------
•-------------------------') . 
I YEAR= 1962 
WRITE(G,BOO) lYEAR,X( I I 
FORMAT( IX,I4,5X,I5) 
00 1000 I= I,OBS 
I YEAR= I VEAl!+ I 
IF (lOBS .NE. I) WRITE(6,850) IYEAR,X(l+I),FF(INDEX(K),I),AAIINOEX 
•(K),I),BB(INOEX(K),I).OO(INOEX(K),I),ABSEE(INDEX(K),l) 
FORMAT(IX,l4,5X,l5,5X,F8.2,5X,F8.2,5X,FB 2,5X,F8.2,5X,F8.2) 
IF (JOBS .EQ. I) WRITE(6,900) IYEAR,FF(JNOEX(K),J},AA(INDEX(K 
•),I),BB(JNUEX(K),J) 




WRilE(G, 1500) ALPIHK),AVGE(K),MSE(K) 







BOLTS 1WO PARAMETER EXPONENTIAL SMOOTIIING fORECAST PROGRAM 
INTEGER OBS,X(IOO),XI,TOPS,L 
REAL A( 10) ,B( 10) ,MSE 
REAL AVGE(IOO),ALPH(IOO),BETA(IOO),AVGEE(IOO) 
DATA NOBS/100/,NA/10/,NB/10/ 








DO 200 M= I,NA 
A(M)=M•O.I 







DO 300 I • 1 , DB S 
S=A(M)•X(I)+(I-A(M))•(SI+TI) 
T=B(N)•(S-SI )+( 1-B(N) )•T I 
L=l 
F =S+T*L 












00 500 1•1,99 
00 400 J•I+I, 100 










400 CON ri NilE 
500 CONTINUE 
TOP5=3 
DO 2000 K=l,3 
WRITE(6,600) 
GOO FORMAT( 'I', 13X, 'HOTL' 'S TWO PARAMETER EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING FORECA 
•sT ·) 
WRlTE(6,650) 
650 FORMAT('O', IX,' TOTAL 
ABSOLUTE') 
WRITE(6,700) 
700 FORMAT( IX,' YEAR SMOOTH TREND ENROLLMENT FORECAST 
ERROR I ERROR') 





SSI=FLOAT(X( I I) 
TTI=X(2)-X( 1) 
I YEAR= 1962 
WRITE(6,BOO) IYEAR,X(I) 
BOO FORMAT(2X, 14,30X,I5) 
DO 1000 I= I,OBS 
SS=ALPH(K)•X( I)+( 1-ALPH(K) )•(SSI+TT I) 
TT =BET A ( K I' (55- 55 I )' ( I-BEI A ( K)) + TT I 
FF=SS+TT'L 
IF (!DOS .EQ. I) GO TO 850 
DO=FF -X( PI) 
EE=(OO/FLOAT(X(l+I)))•IOO 0 
AOSEE~AlJS(EEJ 




IF (lOBS .NE. I) WRITE(6,900) IYEAR,SS,TT,X(I+I),FF,OD,ABSEE 
900 FORMAT(2X ,!4,4X ,FB. 2,5X, FB .2,5X,I5 ,5X, FB. 2,5X. FB.2, 7X,F5. 2) 
IF (lOBS .EQ. I) WRITE(6,950) IYEAR,SS,TT,FF 






WR llE ( 6 . 1200 ) 
1200 FORMA 1 ( I X, ' -------------------------- ··-----------------------------
·------------------------·) 
WRIIE(G.IJOO) AI.PH(K),BETA(K),AVGEE(K).MSE 
1300 FORMAT(IOX,'ALPII = ',FJ.I.GX,'BETA = ',FJ.I,SX,'MAPE = ',F6.2,5X,' 






BOX-JENKINS METIIODOLOGY PROGRAM 
DATA LIST RECORD•t 
/YEAR 1-4 ENROLL 7-11 












MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
DATA LIST RECORD=1 
/YEAR 1-4 ENROLL 7-11 UNEMPLY 13-15 (1) PINCOME 17-22 (3) 
DILRIG 24-26 USGNP 28-33 (1) PINDEX 35-40 (2) COMPFIG 42-47 













'OSU TOTAL ENROLLMENTS' 
'OK UNEMPLOYMENT RATES' 
'OK PER CAPITA INCOMES' 
'OK DRILLING RIG ACTIVITIES' 
'US GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCTS' 
'US PRICE INDICES' 
'OK OTHER INSTI ENROLLMENfS' 
'OSU TUITION' 
'OSU STUDENT AIDS' 
'OK HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES' 
REGRESSION DESCRIPTIVES=CORR/ ' 










MULTIPLE DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
DATA LIST RECORD=t 
/YEAR 1-4 ENROLL 7-11 UNEMPLV 13-15 (1) PINCOME 17-22 (3) 
OILRIG 24-26 USGNP 28-33 (1) PINDEX 35-40 (2) COMPFIG 42-47 














'OSU TOTAL ENROLLMENTS' 
'OK UNEMPLOYMENT RATES' 
'OK PER CAPITA INCOMES' 
'OK DRILLING RIG ACTIVITIES' 
'US GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCTS' 
'US PRICE INDICES' 
'OK OTHER INSTI ENROLLMENTS' 
'OSU TUITION' 
'OSU STUDENT AIDS' 
'OK UIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES' 
'1=INCR, 2=DECR, O=UNCHNG' 
DISCRIMINANT GROUPS=STATUS(0,2)/ 
VARIABLE=UNEMPLY TO HIGHSCH/ 
ANALYSIS UNEMPLV TO HIGHSCH(2) 
UNEMPLY TO HIGHSCH(l) 
UNEMPLY TO HIGHSCH(O)/ 
MElHOD=WILKS/ 
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